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1I N T R O D U C T I OJj
My purpose • in writing this thesis has been to 
find out what relevance functional, linguistics could 
have to the teaching of foreign languages (1*e. any 
language other than the mother tongue) in general'* 
and the teaching of the English language in Pakistan 
in particular.
There has always been some controversy regarding 
the relevance of linguistics to language teaching, and 
some people believe that the former has no contribution, 
direct or indirect,- to make to the latter. There is, 
however, a far greater body of people who think-that• 
linguistics can indeed be relevant to the teaching of 
languages - both the mther tongue (hereafter referred 
to also with the alpha-numeric expression L-i) and the 
foreign language (hereafter referred to with the alpha- 
numeMc expression 1*2). This is shown by the fact 
that since the early 'sixties there have appeared 
numerous books, articles and other pubb Rations dealing 
with the relevance and/or application of both linguistics 
in general and of this or that school of linguistics in 
particular to language teaching.
As an example of the former, one could refer
I o
to the books by Hal -11 day, et ali * and Wiikins/', which 
discuss the bearing that linguistics 1n general has 
to language teaching. With regard to the latter, one
could refer to the book edited by FriedI * 3, which discusses 
the contribution of The Prague School of linguistics to 
language teaching, or* to the articles written by Fries", 
and Pincas that deal withjStructural Linguistics 
respectively yis-a-vis the teaching of English. There
have even been attempts to show the relevance of the 
transformattonnlist-gene'rative school* to language
I M.A.K. Halliday, A. McIntosh and P.P. Strevens, The 
Linguistic , Sciences and Language. , Teaching (LondonTGong.mans, 
1964).
"D. A, Wiikins, Linguistics ,. in Language Teaching (London: Edward Arnold (iTO^bt^’5^¥^sr> ,1Wz). *
3
V. Fried,(ed.),. The Prague School of, Linguistics , and Language , Teaching ' '• fLondon ? 0.07, 197^) / *
<CC. FM.s, ■te.e,.,n „„ T.ac„n“f
EnnHsh”, Language , Learning, VI (TfSG), pp. 1*22*
B A,. Pincas, “Structural Linguistics and Systemm-tic 
Composs-tien Teaching to Students of English as a Foreign 
Language**, Language ,- Learning, XU (1962).
<
"As would be explained . later, Ghomsk.y, the founder of this 
school, is himssef rather - sceptical of the relevance that • 
his (or, for that matter, any) brand of Linguistics can 
have to language teaching*
Iteaching; for example., .Ritchie, in one of his articles*, 
deals with the implications of generateve.grammar for 
the construction of English courses*
• Howeevr, no one has attempted - to my knowledge, 
at any rate - to deal with the FunnctonnHst School in 
the context.of language teaching. I think.that this is 
regrettable, because the approach of the functionalists 
to the study of language and to its description is 
extremely logical. It therefore has, in my .view, a.very
great potential of being relevant to language teaching. 
After all, an Important- aspect of language teaching 1s 
that 1t is ultimately based on a description of the target 
language, and if a certain description of that target 
language 1s clearer and more consistent than the other 
descriptions, then there will be greater chances of that 
particular description being more useful to language 
teaching. Hence my attempt to deal with Functional
Linguistics 1n the context of language teaching.
1n order to make clear the framework within which 
1 shall' be working, in this thesis, 1 should Hke to make 
the following observations;
(1) As will become clear later, by ‘Functional 
L1n.guis. tics' 1 mean that particular off-shoot 
of the Prague School that is represented by
^.c. Ritchie, "Some imp! icati ons of Generative Grammar 
for the Conntructlon of Courses in BogHsh as a Foreign 
Language”, Language ' Learnlng,XV11 (l967))Pp.45-13l.
4Trubetzkoy and Martinet generally, and by 
Mulder particularly,. The latter, in fact,
refers to himself also as ‘axiomatic
functlonnHst*..
(11) As already indicated, I shall restrict myself 
to the consideration of the relevance of 
Functional Linguistics to foreign language 
teaching in general, and We teaching of English 
in Pakistan ■ In particular, 1 shall do so not
because I think that functional linguistics can 
not be relevant to the teaching of the L~I, but 
as It will become clear later, because the 
teaching of 1t and that of the L-2 are very 
different propositions from each other. Moreover, 
as my interest Hes mainly with the teaching ' of 
foreign languages in .general , and the teaching of 
the EngHsh Language 1n Pakistan in particular,
I have excluded any reference, except perhaps in 
passing, to the problem of teaching the L-I.
(111) I shall confine my discussion in this work to the 
western wing o$<Bak1stan in . g$nera-1, and to 
Karachi, which Is an important city, in particular. 
The main reason for doing this is • my lack of 
flrsthhand knowledge of the educational set-up 
of East Pakistan, and of Its language, Bangga.
I, therefore, do not feel comppeent to include 
East Pakistan within the scope of this work.
5M0ne<lnvr, 1 shall be concerned mainly with the 
aduut learners; that is to say, with those 
lnafsnr1 who reach - the higher 1ntnndary/in1v- 
mrsity level after they have already had some 
EngHsh at the - 1ntondaay/pr1■ffiary - level.
(1v) 1 shall 1gnnrn the recent poMtical and military 
events that have created serious u■•ncceta1■nt1ns 
with regard to the - future relationship of the 
Baling a'spaaking areas of Pakistan with - the rest 
of the country. ' My reasons - for doing so' are,
firstly, that these changes occurred a long time 
after 1 had begun myyresearch, and, secondly, 
that Pakistan has so far refused to rncngn^1e 
'Bang'lade'sh*, - so that, at -least, officially, the 
SangH'-speaking areas are - still very much a part 
of Pakistan.
This thesis is divided into four sections, which are 
as follows:
a. The first section cnmpp1tn1 the first two
chapters. The first chapter traces, 1n brief, 
the rise of linguistics as an ^dependent, 
scientific Hsfipline; the second chapter deals 
with Functional Linguistics♦ An - account 1s given 
of the Prague Sohod, of which the FunnctonnHst 
School 1s one of the nff-1hoot1> and then the 
Important tenets of Funntingal1sm are distus■snd.
&b. The second section surveys the linguistic
situation in Pakistan, with special reference 
to the following four points:
(I) The linguistic situation In the indo- 
Pakistan sub-continent during the British rule;
(ii) The general situation concerning the 
posHim of the English language in the sub­
continent until 1947:
(iii) The linguistic situation in Pakistan at 
the time of her birth■ in August 1947;
(1v) The posstion of. the English language in 
Pakistan since 1947 and its future there*
cc The third section contains. two chapters (i.e. 
iV and V), the first• of which gives. a brief 
historical sketch of foreign language teaching in 
Europe, followed by an account of foreign- 
language teaching in Pakistan* The second 
chapter of this section deals with the methods 
used for foreign language teaching. A 
discussion of foreign language teaching metho-ds 
in general terms is 'foUowed by a discussion of 
the methods that ' have been used in Pakistan for 
the purpose of teaching the English language.
d. The fourth, and the final section also has two 
chapters (1.e. Vi and VII). The first of these 
traces in some detail the relatoonship that has 
evolved between linguists and language teachers, 
and deals with those aspects of linguistics about
7which there 1s, more or leii> a general
agreement that they are, or can be, relevant 
to foreign language teaching. The last chapter 
sets out to examine the posslbiilties with regard
to the relevance that Functional Linguistics can 
have to foreign - language teaching. Howeeer, as 
only a 'preliminary* exploration' 1s- aimed at, 
the discussion in this chapter 1s of a rather 
tentative nature. That 1$ to say, no definitive
statements are- made and demmostrated; Instead, 
suggestions regarding those particular aspects of 
f,usctionaltsm that seem to be particularly relevant 
to foreign language teaching are, as 1t were, 
thrown up 1n the hope that they would stimulate 
further research.
i'AtfZ.fi.-'y- "ti 'J'-’
BCHAPTER ONE
LINGUISTICS
Remarks
Linguistics has keen defined by Lyons* as “the
scientific study of language", and he glosses his terms 
thus; "(the) investigation (of language) by means of 
controlled and empIrrcaHy verifiable observations and ,
'• 2with reference to some general theory of 1 anguuaeestructure .* 
It includes the study of:
(1) one particular language, or even of one 
particular part of a language;
(ii) a group of languages, as for example,
the Slavonic group or the Romance group;
(ill) language in genera]'.
The study of language is in fact nothing new; it is 
as old as civilization, and. it has been an important 
feature of the intellectual activity of such diverse 
civilizations as India in the East and Greece and Rome in 
the Wett. Thus, for examp'ie, in India, there was the
*A more rigorous definition of ‘linguistics' will be given 
later, when we come to discuss it in greater detail. At 
this pcont, only a general introduction to the discipline 
is aimed at, and it is, therefore, felt that Lyons' defln- 
:ition would suffice.
Lyons, Introduction to Theooetical Linguistics (London: 
CUP., 1968)', p.'l . ’
°The term ’language' Is intended here to be interpreted in 
a rather intuitive way. It will also be further discussed 
and clarified later.
ci
grammatical tradition that Is now generally associated 
with the name of Panini (about fourth century B.C,), who 
was perhaps the 'greatest of 'all ancient Indian gramnaraans.
Panini, whom Bloomfield described as “one of the greatest
Ifonummnts of human Intelilennce" , is regarded as having 
given a “most faavvllously succinct and deTinitive and 
as yet unrivalled description of classical Sanskrit, At 
about the same time (i.e. fourth century 'B,C), in the Wet, 
Plato initiated the discussion about the fundamental issues 
connected with language. These'discussions were continued 
by Aristotle, the Stoics, Cicero, etc,
As far as is known, the classical Indian and the 
classical Western studies of language originated and 
developed Independent of each other. This, howeeer, does 
not mean that there were no points of'simliarity between 
the two. In fact, as ' Professor Lyons has pointed out, 
there were many such points.
The Indian gaammfa1cal tradition was, howeevr, destined 
to exercise a very significant and far-reaching effect on 
Wetem scholarship, once the latter had become acquainted
*L, B■iootnf1e^d, Language (New York, 1933), p.11.
2
J,T. Waterman, Perspectives in Linguistics (Chicago: The 
University of C^MJo-gress7^ae?rpnr
3J, Lyons, op,cit., pp.19-20.
to
with the former towards the end of the eighteenth century 
and the beginning of the nineteenth. The influence of
the Indian tradition was not con-fined to the last century 
alone, when, as 1$ generally conceded, it directly co-ntri- 
ibuted to the development of•comparrtive philology, but, 
again as Lyons points out , it has persisted even 'to this 
day.
There were two men, who were meanly responsible for 
introducing the West to Sannkrit, to Panini and to the 
Indian grammatical tradition in general# One of these
men was Sir Will asm Jones, a British colonial officer in 
India* Sr William was keenly interested in the classical 
Sann^l't language, and he, therefore, made• arrangements to 
learn it once he was in India, After he had learned the
language, he found that it had such a close affinity with 
Latin, Greek and Germanic•languages that this affinity 
could not be dismissed as being merely accidental. He,
therefore, concluded that these European languages were 
related to San,nkrit, He put forward these ideas of his
in a paper In 1786 that he read to a meeting of the Royal 
Asiatic Society in Caacutta. In this paper, he said:
“The Sann^t language, whhtever may be its antiquity, is 
of a wonndeful structure: more perfect than the Greek, moire 
copious than the Latin, and more exquisitely refined than
^Ibid., p.20,
11
ei-fchei'# yet bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, 
both in the roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, 
than could have been produced by accident; so strong that 
no philologer could examine the Sanscrit, Greek and Latin,
without believing them to have sprung from some common 
source, W^ich, perhaps, no longer exists. There is a 
similar reason, though not quite so forcible, for 
supposing that both the Gothic and Celtic had the same 
origin withMhe S^nnkrrt,"*
Sir Wiliam's ideas were revolutionary enough, but 
as he had revealed them in the East, they could not become 
popularly available in the Weet for quite some time. It 
was, therefore, left to Franz Bopp (1791-1867) to ultimately" 
spa'fek off an interest in Sannsrlt and the Indian gramnmt-' 
:ical tradition in the Wet by his pioneering workc that 
compand the conjugation system of Sann^t with those of 
Greek, Latin, Persian and German*
Writing about the importance of the 'discovery* of 
SannsMt for European linguistics, Dinneen has this to say:
T
■ Quoted here from R.H, Robins,-A Short , History of Linguistics 
(LondonsLongmans, 1967), p.134*
2F*Bopp,ijber, das Conjugationssystem, d«r, Samkritsprache in 
Verglelchung , mlt ", jenen der" " gri ech| s%hen»iatelni "scfren>
sls c h en " un d , g er ma ni.sc hen "" pra 0^^ ebst " t plsoden T d es
ffa'm&J'4n'" und W^^abbar^j^vt. in " geMaieeimmtrfschen_dVersei:zMngen* *und " ef hi gen Abscnn^;it'en aus , deh Veda -*$" (y.rbnrfur^ am mtfrnlMftli
IE
"At that point Europe was on the threshold of the single 
discovery that was to revolutionize language description
T
as wg11 as thinking concerning how languages are ar1ated."
The strong Interest that the Wet had always taken 
In the study of language made It Inevitable for'structural 
linguistics’ - or, simply ‘linguistics’ as It is more 
comt^mn1y called now - to be 1nfluanrrd by, and Indebted 
to » what had prodded It in the field of language study. \ 
There are nonetheless some crucial diffeeencrs between the 
study of language as it Is carried out now by linguistics . 
and as It was carried out before the emergence of 
linguistics. I shall arfra to the latter as^pe-structural
linguistics’. (It is obviously an oversimfl1fication to
talk of’pre-structural linguistics’ as If It had a mono­
ill thic ch^l^<^^'tra which could be studied under a single 
heading: It was nothing of the sort. Howaeer, as my 
purpose in this thesis Is not to deal with the history of 
linguistics as such at length, I will, for the sake of 
conyeMence, take the phrase as referring to the study of 
language as It was pursued during the fifty years or so 
that preceded the publication of de Saussure’s Cours,
In what follows, I shall first discuss, briefly and 
critically, the main features of pro-structural linguistics.
I shall then go on to deal with linguistics In greater detail
I
*F.P. Dinnem, An Introduction to .General_Linguistics 
(New York : Ho It ,Ri nehart and ' W nston,tnc.,l967),p’.1&0'.
15
Pre-Structural Linguistics
The pre-structural linguistics was largely 
subjective, basing Its analysts on ‘meaning* or on pure 
Intuition rather than on form. This practice of treating 
the internal, formal patterns as subordinate to, and defin­
ed by, the external contextual patterns made It difficult 
to talk usefully or accurately about language, This 
resulted 1n excessive vagueness, A noun was, for example, 
defined as the ’name of a place, person or a thing’. Or 
to take another example, the voiceless unaspirated sounds 
p,t,k, of the Thai language were described thus 1n a text 
book written for Europeans;
k « 3/4 6 and 1/4 k
t ® mean between the sounds of T and 0 
p * 2/3 P and 1/3 B1
The pre-structural linguistics also generally failed 
to make a clear distinction between different levels of 
linguistic analysis. These ’levels of analysis’ are 1n 
fact different points of view (4,e, the point of view of 
phonology, of morphology,, of syntax, etc,) from which the
I B,G, Cartwright, The Students’ Manual of the Siamese 
Language (Bangkok, 1930). (Quoted herefrom Mary Ha as’ 
Trtlcle “The Linguist as a teacher of Language1’, 
Language, XIX (1943), pp, 203-208.
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same linguistic -material is analyzed* A mixing up of
these levels by pm~structural linguistics inevitably 
led to confusion#-because after all what was# say# 'same* 
from the point- of view of -syntax# was not necessarily so 
from the point of view of phonology, etc*
Another distinguishing feature of pre~structural 
linguistics was Its strong# and often almost - exclusive 
bias in favour of diachronic and cornpaartive analyses# 
which were generally carried out before adequate synchronic 
descriptions had been made* As Robins has pointed out# • 
this- view of pre~structural linguistics is “broadly 
justified# but - it does not mean either that no historical 
research based-on the compprlson of languages was under- 
;taken before that time or that all other aspects of 
linguistics were-neglected### # It is# however# the case 
that * * * the greatest- concentration of ac)^€^l^liIy effort 
and schdarly ability in linguistics was devoted to this
i
aspect of the subject rather than to others#"*
The extent of this diachronic bias could be seen 
from the remark made by Herman Paul- - perhaps the most 
important representative of -the linguistics of the period 
under consideration - who# according to Vachek# held that
*R,H# Robins# op#ctt#» p.164#,
!5
“Scientific, i'.e-, historical.' grammar was strictly 
opposed to “merely" descHptive, practical treatment
T
of language fects."’
The diachronic bias referred "to above resulted 
In a fragmentary account -of the language being described, 
disregarding more or less completely the system as a 
whole.
The pn-struetural linguistics confused grammar with 
logic* It held that language- had a "basis in logic, and 
this ‘logicality** though present in Greek as weH, could 
be seen in its purest form in Latin* The latter, It was
further held, achieved this logical treatment of Ideas 
through the use"of a certain grammmaieal system. This 
led pre-struetural linguistics into the mistaken belief 
that the gra■mmaaic•bl system as found in Latin was India*
ipensable for logical and rational thought. It, therefore
<y' other to to the oxtudcl of tOtfaj
tried to fit the grammar/, and, if some differences- still
rem.arsed, it (i.e. pre~structural linguistics) imputed 
these to •the decline of the language 'In question Instead
of recognizing the fact that every language Is unique.
The pre-structural* linguistics favoured the'- written
language, esJp^^C^r■ly that of literature, and almost 
C'bmpletely ignored the spoken language. This resulted
I d. The, Linguistic S.cho.o.l , of Prague (Bloomington:Indiana; UnSi^versityr^
16
In a neglect of unselfconscious natural speech* Moreover-, 
the analysis of primarily 'literary forms of the language 
by pre-structural linguistics led it to emphasise much 
that was untypical even of the written language.
Furthermore, pro-structural linguistics followed the 
prescriptive 'or normative- rather than descriptive methods 
in describing a language* This meant that a language 
was described not - not neeessaaUy at any rate * as 'it 
actually was, but as it was thought it should be in the- 
light of the'prevalent norms and standards* This often 
led to descriptions that presented a distorted picture 
of the language involved-
Finally, pre-structural linguistics lacked autonomy 
as it was usually^cubservient to the requirements of such 
other studies as logic, rhetoric, history, philosophy, 
literary critic-i-sm, etc- In other words, language wa, 
to 'a large extent, not studied for its own sake-, but for 
the purpose of Illuminati ng this'or that aspect of other 
disciplines* One consequence of this lack of autonomy of 
language study was that it was'seldom, if ever,posss'bTe to 
get a description that was both accurate and completes
17
Structural Linguistics
From the brief and sketchy account of the pre~ 
structural linguistics that has just been given, It is
po^^sble to distinguish three main features that
characterised 1t. Robins has summed up these features
as follows; "the continuing tradition of grammatical
and o-ther linguistic work that had been carried on by
European scholars 1n different ways since antiquity,
the progressive appreciation of Indian linguistic
scholarship, espec1atly in phonetics and phonology, and
the as^-imiation of linguistic science, spee^'IcaUy as
a historically orientated science, to certain general
nineteenth-century attitudes, compprrtism, evolutionism,
1
and the positivism of the natural sciences."
This approach to the study of language, however,
began to be challenged towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, and, by the early decades of this century, 
linguistics was finally placed on a footing that clearly 
had a sclent-tf'c bias, 1f it were not fully scientific yet. 
The on moot responnsble for finally affecting this change * 
or, "Copem-icm revolut;^^nM&, as Verburg put 1t - 1n the 
approach of linguistics to the study of language was
*R,H. Robins, p.198.
2‘P,A. Verburg, “The Background to the Linguistic Conceptions 
of Baop," Lingua.11 (1950), p.441.
,. ,, . y.’. X; r..?.
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Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913). He was the first 
linguist to formu!ate ideas that dearly marked a definite 
break from the ‘Junggrarnatiker’ tradition, even though, 
up to that time, he had been an important member of the
movement himsslf, and had, in fact, made himmslf known to
schdarship through an important contribution to indo­
T
European compparaive linguistics.*
The ‘dungggamptikeel, or Neogrtpmptrans» were a group 
of tchQlart who flouMshed i^and whose influence spread 
from, Germany after 1875, The cardinal belief of this group 
was that every historical sound change occurred according 
to rules, or the so-called sound laws, which suffered no 
exceptions. They also proposed that the living language
should be accorded greater empphsis than had hitherto been- . 
the case, but the Neogrtmmpr1ans in fact occupied themselves - 
rnjostly with ‘dead* languages and with the reconstruction of 
’proto-languages’.
The Neogrammpt1ans maantained that the only scientific 
way of studying language was t" examine it ditchr0nicatly".
De Saussure rejected this claim, and. instead, maantained 
that there were two fundamental and indispensable dimensions- 
that were both autonomous as weH as interdependent - of 
linguistic study, These dimensions, each of which involved 
its own methods and principles, were "synchronic, in which
T
*F.de Sauussre,Memp1^re sur le systeme primitif des voyeTle.s dans' ,les, 1 angues" indd-euro1pl!ehes ' (Leipzig, 187$)^' ' * ~
2
See, for extmple,Herman Paul’s claim in this respect,p.,5;
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languages are treated as self-contained systems of
cbmmm^Slar1bs at,asy particular time, asd diachronic, is 
which the changes to which languages are subjected In the 
course of time are treated historically*"1 De Saussure 
tried to illustrate this distinction between the synchronic 
and the diach.rosic approach to the study of language by 
giving the example of the different types of Information 
that are yielded by the horizo-ntal and the transversal 
sections respeetively of a plant's stem* The horizontal 
cut lays bare the state of the stem as It exists at a given 
time by exposing the set of cells, rings and fibres that 
can be compared and that are distinguishable from each other 
because of their place in the surface, There Is no seed 
of having a knowledge- of the previous history of the. 
‘structure* before we can study It Intelligently and usefully 
Simiiarly, when one studies a language from a synchronic 
point of view, one does not have to have a knowledge of Its 
previous history In order to study the structure of the 
particular stage of the language.
The transversal section reveals a different kind of 
picture, which cbrrl.spbsds to the Mnisibrical development 
of a single set of units in the synchronic staae.”2 Taat 
Is to say, when a language is studied from the diachronic 
point of view, ose is .able to get. a picture of only Isolated
*R-.H, Rob1n$» optcctop^OO.
2
FiP. Dis.sees, op.cit., p,200-
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Items of that language as they have developed through ages.
De Saussure# however, did not think that both the 
dimensions of linguistic study mentioned above are of equal 
Importance, He believed that the synchronic approach Is
of greater importance than the diachronic one* because in 
the latter "one no longer observes language but rather a
i
series of events that modify it."* in view of this greater 
importance that , de Saussure attributes to the synchronic 
study of language# he thinks it essential that in order to 
make the historical study of a language really worthwhiie, 
it should be preceded by an accurate synchronic study of 
the different stages of the language involved,
De Saussure also made a sharp distinction between Ja
langue, la , parole, and le. langage. Of these three# he
regarded only the first (namely# larlangue) as being the 
proper field of study, because while the other two were 
either not ’social facts* at all (e,g. la , parole) or were a 
combination of ’social facts* and their individual maaifes- 
stations (e,g, le_ langage). Only la. langue is the ’social 
fact’, pure and simple,
The greatness of de Saussure lies not in the fact that 
what he said more than fifty years ago has remained uncchll- 
senged; the fact of the matter is that, as behoves any
T
F,de Saussure, Course . Jn General linguistics, (ed*) C,
Bally and A. Se(HehayeTiraW.T'GScfe"%e3%TtfTWew York! 
McGraa-Hiil Book C^.„1966) p£<p,
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discipline which Is alive and dynamic, most of de Saussure.s 
ideas and concepts have undergone either a complete change, or. 
else, have been greatly modified. He was. In other words,
more of a seminal thinker than an bu-t■hooi.tbt1■ve • ose. His
I
po-nthumous work which was assembled from the lecture notes 
of his -students, is the “source of moot of the basic 
principles which distinguish modern linguistics from the 
comppartive historical linguistics of the 19th century.
Is the beginning of this' Chapter I referred to- the 
definition of linguistics as given -by Lyons, and I said 
at that stage that a more rigorous- definition would be 
gives later. We could now do that, and -define linguistics
as a discipline that provides theories that make possible 
the description of speech phenomena. The foli owing points 
may be noted In connection with this definition;
(1) L1ngulstics as- a whnie is neo longer a simal, 
wen-defined, homogeneous subject, It has, in fact,
become so vast and heterogeneous that It Is no longer 
operat1onarly useful for many linguistic purposes - 
deserrptive, comp-paraive and pedaaobiier. Linguistics
is, therefore, gennrany used as a cover-term for such 
Inter-dependent but distinguishable 1ub*d1se1pl1nei as 
general linguistics, cbropabab1vy linguistics, descrip- 
stive linguistics, etc., which concentrate on the study
1F. de Saussure, Cours de , Linguistique,Geeerale,(ed.) C 
Baa ly and A. Se c bd h aye'* (a ay o IT arFs, o 9 4 9). ““
B.Halmberg,New * Trgnds in LingjUtlcss An, *on,(tramg.) .
E, Carney, (^tiC^ehb^mm^^^^^~P.3‘#7 ____ - • • . 'j
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of various aspects ’of language. ’ 1'1
One also calls the application oo a linguistic theory
-if
in description ’linguistics’. Onn cca distinguish between
#
the two by calling the former 'theoretical linguistics’ 1
and the latter ‘descriptive linguistics’ |
xfs
but this is g^mea^rjy unnecessary as usuuHy the context |
will make dear whaa is meant. At aay rate. In the daily S
work of a theorreica! linguist.' the tww are usuuHy 1
j
intricately mixed; as he has to keep a constant check on |
■ 1
the adequacy of his theory in respect to linguistic |
i
description; J
(II) This is essenntally definition as it .
emerged from his lectures at St, Andrews (1969-1970);
(HI) In the light of this definition, Transform- a
s •;
:at1atnl-*Generative GramKmtr, which focuses- on the Intuition 
of the ’native speaker*, i.e, on the intuition about speech |
phenomena rather than on the speech phenomena them^s^lves, 5
will have to be regarded as falling outside the maln■’*streaa 
of modern linguistics; ...
(iv) The ust e f'tee fhths e ’speeeh pheco.mehr*' is 
intended to stress the disapproval of the rather vagUe. and 
sormtimes, even misleading use of the term ’language-1'.
Some people, for example, regard ^language1 as a ’sodai 
phenomennry ; this ' is too vague a concept to- be considered 
with any rigour. Others regard It as the ’structure'' 
appertaining to the speech phenomena. This structure,
I would agree with Midder (1968)) pertains to the description 
and not to the - object -to be described. Lastly, some 
linguists regard it as something in the speaker’s and hearort
J
j-i
« ‘ ,:.'x ’
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mind. This may be a valuable point, but It can not be
the object of a non-psychologicaaly based linguistics, 
though It may be an Interesting object of study for 
psychhllngglstlcs.
In their study of language, linguists (1.e, those 
whose field of speciality 1s the discipline of linguistics.
The term is never used 1n this work 1n Its older sense, 
which regarded ‘linguist* as referring to someone who knew 
many languages. The term "polyglot* 1s used for the latter.)
adopt as far as possible an objective approach, and avoid 
making value judgements of any kind, for example, 1n 
describing modern EnnHsh, a linguist, would simply note 
that different forms Hke * 1 can not * and *1 can’t * 
or *Xt*s me* and *1t‘s 1 * exist, and that 1n certain «
circumstances one form .may be more appropriate than the -f 
other. 1n other words., linguists avoid being prescriptive.-■<
As a reaction both to prescriptive incl^r^a^ho^r^s of 
earlier linguistics, and to the fact that traditional 
grammar was based almost, exclusively on the written form, 
of language, modern linguistics concentrates on the study 
of spoken . rather than on that of the written form of 
language. An added reason for this attitude is the fact 
that the spoken form generally 1s considered a richer medium 
than the written one. This makes the study of the former
somewhat more 1nterest1ng than that of the latter.
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Justification given by linguists for the attitude 
mentioned above often points to the primacy of the spoken 
form* over the written form. 1 agree with Mulder that 
this is a purely diachronic matter. The diachronic nature 
of such a distinction can be exemplified diagrammatically 
thus j
(at the time of description) (at the time of description)
That is, a language A existed only in spoken form in 
1942, As a result of certain developments, the same - 
diachronlcally speaking - language now exists both in spoken 
as well as written modes. Synchron1ca4ly speaking, however 
both differ from the original, and they differ from each 
other. From a strictly synchronic point of view, it is 
irrelevant whether or not language A existed 1n both written 
and spoken modes; what interests a linguist per se is the
25
... .
mode# or the modes. In Which language A exists at the time 
when Its description 1s undertaken,
. , That the spoken . and the written forms of, say, English 
are, objectively speaking, two different systems altogether, 
can be shown by the followings
(I) The spoken form 1s esseenlally a medium Involving 
a two-way cofim^un’^catl.on, .whereas the written form is assent- 
rially a skill performing a one-way commuulcatlons
(II) The spoken and the written forms do. not follow 
the same set of conventions, and detnnqlfulff l the same set 
of purposes;
I(III) The spoken form 1 s temperary and unstable ;
the written form is stable and fixed, and has the character­
istics of documennt-tlon;
(1v) The spoken form 1s all . too often characterised 
by incomplete sentences, pleonastic utterances, link- 
phrases, strictly phonological■ media, such as intonation, 
mmlody', pitch, pause and rhythmic articulation, facial 
expressions, gestures^ etc.i.these have no counterparts in 
the written form. The latter is characterized by wetl-
FDtmD and co■mel<tte sentences, and redundant expressions 
lire fhe? exception rather than the rule;
(v) One can read and understand a written text
1 This, of course, does not ’Include recorded speech. Howeeer 
as I am here concerned with the 'primary* maanfes-tation of 
the spoken form, I think 1 can safely leave recorded speech 
out of cn^^ld^r^^^ion.
2 6
-,-g
without having the faintest idea of Its phonic form. #
This was» for example, the case with a vast mmjorlty of 1
the people who le^ai^^^d Latin 1n» say, Britain. similarly, 3
■ ?
one can speak* and be spoken to, and understand a language 
without being able to write it. This is the case with f
people who are illteerate; j
{•V11) Homophones may have different written forms, 
but their spoken forms are the same. For example, the 1
written forms 'rite, right, write and wrlght' are all g
pronounced as Zralt/. On the other hand ‘similar*
written forms may correspond • to different spoken forms. |
For exam^e, 'red and its past tense ‘read*, though 1
having the same written forms, are pronounced■differently, 
as ^id/ and /red/ respectively, ;
(v11i) The processes involved in learning the written |
and the spoken forms of language are also different, The
• ■ . 1
former 1s regarded as being more difficult to learn than the |
s
latter, According to Vygoosldy, in order to write, one y
muut do at least three things;
(a) abstract oneseef from the spoken form. Imagine |
the latter, and replace spoken words by their Images; J
(b) imagine the situation 1n which one 1s commuulc- i
sating, with none of the encouragement and feed-hack provided, i 
by an 1^^^^ Interlocutory
(c) (l,n the case of alphabetic type of writing ' systems) |
analyze the spoken form 1n terms of the sound structure of I 
the 1ndividual Words and the sequence of words within a <
-J
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Isentence ,
I do not agree with the way Vygotskiy puts his 
ideas, hut I would accept part of it as I believe I can 
perhaps agree with the essence of his argument, namely, 
that the 'mode of functioning1 of the written fore differs 
from that of the sokkn. n foe ndd.demdn.ds atea tar attract ion 
and Imagination on the aatt of the 1 career*
A mention has already been made of the dra^-^ic way 
in ‘which linguists Hke de Saussure reacted to the tradition 
which held that the only scientific way of studying language 
was to examine It historically. The alternative that de
Sau^-sure proposed has also bean noted. One effect of his
bias in favour of a synchronic approach to the study of 
languages was that linguists who came in his wake tended to 
concentrate on the synchronic aspect and neglect the 
diachronic one. This Imbalance has been somewhht corrected
in recent years.
As a result of reaction against another tradition of 
the pre‘~stsuetu■ral linguistics, there Is g**nneally a great 
emphasis In linguistics on the description* of all typer 
(1,9, levels or ,rh■g1ntess‘) of the given language, not 
just on literary 'or formal styles* Without such an ell-
round d^^iscr p'tion, It Is . not posssble to got a complete 
picture of the language being described.
I I.S„VygQtskiytThought. and... language (ed, and trans.) E, 
Hanfmann. and G.VakSls(Mass''.s *M.IZT.Press,1965).
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Moreover, there 1s also a very great insistence in
linguistics on employing only linguistic criteria (i,e-
o
criteria -arising solely. out7the nature of language) 1n 
describing language* The use of criteria - from other 
aspects of human behaviour {such as-logic, aesthetics 
or literary excellence) to exploit points of usage etc, 
is pewpermitted.
7
* ,ai
-i
If
■sThere was also a reaction -against the nineteenth 
-century practice of making no- -distinction between different 
levels (i.e# phoner0r|1cc1, grammatical, etc,) of linguistic 
analysis* * Ma-ny -of the modern schools of linguistics insist■ 
on such a.distinction. •
One of the chief aims of linguistics is to give
rigorous definition of units of analysis. As Levin has
pointed out, "What we -call them (1,e, parts of speech) is
unimportant# The "important thing is the way we have defined
them. We have defined them (noun etc,) 1n a way that snakes
1t possible for anyone knowing the definition to determine 
wt
whether a given wodd in English, is a noun- or not , Moreover, 
linguistics also tries to systematize the observations it 
makes about a language -by relating them-all to a linguistic
-‘>v
theory devised for the purpose. in- other words, a linguist
•#
I J-
is -one who "notes, collects and methodizes (my italics) it °
I S.R.Levin/’Comparing Traditional and Structural G'ramflmr%op
Readings in Applied English L1nqu^1st1cs.(rd■)H■B■An<»-, v „
(aee.edjNew York:AppTeton-Century-Crofofn.Inn 1964),pp.46-SS. gl
TP* - P1'nhd$-. ’ op,eit,, p,.1(^4-
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the data that he,actually finds.
Linguistics has formulated a number of assumptions 
about the characteristics of language, and the most 
important ones of these are as follows:
LANGUAGE. IS. AR1BI.TRARY: that is to say, there is no 
direct, necessary connection between the linguistic symbols 
and the ’meaning’ they convey. The latter is in fact
determined by convention. It is precisely this character*
:istic that permits the existence in the -.world of .so many, 
mmtuully mintt^lligible languages. If languages were not 
arbitrary we would not have, for example, different expires- 
sslons for "dog" In German (’-hand*), French (*chien*)» 
Spanish (’perro’), Arabic (/kalb/), Persian (/sag/) and 
Urdu (/kutta/).
It is sometimes suggested that the ■ existence of 
onomaaopoelc words (i.e. words who-se ’sound echoes the 
sense’) Invalidates this assumplion. This criticism Is 
Itself not really valid, because in no language do these 
onomatopoeic words total more than a tiny fraction of the 
total vocabulary. Furthermore, the occurrence of such
onomatopoeic words is0 Itself, not dictated by any kind of 
necessity, but is, once again, arbitrary.
LANGUAGE. . IS . UNIQUE: Ossely associated with the fore­
going assumption Is the beHef in the uniqueness of each 
language.. The implication of this belief is that In order 
to get a clear And accurate- piCturd’Of a given language,
3 0
each one must be described in its own right.
LANGUAGE. IS SYSTEMATIC: that is to Say, it is 
possible to describe a given language in terms of a finite 
number of units that can combine only in a limited number of 
ways, For example, In E^«gTish there are stringent limit­
ations on the number of consonants that can occur either 
alone or in clusters In any p0sit1oo« If all possible
sequences of one, two or three consonants occurred as 
'onsets* (I.a. at the beginning of a word), there would be 
a total of 14,426 different onsets. But this Is not so,
and in actual fact Enggish has less than one hundredd onsets
LANGUAGE IS A SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS;* 2’3 that 1s, It Is 
p^s^^sble to distinguish within the system of language a 
number of sub-systems such as phonologicd, grammatical, etc 
All these sub-systems operate simultaneous^, but one can 
distinguish, for the sake of analysis, the units and 
coma1natory rules proper to each* Dinneen illustrates
this point by saying, "Speakers of E^^lish would probably 
discuss the examples involving table. and stable . and thefr
*C,F. Hocceet, V Course in Modern (NeoSork:
CroTwell CoMier and Maemillan»lnc,,1958), p.86,
2V.V, Vinogradov was the first linguist to use this phrase, 
In a lecture in Prague in 1957*
^This Is in actual fact due to the way ‘linguistics' has 
developed into bodies of 'theory' that have such a structure
I shaH, however, here Ignore the theoretical controversies. 
Involved In this question.
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permissible forms in terms of two kinds of reasoning.
For example9 they might say that there is no such word as 
gstables and that it Is not grammatical to put another
,.'T
Suffix after the '«s of stables
I F.P. Dinneen, op.cit.8 p.8.
3?
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CHAPTER TWO 4
•lJ.
fUNCTIONAl . ...UNGUIHICS I
£tA­st-
7
Background I
j
The use of the term ’functional8 (arnd/or’functlon- d
c
alist") In the context of language study 1s not entirely |
new: we find, for example, that 1t was used to describe
- %
a particular approach to the study of language - the
?
functional grammar movement* - that rose 'to ’ prominence
1n the 1980’s,M* Shatluek and W, Bamst the foremost |
■ •?
exponents of this moveemet, held that the teaching of
’i
formal grammar meited little attention, They believed i
that grammar should be taught not only for use but th rough
use. Another example that can be quoted 1n this connection
' i
1s that of the Prague School, This School claimed for
Itself the . epithets of both ’structuralist’ (thereby
' ' J
pointing out that no element of language can be duly 1
evaluated . if considered 1n Isolation from, the other
‘ ' ' ' ' ' J
elements of the same language) and ’functionalist* |
(thereby .pointing out that a given Item of language 
"exists solely because 1t serves some purpose, because |
1
M. Sh&ttluck and W, Barnes, The. . Situation . as . Regards 
English. (Washington D#C,: Department of Supprvlsors 
and Directors of Instruction, National Education 
Association. 1936),
■.... ' ■ .................................. '• ■ '
■ V.'*
,1
■’I
J
it has some function (mostly that of communication) 1•B
to fulfil,"1 * 3 4) I
However9 the term ‘Functional Linguistics’, as
-■
used in this work, refers to that school of linguistics i
which holds as Its basic tenet the concept of all
linguistic elements being ‘functional *» 1,e, being ;]
"separately relevant to the purport of the whole of
A
which it is a part." This tenet is closely linked
with the Saussurian, and also Prague School, dictum
that language is a system of oppositions. The other 
important tenet of the School is the concept of the 
double articulation of language, 1*e. articulation *
into "elements which have both form and meaning" and 
into "elements which have only form."
The Functionalist School is a development within
4 5the tradition of Trubetzkoy rather than dakobson ,
^d. Vachek, The Linguistic School of Prague 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966), p.7.
'“d, W. F. Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology 
(London; O.U.P., 1968), p.10.
3Ib1d.
4N. Trubetzkoy, Principles of Phonology, (trans.) 
C.A.M. Baltaxe, (Berkley; University of California 
Press, 1969).
5R» dakobson and Mr, Halle, Fundamentals of Language 
(The Hague; Mouton, 1966).
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The modern functionalist]]# strongly represented by 
linguists such as Maarinot, 1s also referred to as 
the 'structural realist* or 'neo-Prague' Schoo! J \
These epithets do^i^i-ibing this particular, recent ■ \ 
approach to the study of language are, In a way, 3
very revealing, because they indicate that the main \
origins of the School are to be found in the structural 
approach to the study of language as it•was practised 
by the Prague School, The latter, • in addition to 
de Saussure and, to some extent, Hlelmsrlhv, had in fact 
implied this functional principle, more or less clearly, 
but it was net until Martinet, who worked out 
Trubetzkoy's principles further, that the • functional 1st 
ideas were explicitly made the cornerstone of a 
linguistic approach* And to this extent Functional 
Linguistics could be • regarded as a rather recent 
development.
We have already hinted at the min In-fluences 
on what we have called the Functional 1st• Schod; these
•j
‘J. W, F. Mulder, op, dit,, p.19.
Influences* along with other less direct but 
significant ones* can be schematized as follows;
The diagram above represents functionalism 1n a wider 
sense: functionalism 1n Its narrower sense Is represented 
by the shaded area. One might call 8audou1n de Courtenay 
the fore-runner* or even the father* of functionalism* but 
de Saussure* perhaps the father of all "hues of structural- 
:ls«"I 1n linguistics* has been
Waterman, op.dt.,p.66
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an even greater influence, • In fact, de Saussure’s 
dictum that in language “11 . n*y a que des riiffernncus!!‘ 
1s the main pillar on • which functionalism Is biHlt.
Howeeve* the greatest and • the most • direct 
Influence on functionalism is that of early Prague
p
School*, There have emerged two main offshoots of 
Prague S-chod, one represented by Hikolaj .Trubetzkoy 
(189(0-193^^and the other by Roman Jakobson (b*1896), 
and It is the former .that has particularly Influenced 
fucctionalUsm♦ As • is shown in the • diagram given• on • 
the preceding . page, • in Its narrower .sense • the 
Funcctonaaist School is • typified by • -Martinet• who • has 
remained within the Trubetzkoyan stream•of the S-chod.
A further development within Functionalism in:the 
narrower sense Is • to •be found in the work of-Muld.er,
The greatest influence on Mdder has been the teaching 
of but he seems glso to have been • Influenced
by Louis Hjdmslev. The main difference between Midder 
and other neo-Prague linguists Ties in the, almost
1
F. de op.cit, ,p,166,
‘i.e* 1926 to 1939* This Is also sometimes referred 
to as the classical period of the Prague School,
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mathematical jrlgddK'df approach» and In
Mulder’s concepts and die*
flnotions, such as those of the ' ’distributional Unit’ 
falready conceived.<Ot nol fully developed by 
TrdhelxWl* ’position,f and a dlstl nctlon between 
lpar»digiaemOs* ejd
It Is this version by Mulder of functionalism 
(which 1s also referred to as •‘axiomatic functionallsiaH)
that I have taken as the basis of this work. However,
In view of the great 1nfIuence wh1ch thdlPraaMe; School 
had on the Functionalist School In general, I shell give 
In fhe following •section a very brief and sketchy outline
of the most Important and fupdainentar of thpse tenets
of rthe Prague School ? that, I thi nk > have a di rect*•' - ' •''.J:''■■■ ?;-r" • • •• 1 ■... .5;.?/
relevance to the Functionalist School. I shall, then go
on to deal with Mulder’s approach In detail. oust
be pointed outthat» as a matter of feet, there,Wes no 
unanimity In the Prague School as such. It was rather 
e-;coo<ldmoratdfeef various, ideas, Yet these different 
iddaidsfdlfp■dddSdSd:^8<.d|emhers' of 
the School/icddlolaily fol lowed certain basic tenets end 
methOdological ass umpti ons)•
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* THE ?J
■' ' The Prague School ta characterized by two basic-
«, ■ '* . ‘ * ■ . ' j 3’- „' ‘i (•■ ' --■ • .
^aitfruris - the structural principle and the funcOlona!
arneiaiev wm/fOraer i#s ■ opp# #w language f» "•
^!'jV v>lC '4 ~: v' ' ’ '* ’ '* ’’ * l ’ • ; "•■* ' . ; ■ •■ oayitb'tf' *fcaai40pj#>n*W. parts are multally inter­
related iW ##1.0.#; <#kk P# -<#-#%; same --"tm* condition 
oW.Mn:<hhar/<, .On a very generartMayee#-the- <ter» < 
fpeM’oa* - can he said ta main Mtaak, ande>purpose, 
MtCvK' .However,'dne -can maid* further ;d$afthet|dna ‘eh 
‘ffte basts of,' ‘(.a) the verlOl# of eente*&s■-fdipihtch the 
•%dtf *<fuhi#%n2 cart: dceuf;C(dne pah,- for exampte* dpdak
oct1o1 ang u a ge”, . "f unct-On - ofae-#*te#**de"» 
>(#WilOh of fhhoheme^^metwV * and ";th« 11^*1 on i
OfW|i-'t«e of%'i to- terms ' as "maas*,,' *fO»4* '"etc 
in - pthW words, <fUnC-o.n<-> can - somtimes-creferto ■ 
■ffett«e$fng' e^i^ra-1fa^s^ua^ - (as:, for' example:, ' t^n-the -‘Case 
0##fdnCtdon Of lanfOSge**# “function - of uttorertce**h iI
eic^-wd- if-other- - tmes- to - soweet^^ng^ntf aWedgedi
•3, • •’ • vC-zr..^ I , • ” X*
laf, for-examiee ■
laniwa^H- <
date of ■WPdt1ai«d# a Wht Of
One consequence of the great emphasis laid on
J; ./ ..
the functional principle was that the Prague scholars, 
in their study of language, began to proceed from 
’function- to ’form’. in the traditional.method of 
linguistic research, it may be noted?; the procedure 
was.: Wo take the ’form* « as the thing/ known * as the ' 
starting point, and then proceed with attempts to 
establish the ’meaning* or ‘function’ of it.- ? Put1 in 
another way, it can-be* said that the tradi tiohal, 
formal Method was (reader) hearer-orientated, The 
Prague scholars discarded the (reader) hearer-orientated 
approach in the favour of (writer) speaker^orientated 
onev i That is to say, the Prague scholar's*--took -’iteaning1 
or function’ as-,their; starting point; they tiiinMfeM. 
proceeded^to find out^the ‘form* in whichfn't Was^:*/ 
expressed I *• . >• ”
V ‘ V • • . • • • • • V
Thd distinction between'langue5 and ‘parole1 that 
de Saussure maintained was regarded by Prague,scholars 
as not. being particularly useful, Moreover^ ; ;V= -
This is, of course, a gross over-simplification. Some 
Prague scholars tried to unite the two approaches, and 
dakobsoruin particular can be said to be very much hearer- 
ori an ta ted, Bu t sty pi caily^he represents a mudh less
functlona 1 rbased approach Sthan Trubetzkoy /
l AV"’-*-'
i <
4-q
not allof^then eedepted de Sausture‘s cl atin tbit
*rather than •parole* was the proper field
offhtereaV fpf lingula ta ♦ As V achat bps pointed
out, the “optnlopt hpva been 4lHded';ih Wague is to
the necessity of the concept of parole; the ma Jori ty
of the Prague Tinguiats admit inly the existence of
concrete apoken utterances 1 wp 1 a ment! ng 1angue, ndt
theexlstenceof an abatrait <pafole typirWpiai an 
»1
The Prague School only partially accepted the 
Importance of a synchronic approach to thetedy-yef 
lentuage aa propounded by de Sautaure« It,-W 
accepted neither the arutual exclusl vanest of aynchronic
enddiachronic approaches, nor de Sauaaure^a assertion
4%‘- , «. • • " - . . • ' ' 5 • •
that a synchronic study of languageis more Iraportant 
than, and pH wary to, a diachronic One,,
Actually» the first open breakwiththe Sawssurlan 
tenet of the arutual; exclusiveness of the diachronic and 
synchronic approaches to the study of langudgi was 
heraldedln 1928, when Trubetxkoy, Jakobson and Karcevskij 
presented a manifesto £o .the First International Congress
ague (Bloomington:
1
4-
nf MMHHM■ atc the- fuSM'*, In this manifesto it was 
maintained that ■ Phooologlccn methods are theoretically 
iMsl a.P to- diachronic aa-thmyhOh$(>j0le .studies
^he wo^M of j;OOc0bsno ahd Ma r tine 0, ccrrently two of the 
WSt :|&roiOlaieM CtyOMWis. of Praguean. persuasion,,, sOP'talo 
topics yMchc deaC-both with the syochronlc. an'cHthe 
nintnirojiCe aspects. of lahggi.pan,n / , .
The Prague School ■dlstlngnlnSea, within the system 
efcC-C-OgAgp as a whole* - n oupbieF nl ,S;Ub±cOttopo, * phonic, 
sCfilactfc, etc* - or levelsc.each of which has its own 
peculiar structure, and, consequeahly- its- owo specific- 
structural PCObTpoo,. TOe O'raoue scholars.* howwevr,c do 
oot subscribe ,tp. Phe.excrsspve InslsteO'Oe,-of ■ ■the. 
E^^Odi^Oifi^'l-d.iiO^il on what Pile hns called- oooppa.at<mahai~ 
itation“J because t4hPy (l.e. the Prague scholars) believe
e - 'v I- •' •>,•<•• -' i' ''• .i. t i -f ’ “
that Such: n rigid and water-tOgh-t saparattoh ef levels, 
Which- does, . •oot■ take loto accouph' their mutual . link- aod- 
^^.po^Odeoce , leads oOe- to believe, ;ern^o.oe^-Mu^s^^’^:-n-^hat 
laogBW i$,- a ■ sup: <of . al I these leve Isob talied- by, r addlog 
them all up,... , . .
■*<?*“
W*L. Pike, /roterpretatioo of Phonology* Morphology, 
aod Synt^'V* prfCeejlng* . of tha .. Et ghth. ,ihto.ro a tl ooa i
don 9t tt d s 1 o: '• Os 1,*Vu nliaf-s Ity Press d
hv -MW.W**.
W'V-4V
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the Mbague School paid especlaiiy great attention 
to the' study-of’the phorio ie!’Vgt Of- "ian-gM a -gd* IO* fact 
the fOMndbbs of - this- SOhOdl’ ^100 their appocach 
'hhphbMOayo ' » which they 'de#)WS"hOo *ihat part of 
1000010010$ which deals' with phobic. pheOtieeba from the 
-yfawjppP'bt of theif function in tahguagOv**' dr, . to 
d-pbes's it different,'!yu the Prague School defined
, . .. ’ >•'•»* ‘ Q 4>‘ i J"' * *- t: ’
?pSOh<di6gy as "fMOc^tlonal phonetics”* * perhaps- the 
reason/"why phonOlogy* 0^11x10 such-ah txtlysig 'attention 
from the Pragge scholars was thair'hOliOf 1%: the 
comparative simplicity of the ghohig iOfdl of language, 
whOh ' di d not • pres en -t the '0p>htems 'Of;SptriOOtelfdiat! ons 
gf both • expression’ jOi ghifiantl ahd v‘content - (itfintfie.) 
found id other levels. it.- in nthtr - words.,- ' eoaihied the 
Praoue egho’hgps to test their ‘new’ methods' ^on' a - Dess 
cgb'ppicated level before deal ing wihh the more complicated 
dOf'Sr (This imbalance -has /Wiewhai'beeh ■coio.rtc^td in 
-recent times - by the various offshoots of the' Prapue School» 
which are now increasingly paying greater attention td'the 
Study of di^heir aspects - of )anad<9t as - ■we^ei.- -)
for example: V* Mathesius (1882-1941)# N. Trubetzkoy, 
R. Jakobson, S.l, Karcevsklj (188Tot95B)*
Quoted hlrl from J. Vachek: op. 0it.g- ppoOMil.
e.g.4$.1i0-A2 Martinet.- Phenol ogy- as - Fun ccIona)- Phonettcs.
(London:. O.U.P...1955)
i
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A very Important feature of Prague-phonology
was - -its-concept of ‘phoneme’# The -greatest Influence 
on the evolution of this- concept was that of - de
Saussure, who held that 'phonemes' are - notchhaaater- 
izgd- by their positive quanties, but by negative ones: 
"Les phonemes sont avant tout-les-entites opppsltlves, 
relatives et- -negaiives. The various stages of
development that - the- Prague School concept of 'phoneme* 
underwent can be seen in the series of -definitions 
which-were given by the Prague scholars at -various times, 
either -collectively or individually.
The earliest definition of 'phoneme? was-- contained 
in the collective theses prepared by - the-jei-nh’co^ 
operation of the members of the Prague Lingglstic--Circle 
and presented -to - the -First International Congress of■ 
Slavicists at- Prague In 1929, This definition - was; , 
"des images acoust-ico-motrices les - plus simpies- - et 
significati ves dans une langue donnes" (i.e, "the 
s implest acoustic and motor (articulatory.) images- havlng 
some significance in -a given language,-" )
Fi de Saussure, op, 'cit,,» p,.164, ,
2The translation -of the original French definition Is 
quoted here- - from Vachek# op-. ci t,# p,44.
? .. • "4- _ >■ .. "Ax’i, ,/• A •» i.vsz *
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This definition clearly shows the psychology tic 
approach of the old assoolatlonlst and atomistic type
v vof both Jan Baudoyln de Courtenay and L.V* Scerba to 
the concept, The former, It may be noted, defined 
‘phoneme* (in 1895) as "a physical image of a sound," 
while the latter was the first to .emphasHe the 
distinctive function of phonemes*
The- 1931 definition of ‘phoneme* as "a phono­
logical unit not dissociable into smaller and simpler 
phc^r^ogcal units"* stressed - wrongly, as it turned 
out later * the. indivisibility of phonemes. Jakobson, 
in 1932, defined ‘phoneme* as "a set of those concurrent 
sound properties which are used in a given language to 
distinguish words -4f unlike meaning*"T * 3 4
1 This definition .was contained in de Courtenay's Polish 
mo no graph en t It Te d " Proba.. teorji . alternacyj ... fonetyc- ttnych" (Cracow, 1894)'. ^TKe"' quotation"KerWf s '" from 
tyWnsk, op* c1f., p*44*
See, J* Vachek, op. c1t., p.44,
3Th1s definition was contained in "ProKet de. la 
terminology ph0n©Co■gique standardise," TJCLUf.,
IV (1931), p,309* Here it Is quoted from' Va'chei, op, 
clt,, p*4S*
4P, Jakobson, "Phoneme and Phono ogy," Selected- WrJJt,in.g.s, 
I, (‘S-Cra venh age i Mouton, 1962), p*23T*' '
' z* .r-j" n*
4S
In 1936, ‘phoneme* was defined as "a part of 
the member of the complex phonological opposition, a 
part which may be dissociated into simultaneous but 
not successive phonological units,Finally, in 
1939, Trubetskoy defined “phoneme’ as those phono*
-ogical units “that, from the standpoint of a given 
language, cannot be analysed into still smaller 
successive distinctive units ... phoneme is the smallest 
distinctive unit of a given language,"
Thus from the definitions given above, it becomes 
clear that the concept of ‘phoneme’ as a bundle of 
simultaneous features was being accepted more or less 
unanimously by the Prague scholars as early as the mid- 
thirties. Such a bundle was originally thought of as 
being ‘indivisible’. It is essentially this view point 
of looking at the concept of ‘phoneme1 that, as we shall 
see later, the functionalists have taken up and developed 
further,
Vachek, “Phonemes and Phonological Units,” A Prague 
School Reader in linguistics, 0, Vachek (ed.), 
(Bloomington: Indi ana Uni ve rs1ty Press, 1964), p p. 14 3 - 
149).
2 N< Trubetzkoy, op. cit,, p.35.
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Another Important contribution of the Prague 
School was the introduction of the concept of ’archh- 
bhoneme*. This concept was originally bound to that
of ‘correlation** That is to say# only those phoneme 
pairs which formed membbrs of correlation or which 
were'considered as being differentiated by the presence 
or absence of a property, could have a corresponding 
archiphoneme.
Thus# in its -.original form, the idea of an ‘archi- 
phoneme* comppised of: (a) the common core of a phoneme 
pair not differentiated-by - more than one property, and 
(b) the common core of' mor® than one phoneme pair# in 
which each phoneme paar was differentiated by one 
property from the next phoneme paar.
It is interesting to note that dakobson, who 
proposed'the term ‘archiphoneme* for the concept and 
who was the first to- define it - as "the Commo-n element 
of two or more correlative phonemes, an element which
can be conceived by way of abstracting the correlative
, •»
quaaities**’ ’ - abandoned the concept in his later 
writings. Howeeer, Trubetzkoy who had taken over this 
concept retained and subsequently cpo0^ned it with 
the concept of 'neueraiization*. There were three-types
^Quoted here from d. Vachek, The , , Mn^^i^itic, School . of
Prague (Bloom ngton: I ndi a n a..Uni 'vers % ty ' P re ’s' s ", ’19 6 67,
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of limitation# in Trubetzkoy's opinion# on the 
occurrence of phonemes depending on whether they 
affected a phoneme combbnntion, an Isolated phoneme-#
or a phono'logical opposition. Of these three, the 
last one - which Trubetzkoy called ’neutralization’ - 
was regarded by him as the - moot important limitation, 
because it not only reduced the- number of possible 
phonemes in a particular pon1tion and limited the 
number of posssble phoneme coi^hinnttlons, but also 
changed the distinctive identity of the phonemes in 
that particular ponitinn,
Trubetzkoy was thus able, by joining the concept 
of ’archiphoneme’ and that of ’neuUratization’, to 
restrict' the use of the archlphoneme concept: ’archi- 
phonemes’ are recognized, where ’neutralization’ occurs, 
but the latter is only recognized to- take place if there 
is bilateral opposition between phoneme’s, in the first 
place. As the bilateral np■pon•itions are distinguished 
by only one feature, the difference between two phonemes 
involving an •archIpheneme1 can also con-nsst of one 
feature only.
In his "Grundzu'ge", ' Trubetzkoy defined an’archl- 
phoneme’ as •the sum of distinctive features that two 
phonemes have in common”, and as- "only bilateral 
oppositions can be neutralized ... only those opppoi tio^ns
that can be contrasted with all other phonological 
units of a given system have archlphonemes*” In
Trubetzkoy the idea of 'correlation' is always in the 
background.
A meetlo-n has already been made of Jakobson's 
abandonment of the concept of 'archiphoneme' in his 
later writings; other Prague scholars also tended to
discard it altogether as they felt rather sceptical
2about the usefulness of the concept. Howeeer, as we
shall see later, this concept, as propounded by Trubetzkoy 
was resurrected by the fun<^t^-t^^^l“1sts, who regard 1t
as a hall-mark of true Functionalism,
1
N. Trubetzkoy, op. cH»> p.79.
2 J, Vachek, op. cit., p.62.
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MULDER'S... FUNCTIONALISM
Some reference in passing has already been made 
to MuUder*s approach to the study of linguistics.
In what follows I shall discuss the most impootant 
and significant aspects of his theory in greater detail. 
In this way I hope that, by the end of the discussion., 
the reader will have acquired an understanding of the 
basic principles of the Mulderian approach#
We have already discussed the which
helped to shape Muuder's approach. The fact that he 
himself singles out Maa^tiinet as the one linguist who 
had the moot immediate and direct influence on him ("I 
have, so to speak, been inspired by Marlinet #*♦”)’ - 
has led some to level the charge against him of lacking 
in originaHty. BaHey, for example, thinks that Milder 
has done nothing more than merely re-stating "Man^tl^^it*s 
ndO-Pragudan functionalism in the expHcit guise of 
axioms and set-tth-oro. hat this charge about the lack
of originality in Muuder does not stand up to scrutiny
TJ.W#F, Mauder, Sets, and ., RrIations , in Phonology, 
(London: OU.P.‘nfT5OT)*r*p7T9^book 
will be referred to as SRP).
^C.N. Baa ley, Review of MuTder‘s SRP, Language, XXXXVI 
(1979), p.67T.
• • ’if-i '
so
has been amply demonstrated by Harvey 1n an
textremely well-argued article that he wrote In reply 
to Bd ley's criticism mentioned above. Hervey's 
article completely demolishes Bailey's critldsnsand 
establishes, beyond any doubt, Mulder's rightful place 
as a linguist who has made a significant original 
contribution:to the discipline of linguistics,
Mulder's approach to the study of linguistics 
is distinguished-from that of all other European 
linguists (except the Glossernatlcians in some respects) 
for a - number .of reasons. The most important ones of 
these are as follows:
(i) his conntant, and to a great -extent,
, effort to state clearly and - unambiguously 
the basic philosophical principles underlying -his approach;
(ii) his insistence on giving expHdt defini­
tions of the terms -that -are -used by him;
(iii) his attempts to develop a system of 'formal* 
and exact procedures for the purpose of analysis;
1
Hervey, M^ul^<^ir's*Ax’l<^i^i^t1c Linguustlcs's A Reply
to G, BaHey's - Review in Language, Vol.46, No. 3," 
Lingua, XXV1TI (1972), pp.348*379.
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(1v) his "strict compartrnentaiizatlon of the 
procedures. 1,e. the first rnd the second articulation 
rre rigidly separated rnd within each r sharp distinction 
is maintained between the paradigmatic and the syntagmaric 
aspect";
(v) the introduction of the concepts of 
•distributional unit’ and ‘position’ which, "though 
logically implied in the basic assumptions of the Prague 
SchooT', were not made to play a prominent role in any 
other theory;
(vi) the use of the concepts of ’neutralization* 
and •archiphoneme*. These concepts, it might be 
recalled, were introduced in the first place by Jakobson 
and Trubetzkoy, but then Oakobson, in his later writings, 
and Prague scholars in general discarded these notions. 
Only Trubetzkoy retained them until his death in 1939.
It was this Trubetzkoywy^irsim of these concepts that 
was resurrected by Martinet, and, later, taken over by 
Mulder who developed them further.
SRP p.vi.
Ibid.
$2
Before • discussing, the basis of Mulder's theory,
It WH, I think, 'be helpful If I explained Mulder's 
concept • of • 'theory' at some' length. This concept, as 
propounded by Muuder, has the following four compoonets:
(1) Primitive Terms;
In order to avoid the responsible task of going 
on defining terms ad ipfini tum, a theory muut have a 
number of 'undefined* o.r 'primitive' terms. The smaller 
the number of the primitive terms,- the more explicit the 
theory is* GenerrUy speaking only those terms are left 
as primitive terms,about which there is ' consensus as to 
their interpretation.
(ii) Axioms or Primitive Statements;
..These are statements which are not demGnstreb■le*
Theer choice is generaHy such that they are acceptable 
to a maa’ority of people* After all, theoretical state­
ments can be demonstrated only with reference to other 
theoretical statements,' and unless • one has 'primitive 
state-meets*, one muut incur either vicious regress or 
vicious circularity*
(iii) Definitions;
These are necessary for explicitness in a theory, 
and am those ttatnmrttt which introduce the terms which 
are' going to be -used, or, In an anUytical way, explain
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terms which have -already been used in another 
definition* in a definition the left hand
side has more terms than the right hand side, and it
should not contain a term that has already been 
emmloyed on the left hand side, as this would involve 
circularity*
(iv) Theorems:
These are ultimately derived, by the aid of 
definitions, from axioms, often via other theorems*
A theorem, is, in other words, a conclusion drawn from 
premises which can be d^ammon^^l*^ to be valid by the 
laws of inference*
Mulder's theory, which is based on hypothetic 
deductive principles, follows the axiomm!^ method 
commoly employed by the physical sciences, and uses 
formulae derived from mathenat1cal logic, set-theory 
and relation-theory in order to- demme-strate points that 
would otherwise be difficult to elaborate*
The basic assumptions on which Mulder’s theory 
is founded are as follows:
(i) Language has a double articulation;
(ii) Language is a system of oppol1tions;
(iii) Language has a ayptagmaMc and a pa.ra- 
dlgmatic aspect;
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(Tv) Language has a double system of opppyitiyos. 
The asiumptiyo numbers (TTT) and (Iv) follow
from aiiumptiyo numbers (1) and (11) respectively, while 
the latter set of aiiumptiyoi are directly derived from 
the axioms. As the basic axioms and definitions of the 
theory are of very great Importance in understanding 
Minder's approach, I will give them Io full at this 
stage.
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Axiom.A,
Peffila*
PUb.
PefUb,1
Pef. Ic.
ExPlmtiynJ..
Axiom 8.
Pef. 2a»
Pef, 23a
Pef, 2a.a
A,|1 deatuder 1n semiotlr j^^d>,er..J^dr fyyj^<^,tonn^iy
"Funcnonal ” orr “separately eelernnr oo 
the purport of the whole of which It is a 
part1’ ,
tt$ysdbln,, for "set of funcnona" eeatuees" * 
"Semiotic 3x^111” oor "any isy^^emr of 
conventions for commuulcanon"'.
"Featuees" for ,,elbbd•nts1 oor re1at1nis
between elements".
Nothing can be fuo■ctiynal unless it Is - 
In equuvalent contexts - opposed to, i.e« 
distinctive, in respect to, something -else#- 
or to the absence of any m^mbbir of the same- 
class, Noy»funetiynal elements are not 
regarded as part of the system.
Semiotic sy $dm|ijl may contain .complex
elements which .can be articulated into
elemdnte . which,, hryd , both , form . and
or . dlebdote , which. . have . only ... foy^m,
"S1on'‘ or "symbo"" oor ,‘elbment Or semiotic^
system with both form and meming", simply .« 
•a,- „ |
"Sinn" oor "grambat1ca 1 elbmenr w1tr whodyM 
conventional mbearng". ,1
“Symbol" oor ‘’gaambrtica 1 ^^100" or which fl
, &
a temporary ma^r^log can be attached by 
definition", S
5C
Def. _ 2 b,
Expla^^atino • 2.
'’Phoncooglcal element" for "element which 
has only form". ;
The term "grammatical" and "phonocal" 
here have a very special and at the same time 
very wide range of merm’ng. They merely refer 
to the two articulators mnnioned Io Axiom. . B, 
The terms are approppiate for the two 
articulators of language (see Def. 3al - alsoA 
to be called first and second articulation 
respectively - but are here used for ;
analogous, but not hoaonogou^, articulators 
of other semiotic systems as well* For 
exam^jpe, the dots and dashes In the Morse code 
are phononog^cal elements, and the symbols 
In algebra and the signs Io arithmetic are vi 
grammatcal elements. The "meaning" of a 
•.symbol. . Is of a potential , nature. Phono­
logical elements may contttute thr form of 
signs or symbbls, but not the signs or symbols 
thrm'Sslvrs. For rxamale9 the sign which ‘
denotes the letter £ Io thr Morse code does not: 
simply con■otst of a dot and a dash, in that 
order, rather Its form dors; that Is, there 
Is more to a sign or a symbol than "form" 
tlooe. It should be remembered that 'elements'-• 
which have been left as primitive terms, do 
not refer to 'relations1, as those are between ■ 
'elements *.
Deflm3a.
3c
Explanation . . 3.
Def * . la.
4a
2
"Language” for "semiotic system with both 
arti eolations".
"Simple stmioti c. system” for "semiotic system
without comeination of elements".
"Complex semiotic syseem” for "semiotic sysemmJ 
with comei nations of elements".
"Unordered .semiotic syseero’’ for "complex 
semiotic system without ordering relatoons <
between elements".
"Ordered semiotic syseem” for "complex ;
semiotic system with ordering relations s
between elements".
"Art^'^^^^ul^ie^d semiotic syseem" for "ordeeed 
semiotic system".
"Artic-ulaHon” for "set of ordering-• |
relations between elements In corneinntlons". • 
Definition 3d. is owl os ,1ve,» therefore all 
other semiotic systems (I<e«- simple or un­
ordered) are unarticulated. No semiotic 
system is called a language unless It
possesses both articulations. f"mt 1,1 . •/,
"Paradigmatic” for "the oppos1ti0na1 or g
distinctive aspect of semiotic elements".
(See Explanation 1).
"Paradigmatic re'laHms" for "rea sHnns of £ 
oppos!tion between merneers of sets".
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Def* 4b.
4b
4b 2.
4c.
4c
4c
Exp!anati on _4.
1
2
3 *
"Syntagmatlc" for "the articulation aspect
of semiotic elements". (See Axiom , B and
o
Defs. 3a, 3c and 3d.)
"Syntagmatlc relations1’ for "ordering 
relations between semiotic elements 1n 
combinntlons",
"Relltions of simultaneity" for linfn-~order1gg 
rela-toons between elements 1n cfmb1naa^ons". 
"Comb1nn.tion" for "divisible (1.e. analysable, 
or mol^c^i^lar) element".
'Chain" for ’’artlcuateed combination"" 1,e. 
"syntanmat1cally divisible element". 
"Pfs1tions" for "syntagn^atical ly equivalent 
divisions (1.e. sections) of a chain". 
‘,D1str1b.utiona1 un1t",^ "position group". or 
"field of relations" for "self-contalne'd 
bundle of Interdependent (and, therefore, 1n 
fact simultaneous) pQs1t1ons".
By Axiom , A, and by the deflnit^m connected 
with that axiom, every element in a semiotic 
system stands 1n a paradigmatic relation with 
at least one other element, or wftzh zero, 1n ■ 
fact, this 1mpHes that 1t -always stands 1n a 
paradigmatic relation with 1t^s. abse-nce, i.e, 
something 1s functional 1f and only 1f its 
absence can be relevant. 1n ordered semiotic 
systems, elements may stand in syntagmaUc
relat1on1 with other elements. 1n the latter
there may be unordered combinations as , wel1.
In grammar one has to connider fields of 
relations or posstion groups on different 
hierarchical levels. In phonology only one 
type - the “distributional unit" - has to 
be considered.
Roostices are. In fact, the "immeeiate 
cons.tituests" of the underlying structure of 
a chain. Tauuooogically, there are syntag- 
mafic relations between elements or groups 
of elements standing In different possffons 
within the same group of interdependent 
^^‘^stions. It would, howeevr, be wrong f„• 
to speak about syntagmaUc relations between 
the pos^ons themselves, They are fully 
Interdependent as such and therefore simul­
taneous ,
Df, 5. “Element" or “semiotic element” for "para-
digmeme" or “syntagmeme".
5a. “Parddigmeme" for “member of a semiotic set”.
j5,b. ‘,$ynrggmeme“ for “parddigmeme standnng in a
^^^s-tion".
Sc. "Syntagm" or “phrase" for "self-contained
bundle of syntagmemes In grammar". Equuvalent 
definition: "an Instance of a position-group 
or field of reiat■toss Is grammar/*
Qo
Explanation 5#
Def. 6.
6 a.
In phonology I call also an Instance of a 
distributional uidt a distributional unH, 
when no confusion may arise. In a' similar 
way, wo may use the term ‘syntagm’ for *a 
self-contained bundle of positions*, 1n those 
contexts where no confusion my arise. If 
confusion may arise, we should talk- about 
‘instance of a distributional ‘ unit’ and 
‘position group* (or ‘field of relations*) 
respectively. ‘Distributional unn't* 1s 
primarily not an instance, and ‘syntagm‘ Is 
primarily an Instance of these unHs. Though 
the introduction of "homonym’/" 1n the termin­
ology Is usuully unfortunate, In this case ‘ i 
It seems harmless, and leads to a greater 
economy of the technical vocabulary.
’Phoneme ‘ oor ’slmuiaanoous bundle of d1$t1ec‘• 
tive features In phonology, not extending over 
more than one posHim’. Equuvalent defin- 
Itlion: ‘minimum syntagmatlc element In 
phonology’.
’Distn^ctiee eeauuee ‘ ore ,m1n1mee (1.e. 
unanalysable, or atomic) element In ph one o ogy ’’ 
’Synaggmatie elmment‘ oor ‘elmmene thae can 
stand in syntagmatlc (I.e. ordering) relations 
with other such elements’.
To be a 'syn-tagmatic element* does not Imply 
that It must stand, at any given instance, 
in erderinQ-’-relations 'with other such elements,# 
but it does imply that there is an instance of 4 
such relations for that element. it goes without 
saying (i.o.it can be logically deduced from 
the definitions given) that an instance of an 
element (but-not, of course, the element as a h 
notion) may be both an instance of a. minimum | 
element (distinctive feature) and of a minimumxj 
syntagmaaic element (phoneme). The same holds#? 
mutatis muuannd.s* for comparable elements in 4; 
grammar; for instance, one may recognize mono- P 
monemattc words or grammatemes (see below). %
This, howevvr, needs some qualification. it PJ 
means, in fact, that the item in question 
occurs in two inventories, i.e. in that of 
the 'distinctive features* (in the case of 
ph oncological elemenns) .or that of the *monemes<J
(m /he c>se ef jfnmria/ica/ deaK>)/s}y CS/cf tn /hah off /he ‘pho>)e>nes y
y(pbGnniGgical elemenns), or that of the 
* grammatemes or words* (grammatScll elements)* g: 
One should not, howeevr, call an item a 'A
'distinctive feature*, or a 'monerne*, .c
respectively, when one is conssdering it as •# 
member of the other inventory, and vice versa» -i
62.
Wth Instances of distributional units (In 
phonology) and of syntagms (in grammar) 
maaters are slightly different. These are 
bundles of posstions» in theory (but not 
necessarily always In the presentation, though 
this remains understood) all filled, either 
by an element, or by 'zero* (which for all 
practical purposes at this level Is regarded 
as an elemenn). Such expressions as * a one- 
phoneme syllable’, 'a one-phoneme distribu­
tional unf;’, or’a oro;ybrd phrase’ should 
not be taken too literally, Hut they mean that 
only one of the posstlons se.cessariiy (except 
In ellipsis) the nucleus (see below) one is 
fiHed by ^^r^-’zero’. Of course, something 
cannot be both a ’distinctive feature’ or 
(Is grammar) a ’moneme’ (see below), and a 
syntagmaaic element. That Is, If we are 
connsdering a minimum element as a syntagmata 
element, we may not, on any account. Is that 
operation call It a ’moneme* or a ’distinctive 
feature’ (in the narrower sense of the 
definition). If we use the term’di$tisctive 
feature’ without any further quallficatios, 
we should mean by It just ’minimum element 
in o’ l. We may, however, use the tera 
’distinctive feature’ In a wider sense, e.g.
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’distinctive feature In grammar’ as a
definition for ‘moneim’, and even in a yet 4 
wider sense, i.e. for ‘any feature - that Is 
distinctive In the language, whether minimum 
or not’, provided, that the sense In which the 
term is used Is duly qu€^l‘^<^l^d or entirely 
clear from the context. ‘Minimum - syntagmaaic 5 
element’ means that the element in question 
can not fo further analysed (and it Is there­
fore, on that level, atomic) Into further 
syntagmatlc elements. It does not of course, 
mean that no further analysis 1s possible on 5, 
the paradigmatic level. Just ‘minimum element’ : 
means that It Is io- further analysable (though ■ 
It may be further analytically e,
e.g. In the case of graemettcal elements, In 
terms of ‘sem^on.'lc features’) on any level. 5
‘Distinctive features’ in a narrower, but not 
the narrowest, sense, both in phonology <
(distinctive features properly) and in grammar 
(mcneme), either can occur alone in a poss’tion 
or as a - sentence (see below), or- can stand In - 
a relation of simtntanelty with other such 
elements, or they can occur both alone In a 
posHim or as a .sentence, and can stand (on 
other occasions) in a relation of )ieultaneity 
with other such elements.
£4
Def.. 7. ’Grammateme or word’ for ,simu'ltaseous busdle
of distinctive features is grammar not 
extending over more than one prostion’. 
Alternative definition: ’simultaneous bundle 
of m0nemes‘t Equuvalent definition: ’minimum 
syntagmatic element in grammaa’.
7 a. ’Moseme’ for ’minimum (i.e. 1 e, or -a
atomic) element is grammar’.
Explanation 7. The terms ’grammateme’ and ’word’ refer to 
the same elements is grammar (i.e. signs).
The reason why I have choses a double termin­
ology for these entities is that is most cases 
the term ’word’ is apppopp’ate, and, as it is . 
a well-Snows term of long standing, it can „ 
only make things easier for the marooity of 
the readers if the term is reta1see. There 
are, however!, times that one might wish to 
make certain typa£. of statements about the 
phonsiogiaal forms of this type of sign is 
which the use of the term ’word’ would be 
rather far from what is considered
as a ’word’ is every-day ordinary language. 
This is» because is ordinary language, when 
we speak about ’wordd’, we do sot distinguish 
between a sign and Its ph0nsi0<3ical form.
Wen we use the term ’word’, we have a 
picture, as it were, of some linear segmeet, 
weH set off from other, similar linear
€5
segments in speech or text. Of course*; In • •5c*
a linguistic description we man with 'signs* A 
coi^pli^t^ely abstract entities, but it is still j■ ■ • • A
a fact that most of us» in some way or 'another,- 
visualise realisations of those entities -A• ,4
whenever we are dealing with them. If now, we.. ; 
visualise the realization of a minimum A;
syntagmatic sign as a linear and uninterrupted#
segment, we can refer to such a sign by A
■ *i'
calling it a ‘word’. Otherwise we may refer ; 
to such a sign, perhaps the same ssgn^y #
calling it a grammateme annlogy with
"phoneme’ in phonology). An example may 
make this clear. In such a phrase as in :
German ‘Der Mann K^mmm’a as opposed to both 
"Die Frau kommt’ and ’Ich komme. Ou kommss,
wi.r kommmn, etc.*, one m-ay recognise three c
■ 'X?
minimum syntagmata signs, the ph^^nool^^ical 
form of which, however, we mmy describe in #
two rather different ways, lie may say that ;;
these signs have the phonol0gical forms /der/» - ;
(/D/ Is an .arch.iphoneme) #
£
respectively, in which case we may refer to 
these ‘signs' (of course, not to their 
ph0nol0gical. forms) as ‘words’. We may,
V;
hn^€^^^v^rs from a slightly different point of
’ »*«:
view, but equ^ly correctly describe the #
- ' X
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Of a.
8a,
Exp)a nation. 8,
8a1 ,
phonological forms of these three signs as 
/d/»/or...man*„.D/» and /kom/ respectively, 
in which case the term 'word* for these signs 
is rather remote from its use in ordinary 
speech, and the term ’grammateme’ (I repeat: 
for exactly the same signs, in their capaclty- 
as signs, . that we have just called *words*) 
may be felt to be more appropriate.
"Sentence" for ’sign or symbol (i.e. signum) 
with such features that it can not be a 
component of another sign or symbol’, 
"Independent syntagm’ for ’syntagm that is 
capable of synna.cdcally corresponding to a 
sentence ’.
•Elliptical sign or symbol * for ’realization 
that corresponds to only part of a sign or a 
symboo, the other part to be understood from 
the context or situation in which the 
realization takes place/
As ’elliptical’ belongs to the level of 
‘realization’, the term ’elliptical sign or 
symbbV, is in fact, misleading, Howeevr, 
such terms as ’elliptical sentence’ and 
’elliptical phrase’, are so . we-H-establlshed 
in our jargon that it is difficult to replace 
them by a more consistent, but no doubt clumsy
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alternative. I have Introduced the
definition of ’elliptical* at this point, 
because otherwise one might be tempted to 
Insert the word * noon-elliptical’ before the 
word ‘sentence* in Pef,«,8a., and in order to 
stress the fact that, in spite of my use
•J
of the terms ‘sign’ and ‘symbol’ in Def, 8a; 
strictly speaking, there are no such things 
as 'elliptical signs or symbols’ ‘elliptical 
sentence’, and ‘elliptical syntagms’, but 
only eUi-pti cal . reali zations,
The ‘features', referred to In Def...8,
may be such features as ‘intonation’ in 
‘spoken languages ’, ‘full stop’, ‘question 
mark’ or ‘exclamation mark’ in certain 
‘written counnerparts' of ‘certain spoken 
languages’, or other features. Of course, 
in semi otic systems with no grammatical 
articulation, any sign or symbol is, by 
definition, a sentence, and to be a ‘sign’, 
or a ’symbol ’, is in itself a sufficient 
feature for being a ‘sentence’.
One should not - as most philosophers 
do - confuse ‘sentence’ with ‘statement*.
The only thing the two have in common Is that 
the realization of a ‘statement’ by
4 9
commuulccalve necessKy, co'lncides with the 
realization of a ’sentence'. However* 
’statement’ in the philosopher's sense, is not 
an object of interest for description by 
linguists. A theory contains ’statements’, 
but it is not the .theory that contains 
’sentences’,- but the semiotic_ sy,stern, . or . ■systems.’- 
employed in stating the theory.
It .may- be tempting to define ’sentence’ .
as ’maximum sign or symol‘, i.e. as a
{/£)' /5 fiof" a. coifjjweof' o> g't/WGftciil efeiawM
grammatical element/ I shall, in the following;
use the term ’signum', for both ’sign’ and 
’symbbl8, Now, strictly speaking, in an 
inventory of ’signa (I.e. as paradi gnomes) no 
signum can be a component of another signum 
nor can it - tautologically - be composed of 
other signa. As a component It Is not a 
signum* but a commooent of a signum, though
this component may correspond . to a signum
in the inventory of signa. For instance, the J 
'past tense’ of ’verbs’ In Enggish is a single 
sign, and so is'worked’. So are ’he worked’, d 
’1n the . garden’, ’he-worked in the garden‘p '■ 
the garden’, •he#%lthe’» and ’garden’. ’He 
worked’ and ’he worked in the garden’ mf* on 
occasions correspond to a comppete sentence. ,
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Strictly s-peaklng# in that case, there - are 
two signs ’he worked®, i,e, the syntagm and 
the sentence. The description of the latter 
is not exhausted by a description of the 
former, hence they are not the 'same thing as 
a model in the theory. Both may correspond 
to components of other syntagms, e,g, "he 
worked® in ®he worked in the garden®, and 
’he worked in the garden® 1n ’yesterday, he 
worked in the garden®, or in "If he worked 
in the garden, he would be able to grow 
vegetables ’.
Though, in the following, i shall 
insist that ’.syntactic relations are relations 
between signs’ (in fact, i should say ®slgna® ; 
but what we are interested in in this work 
are mainly ’signs’), this should be under­
stood as standing for the more clumsy:
’syntactic relalil^r^s are relations between 
constituents that correspond to signs (rather 
.than to aloomorphs of signs)'t. ■
The notion sentence, as such, is not a 
syntactic concept, as from a syntactic point 
of view It is irrelevant whether a particular 
conntruction is a sentence or not, i.e. it 
would not make any difference to the syntactic
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analysis. Of course* it may make a difference# 
to the analysis^ but not to the syntactic
,’r
analysis. Naturally, there remains the 
theoretical possibiilty that in certain 
semiotic systems, even in some languages, #
there may be phrases that can only correspond ) 
to a whole sentence. Unless all syntactic 
structures, qua syntactic structure, 1n such 
a semiotic system unequlvoc&Hy correspond ‘
either to a sentence, or to part of a sentence# 
we may not make a distinction between ‘sentence 
and 'syntagm* on the same level of analysis* 
i.e. similar to the way we distinguish between# 
‘syntagm’, ‘word' and ‘moneme’. The term 
"sentence* does not belong to this hierarchy; # 
It belongs to a different hierarchy, of which 
the lower member is ’clause". What I have #
said about "sentence’ holds mutatls ,, mutandis,# 
for ’clause’ as well.
It is in a sense misleading* and even
d
wrong, if linguists say that syntax is "the
f
analysis of sentence’. But it is 1n a sense m
I
correct as well. It is wrong, because the 
notion ’sentence’ is qua structure, not a | 
syntactic notion, and the analysis of sentence*
7!
qua sentence, is not syntactic analysis. On the 
other hand it is correct, because, when we do a
an
full analysis, i.e^/analysis that is purported 
to bo descriptive of certain speech-phenomena 
(not only of entities in the inventory), we take 
an ordered- chain of signa at the very point where . 
it corresponds to a sentence. We are, therefore, , 
interested in ’the 'sentence*, but it is 
important to realise that, once we begin the 
analysis, we are not analysing the sentence, but 
the syntagm that corresponds to it. The 
statement under discussion is therefore more 
wrong than right, which implies that it is, -r
strictly speaking, wrong. We should say that 
’syntactic description’ is - basscally - the 
description of syntagms that correspond to <
sentences.
It is for this reason that the notion ■
'independent syntagm’- is an important notion, 
as an independent syntagm is a syntagm that may . 
correspond to a sentence, .
independent syntagms may have constituents 
that correspond to independent syntagms them­
selves, and in languages (to the best of my 
knowledge - but it is not a matter of logical 
necessity - in all languages) any independent
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syntagm corresponds to constituents off 
Independent syntagms (e«g» ’bo worked’ In ’he worred 
the garden’) as well as to the .constltuenss of non­
Independent syntagms (e.g* ’he worked’ ’n ‘id ten 
worked’., or 1n *Ii he worked in the garden’),
In ’if he worked’, we may call ’1f’ and ’he 
worked’ firs t . order connsttuents; in ’if he worked 
In the garden’, ’If’ and 'he worked in the .garden’ 
(Independent syntagm) are first order, but .’he 
worked’ (Independent syntagm) and ’in the garden’ 
are second . order . .pops st turn ts 5 third . .order . c<rffst1t- 
uents.. are ’he’, ’worked’ , ’1n’» and ’the garden’, 
whilst ’the’ and ’garden’ are fourth... order ,
1^*1 tuent.s of this syntagm, If we visualise this 
analysis as an inverted tree~d1agram„. the orders 
(first, second, and so on) correspond to the sub­
sequent strata of branching;
’’if he worked in the garden’
1f’ he worked in the garden’
’he wo me8 ’in tAe garden’
’htr’X'^'''''''’Wnrkee’ • ’in’ ’the garden’
’ tf1 '"^garden
0
1
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A further analysis of ‘worked* into ’work* and 
‘past* is not a syntactic analysis as there are 
no functional ordering-relations between ‘work* 
and ‘past*; they are in a relation of simultaneity, 
functionally speaking. This is not the case with,.
say, ‘he* and ‘worked* in ‘he worked’. There is 
here a relation of simultaneity between ’he* as 
subject, and ’worked* as predicative, i.e. between 
syntag,memes,, but not between ’he* and ’worked* as 
such, i.e. as paradigmemes... It would be incorrect
to say that this syntagm, qua syntagm, contained 
the monemes . ’work* and ’plural*. A syntagm never 
contains ’monemee’, but at moot other syntagms, 
and at least words, which may, of course, be mono- 
monemmtic, i.e. correspond to a single moneme.
But ‘monemes’ as such have no syntagmatlc status.
Any syntagm that can correspond to a first 
order constituent of an independent syntagm can - 
in principle - correspond to a second order one, 
which imppies .that it can correspond to a third 
order one, and so on. That is, languages 
(possibly all languages) exhibit the feature of 
unrestricted embedcHng, unreetricted in the sense 
that any syntagm can be embedded in any other 
syntagm, which implies that the latter can be
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Alsoembedded in in yet another one, and so on, 
the converse is probably true, as there are pro­
bably no cases of a word as a constituent that 
does not commute with a syntagm. For instance, 
'very' in ‘very tall* commutes with ‘very or 
rather','alongside' in 'alongside the house' 
commutes with 'alongside, or I should rather say 
behind', etc.
Still, one can establish a classification 
partly based on a hierarchy of syntagms, as there 
are certain types of syntagms that can contain 
certain others, but not vice versa, e.g. 'the type 
represented by 'very cold' can be contained in, 
but it cannot contain, a syntagm of the type re­
presented by 'the very old man in the garden'.
The latter syntagm, which one may call nominal 
syntagm (or, if one prefers, Chomsky's ‘noun phrase', 
though I mean by a nominal syntagm not exactly the 
same as what he means by a noun phrase, as one can 
already see from this example), exhibits, as a type, 
an interesting case of embedding. Namely, this 
type can contain a syntagm of the same type as a 
second, but not as a first, order constituent, 
which implies this constituent can again contain a
syntagm of the same type as a second, but npu.as
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a first, order cGnstituest, and so on, e.g. ‘the 
box in the box in the box, etc.* or ‘the thing in 
the box in the cupboard in the house in the garden 
in the village in the .... etc.* According to my
analysis, as we shall see, ‘the’, ‘thing1, and ‘in 
the box in the are'first order, ‘in’ and ‘the
box in the are second order, ’the’, ’box’ and
’in the ...’ are first order in the last conns’tuent, 
but third order constituents in the syntagm we 
started with, and so on;
As I have said, that what in languages gener­
ally distinguishes sentences from non-sentences is 
the added feature of ’intonation’. One should 
distinguish'between ’intonation’ and ‘accenn’, on 
the basis of their difference in function, and one 
should distinguish between two functionally entirely 
different types of accent, i.e. ‘contrastive accent’ 
and ‘connotative accenn’. The latter is, in 
realization, often superimposed on the former, and 
both may, in realization, amalgamate with intona­
tion. Tone, a distinctive phenomenon in tone- 
languages, may further compHcate the impreisionSstic 
picture, but all these types can be sorted out on a 
functional basis, just as easily as we can sort out 
‘signs’ from the amalgamated forms of some of their
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realizations. Different hierarchical layers of 
contrastive accent can be superimposed on one 
another, i.e. the accent of a syntagm is generally 
superimposed on that of one of its constituents, 
etc. Connotative accent, which is better regarded 
as an auxiliary device, i.e. as not belonging to 
the semiotic system proper, may be superimposed on 
any other accent, or it may ‘hit’ contrasting non- 
accented syllables. I have been dealing here 
mainly with 1 language’, and in particular with 
’language’ as a model to ‘speech’. With respect 
to written text (which I do not regard, as most 
linguists do, as a substitute for speech, but as 
the product of art independent semiotic system 
with a double articulation (i.e. as a language); 
priority of the one over the other is rather a 
diachronic than a synchronic matter. I am only 
considering here our own alphabetical system of 
writing) one would rather not speak of ’intonation’. 
Written language, however, does use a device which 
fulfils a similar role as ’intonation’ in speech, 
i.e. ‘punctuation*, such as ‘‘ ‘‘ s‘’i ’» and
Its main contrastive device, playing a 
similar role as ‘contrastive accent’, is ’spacing'. 
As ’spacing’ is usually only between ‘word^like’
rr
units, there 1s usually more ‘homonymy’ in graphical 
than in vocal communication systems* There are 
semiotic systems, such as algebra and arithmetic, 
in which a sentence is recognized, ipso facto, as 
such, by other formal devices, or by their absence 
merely indicating that the formula in question is 
not part of another sentence. The same is true 
for traffic signs. There are, as I have already 
indicated, also semiotic systems in which there is 
only one type of sign urn, e.g. in the Morse code, 
where a certain combination of dots and dashes
constitutes the form of a sign, e.g. 1. / has
the information value; the letter ’a‘. These
signs are, then, sentences, and they need no 
further features to distinguish them from non­
sentences, as. the Morse-code does not have signa 
that are non-sentences. As a sentence is a si gnum 
such that it can not be a constituent of another 
$1 gnum, and every semiotic system contains s i gna 
(though not necessarily an articulation into si gna ), 
every semiotic system, ipso facto, contains 
‘sentences’.
‘Clause* for ‘sign, with such features that it 
must be a constituent of a sentence’.
7%
■Explanation . . 9* This meam. in fact, that in all known practice, 
just as a sentence is distinguished by its 
intonation from a n'ors-tistence, a clause is dis-
1
tinguithii from a son~ciaute by its intonation.
i
’Everything, from Axiom A. on page to Explasation 9 on 
page' y? , is a quotation from 'Minder's handouts, in between 
lectures during the Academic Year 1969-1970, St* Andrews 
UrHvers s ty.
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in his Cnurs, de Saussure referred to many dicho­
tomies that, -he maintained, existed in • language. One 
such dichotomy referred to what ' is now known as
the ’langue*‘paro1e* distinction. De Saussure believed 
that the dichotomy was absolute, and that the linguists• 
should study ‘langue’ and not ’parole’, Mulder does not
accept either that the dichotomy is •abscoute, or, that 
’parole* (i.e. speech) is not the proper field of study 
for a true linguist. The distinction that Muuder draws 
between ’language’ and ’speech’ is based on the premise 
that the former is the - model of -the latter. (’Models’
are defined as • ’’structures that -apply to ’isolatable’ 
sections of speech.” ) As regards the proper object of 
study for a true- linguist, Mauder maintains that the 
object of linguistic study should be ostensible. This
requirement makes it inevitable for the linguist to study 
’speech’, which is ostensible, rather than the hypothetical 
structure that is assumed to undeelie ’speech’ (i.e. 
’languagg’), which is not- ostensible but conjectural,
’Language’, says Mulder, ’is what has to be established,
-
not described by the linguist, Wat, therefore, a
functionalist describes and explains Is ‘speech’ rather
^See also p,xo. 
2SRP, p.8, 
3Ibid. , p.19.
$0
than ’language*. The latter, as already said, Is a model 
of the former•(explicitly or implicitly), containing within 
it a distinction between first articulation and second 
arti eolation.
The use of the terms "first articulation' and 
'Second articulation* Is not approved by Mulder, because 
it tends • to suggest that there is some logical relation 
of priority•involved, or, that• articulation is continuous 
and meecaMcal so that one could go from phonology to 
grammar*. As a matter of fact, •the two articulatoons of 
language, as interpreted-by Ruuder, are both logically 
and tempporlly independent of one another. This is
also shown by the fact that each type of articulation 
can be instanced separately in commuuicction systems 
other than•language^ Examples of this can be given
from HuHer's diagram' on the next page: thus, only a 
'first* articulation is maaifested in algebra, and only 
a 'second' articulation is marndfested in the Morse code*
l Ibid#, p*14.
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According to ttuudero the distinction between the 
two articulations is based-on the nature of-elements into 
which a given complex is articulated; articulation into 
elements with both form and menu’ng, and that into elements 
Wth form alone* Minder has suggested that the former
be called ’grammaatcal articulation* (instead of ’first 
articulation’) and the latter be called ,phonjlogtcal 
articulation*' (instead of’second articulation’). Howewr, 
as ho has not yet forrnamy incorporated these new terms, 
i sham continue to use the conveetional terms (namely, 
•fir^st articulaionn* and 'second articulation’) in -this 
work.
it-might be pointed out here that Molder's inter­
pretation of the concept of ‘articulation’ (as outlined 
above) differs substaantamy from that of - Maattnet. The 
latter uses -the term ‘arti^c^ulatib^n* as a primitive one; 
that is to say. Maatinet merely explains it and does not 
define'it. Moreover, he conceives of the double articu­
lation as a single two-tier structure; first, there is 
the articulation into elements that have both form and 
meaning (that is, into monmes), in the first articulation; 
second, the t1gn1f^ajtt of the lonemes are further 
articulated -into elements that have- form- only (that is, 
into phoiemesi, in the second articulation.
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There 1s a great insistence in Mulder on the separa­
tion of levels of analysis (between phonology and grammar,
for example),' He recognizes that the ‘facts* themselves
do not imply any such separation of levels. But; Muuder 
argues that since one can not study these ‘facts’ except 
wthin the framework of a theory in which there is a 
separation of levels of abstraction, it is only right that 
the levels of analysis should be kept rigidly apart. For 
examppe, if we take one of the basic Mulderian assumptions 
about language, namely, that language has a double arti­
culation, we can see the vaHdity of Muuder's argument.
The two articulatoons refer to, one, into elements that 
have form alone, and another one into elements that have 
both form and meaning. Nov/, if one is discussing the
notion of, say, phoneme, one is dealing with the level of 
phonology where the interest lies in the elements that 
have form alone. it is just not possible to operate with 
this notion on the level of grammar where the interest is 
concentrated on elements that have both form and m/anlng. 
The reverse is equally true: one may not transfer 
arguments from the level of grammar to that of phonology.
Bui: see the discussion of Muuder's sign-concept, pp.95-/s-1
$1-
Tbe concept of 'distinctive features', which are 
the ultimate elements of the second articulation, was 
first developed by Jakobson, This concept also plays an
important part in the approach represented 'by Martinet 
and Mulder, I, therefore, think it will help to make
clear the concept of ‘distinctive'features’, if I outline 
the main points of difference between the Jakobsonian 
approach'to the concept on the one hand, and that'of 
Martinet and Muuder on the other.
On a supeericial level# the difference- between 
Jakobson’s and Marti nett's approach to the concept of 
‘distinctive features’ is that# while the former uses 
acoustic criteria, the latter uses articulatory ones,’
Howeevr, a much more basic and real difference between
Jakobson’s and Mart nett's Interpretation of distinctive 
features is that, whhle for Jakobson they - both the 
concept and the distinctive features themselves - belong 
to the theory, for Maftinet actual instances of distinctive
1 Matim^t’s ptrfrrrncr for articulatory phonetics is based 
on the grounds that "articulatory ... phonntics remains
more familiar to linguists, and in general it gives a 
clearer insight into the cauuality of phonntic change." 
(Eleme.nts of General Llnglsti cs» (trans,) E, Palmer,
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features do not belong to the theory* The latter only 
contains the definition of the concept of distinctive 
feature, but not the distinctive features themselves, 
which are found in the linguistic description. In other 
words, Jakobson regards ‘phonemes’ as being secondary to 
the definite on of ’distinctive feature’, while MaaUnet, 
disagreeing with Jakobson’s approach, regards ’phonemes’ 
as being primary to the definition of ’distinctive feature' , 
Because of the difference in approach just meantoned, 
Jakobson proceeds with the linguistic description of a 
given language having already a set of distinctive 
features in his theory; Maatinet, on the other hand, 
first makes an inventory of the phonemes of the language 
he is describing, and only then proceeds to describe the 
distinctive features,
Another point of difference between their respective 
approaches to the concept of distinctive feature is that 
whle Jakobson’s labels for distinctive features contain a 
phonetically ptive element, Maatinet’s labels are
purely class if icatory.
in a functionalist system, the distinctive features, 
just like any other phonological factor, are established 
on the basis of their functional value, Mulder, therefore, 
regards the actual physscal nature of sounds as being of 
minor relevance to the working of language; the relevant
factor 1s the functional Identity of the distinctive
features and their organization. For instance, Mulder
regards the following classification of French semi­
vowels as incorrect, because in the case.of /!/ the
Front
y
1
nce 'back/front' is not functional.
Distinctive features are defined by Mulder as
"features by which forms, opposed by commut^ttlon, are 
different .they classify for him in general terms 
the distinctive quuHtles of the phonemes. That is to
say, the distinctive features serve as "generalization 
of the pertinent features of the phonemes which can be
p
established in the sub-systems.""
Minder also -prefers to use articulatory terms in
labelling phonemes for a number of reasons. Firstly,
because articulatory phonetics is very well-developed 
and advanced; secondly, .because it is gennraaly easier 
to .explain both combinatory variance and -distribution on 
the basis of articulatory rather than acoustic criteria;
1SRP, p.24.
p,136.
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thirdly, because the acoustic parts have already been 
taken care of by ignoring those articulatory features in 
articulatory phonntics that do not have acouutic counter­
parts. For these reasons, and because the statements of 
the realization of phonemes are regarded as important by 
functionalists, Mulder finds it more profitable to work 
with articulatory criteria.
The terms used by Muuder for distinctive features 
classify the phonemes on functional principles. In fact,
a pure functionnHst, especially an axiomatic functionalist, 
like Mauder, uses two sets of labels, one set for the 
distinctive features of the phonemes (e.g. /p/ « unvoiced, 
labial, occlusive), and the second set for statements of 
the realizations of the phonemes (e.g, [pT * unvoted, 
fortis, bilabial, aspirated, occlusive). The first set
is language-bound, the second set belongs to General 
Phooeeics. The difference between Jaaobson and Muuder
in this respect can be shown by the following ilu 
of the different ways in which Muuder treats, and Jakobson 
presumably would treat, the Chinese vowel system.
For Jakobson, presumaHy, the sounds [0] , [o] ,
[9] . [£] and [o'], in Mandarin Chinese [fowj, [kwoj ,
[pon , [jt | and [fej] respect1vely w0Uld Mrrespo^ to 
five phonemes. Muuder, on the other hand, would have 
only one:
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[o] before /u/
[J after /u/
in all other cases ’/e/^
Pl afl^ev /1/
feJ before /1/
FunectonaHsts hold -that distinctive features alone 
are not sufficient for the ’buiidijricks’ in the 
phonematc structure of a language, but they regard in 
addition the concept of ’phoneme’ as necessary, A^ci^aTly, 
this concept, along with the criterion of ’position* is 
essential to account for syntagmaUc structure In the 
phonology of a language. i shall explain this below.
One of the most important concepts in phonology is 
that of ‘phoneme’, and we have already traced in some 
detail the gradual emergence of the concept as it - came to 
be held by the Prague .
Maatinet developed the phoneme concept further, and 
defined it as "un ensemble de traits pertinents qui se 
realisent simultanement. That is to say, a phoneme for
1’Actually, Mulder classifies it as a qua,!-phoneme, for 
reasons that are not relevant here. 1-ee’ 'SftFf17121.
2 A, -Maarinet, La Descdption Phonolog1que avec application 
au purler franco-provencal d’HautevUle (Savde), (Paris: 
Sodete de PubHcatlons Romanes et Ftrnca1ini, LVI, 1956).
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Martinet is a bundle of distinctive features that occur 
simultaneously (in a functional sense* i.e. not necessarily 
in a physical sense). This definition has, however been 
mooified by Mulder who includes in it the very important 
notion of 'position*. He defines phoneme as "a simuu- 
taneous bundle of distinctive features in phonology which 
does not extend over more than one position in the chain,
A careful look at the foregoing .definitions of 
phoneme given by Maatinet and Muuder respectively will at 
once reveal that, in spite of supeeridal similarity, there 
are some rather imppotant dlff-ferences# A reference has
already been made to the notion of ’position* that•Muuder 
introduces in his definition, (Maatinet also uses the 
term• ‘position*, but his use of it is .rather vague and 
unclear. It seems that the sense in which 'Maatinet uses
the term is closer to the sense in which Midder uses the 
term 'sequential order’ (that is, the "relation of' *pre- 
ceding* and 'succeeding"). in phono^y, but not in
syntax, the notion 'sequential order* is implied in - 
but does not exhaust - that of 'pssition*»
Minder, in one of his less formal moods, defines 
the notion 'position’ as "a place 1n which a form can 
stand, and is substitutable by simiar forms *.• a 
paradigmatic p^^nt on a syntagmatlc axXs.tt* Taat is to
say, wherever "in a chain, ordering relations can be 
demonssrated to hold between certain elements, each of 
the terms in that relation, by virtue of being a momentum 
of ‘the relation can be said to stand - in -a ponttion."a 
Wth regard to this notion, as used by Mulder, the follow­
ing points - are worth mnn,1oning:
(i) It Is a rlgsrous gomes, dncnnse the selnh at 
which it is set up in the chain is determined by the 
functinda1«nrdnr1ng relations in the chain;
(11) it- provides a criterion for determining the 
‘minimum syntagmaaic unit in phonology’ (i„e. the 
phoneme) without having to have recourse to ph0ndn:•ic 
criteria in establishing the phonemes of a given language;
(Hl) it has a valuable desccrptive potenntal; it, 
in fact, leads to "elegant, ecodnm1cal and highly original 
aescc1ptive tolutions".a For instance. Minder quotes the
'SRP, p.26',
2 S.GJ. Hervey, op. dt, p.353. 
g
This is, in fact, the eMmya'lent definition of phoneme
given by Muuder in SRR, p.127.
4 S.G.d. Hervey, op. cit, p. 353.
example of the French words hourHe and oi., and says that
although both of them are, phonnmat'icclly speaking, /ui/,
they are nevertheless different forms phonolon^ca^y, He
suggests that this distinction can be'expressed by writing
/ui/ for the'fSrst and /ui/ for the second word respec- * *
tively - the dolt denoting the ' nuclear ponition. This
same analysis is represented by Midder in a tabular form
thus: • •,
explosive nuclear implosive
home 0 /u/ /V
oui /u/ /1/ 0
Alternatively, ' one may designate hoille by /0tK/ and 
QUi - by /ui 0/.
(iv) if app-Hed ^^nas^ttly, it can often lead to 
a subssannlal reduction in the -size of the phoneme inven­
tories arrived at by other descHptive methods. (See, 
for example, Minder and Hurren,s article about English 
vowels). it can also help in making precise statements
about 'the distribution of the phonemes in terms o their
]S.RP, p.27;
Midder and -H.A. Hurren, "The Enggish Vowel Phonemes
from a functional point of view and a statement of their 
dstribution.H La li ngul$tlque, (1968), pp.43-60.
t
occurrence in ‘positions' or ’groups of positions .
Another item that makes for a rather important
distinction between Maattnnt’s and Mulder’s concepts of 
phoneme is the notion of ‘simuT^anei-ty’. As regards 
Marrinet's interpretation of the concept, if one looks at 
it in view of his criteria for establishing it in phonology, 
the moot significant pdnt that emerges is that there are 
phonetic considerations involved. This is explained by 
Hervey in the following way: in resolving the issue of 
whetlier a g1ven sound, say KungaHan ftsj , sh°U1d be ra- 
presented as a single* simultaneous bundle, or as a 
sequence of two phonemes, Maatinet's criteria would be;
(a) does it involve ssi^s^Iq echoes for the speaker, or
two separate choices; (b) can /c/ as a slngle hhnneme 
fit into a correlation with other single phonemes in the 
same system; (c) can /c/ as a single phoneme ever be 
distinctive from a sequence /ts/, in this • particular 
case, Maatinet'would set up a single phoneme •/c/ as 
distinct from a phoneme sequence /ts/. Nevertheless,
the identification of a phoneme /c/ rather than of the 
sequence /t^s/ is either entirely arbitrary, or is based 
on the criterion of phonetic similarity. Therefore,,
^i.e, distributional unit. See SRF, pp,26~27*
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although phonnmc sieultane1ty was .not a criterion for 
establishing /c/ as an Item in the inventory, the identi­
fication -of /c/ as. a simultaneous bundle is, nevertheless., 
ultimately made on p^c^r^^e^ic criteria. it is in this
that tieultane1ry in Martinet can be . seen as a 
notion.not entirely free - from. phoonelc criteria.1
if we say that /bit/ constst•t of /b/, /i/ and /t/, 
we mean with phonemes snmethidg else . than 'when we say 
that the phoneme /b/ has the features . ‘labial’,
’occlusive1 ada ‘voiced*. in -the first case, we mean
‘phoneme in ponttion’, in the sncnna we. mean phoneme as 
an item, say, in the inventory. Midder d1sr1■ngu1shns
between the two by distinguishing between ,syntageemes‘ 
and ‘paradigmemes’.
We have already discussed Midder's concept of 
iQOtti■od» whereby a phoneme becomes for him a bundle of 
distinctive features between which there are no syntag- 
mmtlc relations. This is an imppotant difference between
Mart1net‘s and Muuder's interpretation of the term
ety’. The latter regards it as ’a purely 
syntagmata cndcepr" which should be dealt with in a 
’purely syntagmata way’ i think this difference in
Harvey, op. cit, pp.355-356, 
ZgRP, p.28.
1their respective concepts of ‘simultaneity’ can best be 
highlighted by quoting Hervey again about Mulder’s 
solution to the problem of Hunggrian /ts/. Hervey says;
that Mu!der would solve the problem of .Hunngrian /ts/ in 
a different way: "this would conntltute a simultaneous 
bundle for him » until and unless it could, within the 
same distributional unit, be.demonttrated to connist of 
functionally ordered elements /t/ and /s/* This could
only be dernoonsrated if at least one instance could be 
found in .which both ts and st can occur, in . the . same 
palr .. .of. .p^s^l^.ions» and in . what. is , undtn^jably- and .J ndubitab 1y
i
a distributional un1t,
1 will end the■discussion of Mutder’s interpretation 
of.phoneme and related concepts by referring once again to 
his definition of-phoneme, and reformulat1ng.it thus; 
‘phoneme* is ‘something* in a chain.in,a language that 
has the following charaatertstics:
(1) it has only form, and no meaning 
(11) it is opposed to something in an equivalent
context;
(Hi) it does not stand in a relation of timultate1ty
with other elements;
K
Iu
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Hervey, op. cit, pp.356-357.
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(1 v) 1t can stand In ordering relations with other 
elements; and
(v) 1t differs 1n terms of distinctive features 
from all other elements*
The concept of ‘archiphoneme’ plays an Important 
part 1n Functionalist Linguistics* 1n fact, Mulder goes 
so far as to regard the acceptance of the concept as being 
’the hallmark of true functionalism’, It might be recalled 
here that this concept was Initially Introduced by Roman 
dakobson. He, however, abandoned 1t In h1s later writings, 
as did most other Prague scholars who were rather unsure of 
the utility of the concept* There were, however, some 
exceptions to this general trend of doing away with the 
concept of ‘archiphoneme*. Trubetzkoy, who took over the 
concept from Roman dakobson, retained 1t> and so did h1 $ 
Immediate followers*
One of them, Martinet, who, It 1s claimed, "contri­
buted more to functionalism than anybody else"J has always 
employed this concept and Its corollary ‘neutral!zatlon’•
As Hockett has pointed out, "Trubetzkoyan phonology does
^d«W*F* Mulder, "On the Art of Definition, The Double
Articulation of Language and Some of the Consequences"» 
Forum For Modern Language Studies >1/(1969), p * 10 7.
not atop when >pennneet.have been determined. Annlytit
continues in terms of the articulatory (sic) features, 
simultaneous bundles of which const1tute phonemes or 
alTophodes (sic) ' of peonemen•, #,Trube%koyan workers 
then take another step. in French and in Ruuttan, for
examppe, there occur pairs of phonemes# such that- the 
members of each pair share all distinctive features save 
one# and. differ only in that one; thus, £5 b, t; d, and 
so on, the distinguishing feature here being the voicing 
of the tecnda memer of each paar. Each such pair con­
stitutes an Archipe,nd■nme, in French there are no
po5■tt1ont (or -no important ones) in which £ is found but 
£ is not, or converseey; and similarly for the meerne-rs 
of each other vnfcnlnst~vn1Gnd archiphonnme* in Ruustan9
on the other hand, though both voiced and voiceless 
mommon occur initially and meie^ny, only a single type 
is found finally* The difference between voiced and 
voiceless makes a difference initially and mniill.y, 
given the proper assortment of other features in a bundle; 
finally, hnwener, the ^^f^’^eret^r^ce is. not functional. Thus 
byl‘ (a fact) and pvl* (d.ust) and zabivcit * (to thrust) and 
zapivat1 (to start drinking) are different words, but 
enrrntponai■dg to [pop] (priest) there is no [p^bj , nor is 
any other such pair to be found. The Trubetzkoyan way
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of stating this situation Is to say that 1n final position 
the opposstion between voiced and unvoiced is 'neutralized* 
and that the/"pj, that one hears finally, despite its 
objective similarity to Initial and medial [pj , is not to 
be interpreted as phoneetcaTfly the same, but rather as an 
occurence of the p/b archiphonemes"„
Martinet says the following about the concept of 
'archiphoneme’: "L‘arch1phoneme est l’ensemble des traits 
communs a. deux ou plus de deux phonemes qui sont seuls a 
posseder tous ces traits; le concept s-emp^ie en 
pratique dans la cas des phonemes neutralisables, en 
particulier lorsque 1*arch1pheneme se realise effective- 
meet en posttion de n^uut^i^lisation". One poont that
becomes at once clear from this statement is that, unlike 
Trubetzkoy, Martinet uses the ten? *ar'<chpplin<?me* in its 
extended sense of posssbly including more than two phonemes* • 
Another poont that emerges from this statement is that,
1 a
C.F* Hookeet, Review of Maatindt's Phonology as Functional 
P^or^€^J^icsvLanguag<^.» 'XXXVII (1951) pp.3:S&-SS, the 1 Il'earYier 
part WFEn¥"'quotatoon shows that Hoccett has not cnmp1etely 
grasped Maatlnet's notion 'distlnoti^e feature’, since he 
confuses them with articulatory (phonneic) features*
%A« Mert1ndt!^ La . Notion de neutra1isation dans la mo^h^fe 
et le lexique9' Taayaux de . l Hnsti.tu.t . de Hngu1 stique,Il (l95 7), p*6* T (^^6 "Wo omd ''W oV^KP, F * 113'b
as It was for Trubetzkoys the concept 'archiphoneme* for 
Martinet is linked with that of 'neutralization*.
Mulder treats these notions in more or less the 
same way as Maatinet does. That is to say, Mulder also 
regards them as not merely pertaining to matters of
realization, hut as functional notions. Mulder 
defines 'neutralization* as "the suspension of opp011tion 
between distinctive features in a given phono1ocJ1cal 
context", and the notion of 'archiphonerne* as "a phoneme 
in a sub-system which, when projected in the over-all
p
system, is represented there by two or more phonemee."
Where Mulder's version of functional ism'becomes 
really at variance with that of Maatinet is in his treat­
ment of-the notion 'linguistic sign*. Mulder regards 
this notion as being of utmost importance in linguistic 
theory, because "a theory of the linguistic sign not only 
determines the form and content of 'grammar' and ’phono­
logy*. but that of 'semantics’ as well." Minder goes on -I
to say; "It pervades and determines every area of 
linguistics, including that of 'phonee-ics1. "He, therefore,
'sRP. p.204.
2 Ibid.. p.114.
holds that 1f the theory of linguistic sign “ 1s a power- 
1ful theory, It may lead to powerful linguistics.”
The three names most closely associated with the
development of the sign-concept 1n the present century 
are those of Ferdinand de Saussure, Leonard Bloomfield 
and Louis ^jelmslev. Of these three, Mulder considers 
Bloomfield’s Interpretation of the sign-concept as being 
‘hopelessly Inconsistent’ to be of much use. This leaves 
Mulder with the concept of linguistic sign as expounded by 
de Saussure and Hjelmslev respectlvely. The former 
defined ‘linguistic sign1 * * * Vas "une entlte psychlque a 
deux faces”; that 1s, for de Saussure;” Le signer* 
I1ngu1st1que unit non une chose et un nom ma1s un concept 
et une Image acoustlque”. He Illustrates this diagram-
1
O.W.F. Mulder and S.G.J. Hervey, Theory of the Linguistic 
SIgn, (The Hague: Mouton, 1972), p. SV (This book w111 
hereafter be referred to as TLS.)
2
Ibid-, p.6. See also Mulder‘s article “On the Art of 
Definition, The Double Articulation of Language and some 
of the Consequences", Forum for Modern Language Studies,
V (1969), pp. 103-117.
F. de Saussure, op. dt., pp.98-99.
matlcally as follows:
A SIGNIFICANT 
(IMAGE ACOUSTIQUE)
8'
SIGNIFIE
(CONCEPT) 7
J
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Because of Its vagueness and rnentaHstlc ImoHcatlons,
Mulder regards this Saussurlan view of the linguistic 
sign as being Important mainly for forming the basis of 
further development of the concept by later linguists.
Hjelmslev took de Saussure's concept of the linguistic 
sign, stripped It of Its psychologlstic connotations, and 
reduced de Saussure's 'langue-Paiole' dichotomy to a mere 
difference 1n aspects. He defined the linguistic sign as 
**••• a two-sided entity, with a Janus-like perspective In 
two directions, and with effect In two respects: "outwards** 
toward the expression-substance and "Inwards" toward the
1content-substance.” That is to say, the sign for 
Hjelmslev is a bi-unity of expression and content in the 
Saussurian sense, but it is conceived by him in terms of 
an abstract relation rather than in terms of a ‘psycho­
logical concept1 and an ‘acoustic image*, as it was for 
de Saussure. Mulder represents Hjelmslev’s concept 
diagrammatically thus:
i
Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language, (trans.) 
,F.J. Whitfield, (Madison: The University of Wisconsin
Press, 1961), p.58.
ZSRP, p.34.
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From the point of view of functionalism, however, 
Hjelmslev's interpretation of the sign-concept, in spite 
of the fact that it Is very "consistent and rigorous,
is not fully acceptable, because 1t does not fit the 
functionalists' attHude of regarding the concept of the 
double articulation as the defining property of 'language*. 
As a matter of fact, functionalists like Martinet and Mulder 
do not divide the science of linguistics right through the 
notion of 'sign* (as Hjelmslev does); instead they base 
their division upon the dichotomy of the two articulations. 
For both Maatlnet and Muuder the notion 'sign' belongs to 
the first articulation, i.e. grammar, only,
Muuder, howewr, does agree with Hjelmslev on two 
rather important points: for him, as for Hjelmslev, 
linguistic concepts, e.g. the notion 'sign', have no reality 
outside the theory itself — i.e. signs are completely 
abstract entities; also, Hke Hjelmslev, Muuder defines 
the sign in terms of relations.
p.7.
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From what has been said in the preceding section, 
it becomes abunddatly clear that both de Saussure and 
Hjelmslev provided the functionalists in general and 
Mulder in particular with the basic foundation for further 
clarifying the .notion ‘linguistic sign’. Mulder is, in 
fact, the one f unction Ust who has worked constantly at 
this task, and he has developed the notion further than
•t
any other linguist of similar persuasion,
Muuder .regards the ‘formal’ aspect and the ’meaning­
bearing’ aspect - variously referred to as ’signifiant’ 
and ‘signifie’ respectively (in French, by de Saussure) 
and ‘expression‘ and ‘content’ (in English) - as merely 
being two aspects under which the linguistic sign can be 
studied. The fact that ‘expression’ and ‘content’ (as 
merely being ‘aspects’ of the same thing) are regarded as 
‘inseparably united’ amounts to saying that the one implies 
the other, and vice versa. It may, thus be possible to 
maintain that either one or the other exclusively determines 
the identity of the sign, but only because each of the 
aspects implies, and uniquely determines, the other. The
1 fc.S.pp.8/9
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notions 'expression* and ‘content? should not be confused 
with the primitive notions 'form* and ‘meaning’, because,
i
as Midde h#mseif explains , if one maintained that either 
'form' alone, or 'meaning* alone could determine the 
identity of signs, then this would lead to insurmountable 
difficulties. Thus, for example, if it were to' be held that 
the identity of a 'sign* could be established by its 
'meaning' alone, this would lead one to the Inevitable, 
but unfortunate, conclusion that synonyms (e.g. 'fellow* 
and 'bloke') were identical signs. Simiiarly, if it were 
to be held that the.identity of a ‘sign* could be established 
by its ' alone, this would lead one to the inevitable
conclusion that homonyms (e.g.'hair* and 'hare') were 
identical signs. Moreover aHomorphs (e.g. the different 
forms of the 'plural' in English) would be different signs.
There is yet another poont that Mulder clarifies 
in this connnetion. This concerns the precise interpretation 
of the term 'expression* and Its relation "to phooologicci, 
and ultimately phonetic form.*'" Muuder points out the 
falsity of the rather common view that takes 'expression* 
to mean just ph0nological form. The resuut of interpreting 
'expression* in this way could lead, in actual practice.
TLS, CCapter III, eS pedal ly pp. 26-27
J.W.F. Muuder, "Linguistic Sign, Word and Grammateme", 
VII (1971), p.93.
1
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to many unstlsfaetory consequences. To avoid such a 
pitfall9 Mulder clarifies the concept of 'morph* or 
'aHmmorph* in his theory. This concept enables him to 
regard expression as a 'class of allomorphs'. As 'allomorphs 
have 'phonological form1, through the notion 'aHomorph* 
a link can be established between 'expression* and 'phono­
logical form, But, again, 'anmmorph* should not be 
confused with 'phondogical form, but - unlike 'sign', or 
'expression* - it has phondogical form in a direct sense, 
Thus, if we 'say , of a -sign' or 'expression* that it "hasl 
'phonological formS we can only mean that it -has at least 
one aHomorph that is not 'zero*. if we . say of an aHomorph 
that 'it has phonological form, we mean that its form is 
not 'zero*, but 'we do not deny the possibility that some 
aHomorphs may have zero fom% e.g. the aHomorph of the
plural in 'sheep*. We see that 'Urm* of aHomorphs cannot 
' 1mean the same thing as 'form* of expressions.
Milder defines 'sign* ass "the conjunction of an
expression and a content in an equivalnnce relation,“
Finally, it might be pointed out that as a resdt of
this particular vibw that Mdder holds about the linguistic 
sign, he succeeds in ultimately relating the ' separate levels 
of linguistic analysis (referred to in the earlier part of 
this discussion) to one another. These 'levels' no longer 
remain so many isolated 'units*, not connected with, or 
related to, each other? they, in fact, become 'parts' of the 
same 'whde, i.e. 'language'.
I Ibid . Ibid-, p.95.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE'LINGUISTIC SITUATION . IN PAKISTAN
In order to place the discussion in this work of 
the relevance o^ linguistics to the teaching of Eng’ish 
in Pakistan in. its proper perspeedve, I shall deal in 
this chapter with the foUowing points in some detail:
(1) The Hnguustic situation 1n the Indo-Pak1stan 
sub-continent during the British rule,
(ii) The gemra! situation conccrnlng the speelal 
position of the Eng’ish language in the sub-continent 
until 1947,
(Hl) The linguistic situation in Pakistan at the 
time of her birth in August 1947,
(iv) The posstion of the Eng’ish language in Pakistan 
since 1947, and Its future prospects there,
THE LINGUISTIC SITUATION. IN THE SUB-CONTINENT
DURING... THE . BRITISH . RULE
It would be out of place to discuss in any 
the history of the British ascendance to power in the 
Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. It is sufficient to say
that the British presence there began with the establish­
ment, in 1600 A.D,': of the East India Company by a group 
of private merchants. Under the cover of trade and
commeece, the East India Company actively participated 
in the events that ultimately led to the disintegration 
of the Mogul Enml^e, espeelally after the death of the 
last of the great Mogids, Eeeprsr Auraigzeb ATamiir, in
Io7
1707 A.B. In 1757 A.O. , the representatlves of the 
East India Company under Robert CHve defeated the 
Mogul Subahdar (or viceroy) of Bengal, Rawab Slrajud- 
:dowla, at the Battle of Plassey, and thereby wrested 
the virtual control of the province. The other 
centres of Muslim power crumbled one by one: Mysore, 
in South India, disappeared as a Muslim state in 1799 
when T1pu Sultan was defeated and slain at the Battle 
of Slrangapatam. Thus, the British had become the 
de facto rulers of the sub-continent by the end of the 
eighteenth century * although the British monarch was 
not formally proclaimed the ruler of India until after 
the so-called Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 had been crushed.
The linguistic situation of the sub-continent at 
the time when the British achieved ascendancy there
a
was * and still 1s -./very confused one. There were 
literally hundreds of major and minor languages spoken 
by groups of people of various sizes 1n different parts 
of the sub-continent, many of them mutually unintelli­
gible.
However, of all these, four languages - two 
Indigenous and two foreign - stood out as more Important 
than the rest. Persian was the court language, and 1t 
was, therefore, the official language as well; Arabic 
and Sanskrit were the languages of learning and of 
religion for the Muslims and the Hindus respectively; 
Urdu, which had evolved over a period of centuries as
io g
a by-product-of■cultural contacts between the local 
population in the northern regions of the sub-continent 
and the Muslims -■ Arabs, Iranians, Turks and others - 
who- came in successive waves as invaders, traders or 
missionaries. The base of the language remains
Indigenous, from a stock of Indo-Aryan ‘prakrits’ or 
dialects that prevailed north of Delhi in what is-now 
HaryanaPant-and parts of the Gannetic plain. Urdu 
developed through popplar contact. In its earlier 
form, it is■ indistinguishable from Hindi 'Khari BoH'. 
The outside influence affected/the vocabuua-ry and the 
script- in which Urdu came to - be written - a mooified 
version of ■ nasta^lique ■ Persian. Wth a singular
capacity for assimiiation, Urdu has absorbed thousands 
of words from Arabic, Persian, Turkish and, later, from 
English ■ and Portugese. The name Urdu came ■ into fugue
in the last century, but before that the- language had 
variously been known as Hindu, Hindvi, Hindustani and 
Rekhta in different periods of its history.
THE ■ GENERAL SITUATION - CONCERNING THE SPECIAL
POSITION - OF ENGLISH - IN - THE - SUB-CONTINENT ■ UNTIL
1947
In- the beginning, the British did not- try to 
impoee the use of the EngHsh language on the sub­
continent; in fact, even a man like Warren Hastings 
(1732-18113), who was the first British Governor
I o7
General of India, from 1772 to 1886, and ■ who had no. 
love for the natives, regarded it as the "bounden
duty of the British to ■ keep alive the flames • of 
Sannkrit and Arabici'Persian learning."*
But this attiUude underwent a change during the 
1820*s and 1830*'s - a change typified by Lord 
Macaulay (1800-T8519), who came to^ India in 1834 as 
a member of the newly created Supreme Council of 
India. Lord Macaulay was also- very keenly interested
in education, and he • made a study of the native 
languages of the sub-continent to see if any one of 
them could be used as a vehicle • for spreading western 
knowledge amonnst the natives. His conclusions were
not only interesting, but extremely significant too, 
since it was these findings of his which • ultimately 
came to • be the • corner-stone of the British educctional 
policy in the sub-continent.-
Maccalay's conclusions were, predictably enough, 
rather unc'hhuttable to the native languages, which, 
he thought, had "neither• literature nor scientific 
Information and are moreover so poor and rude tnat, 1^1
asoassc.
T
‘Quoted in • A.R# Wadia, The Future of English in Iydta 
(Bombay:Asia Publishing Horne, 1954), p.4, .. ..
Ho
they are enriched from some other quarter, it WH not
T
be easy to translate any valuable work into them."
After passing this stricture against the Indian
languages, Macaulay went on to recommend English as
the language "best worth knowing" and "most useful to 
2
our native subjects," He was, however, opposed to
any Idea of imps^arting this education in, and through, 
Enggish to all who wished to have it. Instead Macauley 
wanted to restrict it to a smaVl minooity, so that a 
class of people could be formed who "may be interpreters 
between us and the miHc^ns whom we govern - a class of
persons Indian in blood and colour, but Enggish in
*>
tastes, in opinions, in molas and in intellect.
Wen the Indians first started learning ' the EngHsh
language, they did so because of practical and mmaerial 
considerations. A knowledge of Enggish not only
provided' them with a means of better livelihood with 
which went a great amount of respect and prestige,. but 
it also brought them closer to their rulers. This 
maeei^^ristic and utilitaHan attiuude of a few of 
their comppariots was naturally resented by the vast
^Maacalay's Minute of 2 February 1835, in H. Sharp (ed.)» 
Selections from Educaaional Records Part 1 (Bureau of Educat1W,19'0y,rpp.T59'-T1 T7' ' Here ' the quotation is 
given from J.Dakin/’Language and Eduuction in India," 
Language in . Edducaion, J,Dakin,B.T1ffen and H.G.
W ddowso'n (LondonWO. P,f1968),p.6,
2Ib1d.
3Ibid., pp.6-7
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maaori ty of the natives, who little realised that,
1n fact# they were not mrching-with - the times*
As already -mentioned# the primary motive that 
prompted the Indians to learn EngUsh was mattelal.
This, however# did not remain so-- not entirely#- at 
any rate - for very long. - People started learning 
English for a number of other reasons as well* For 
example# the -natives, began to learn .English because 
it Introduced them to modern knowledge# - and to - a new 
world of ideas and thoughts. As a matter of fact#
the English language-proved to be a rather big - influence 
in the subcontinent's struggle for Independence# 
because it was through this language that the- people 
of British India were first intood-uced- to- the works 
of great intellectuals ov the West, such as Edmund •
Burke (1729-1797), Thomas Carlyle (179S-18811# John 
Stuart Mil (1806-1873), Abraham Lincoln (1809-1-865),
John Ruskin (1819-19QQ)# and a host of others-
As the famiHarity of the Indians with the - EngLish 
language grew# they gradually came to feel the increasing 
lure- of EngUsh literature. The latter offered some
very different genres from those of their own liter­
ature. The impact of EngUsh as a language of
literature has# in fact# been so great that it has 
remained fascinating even today for the lleeaary-m'lnded 
natives of the sub-conninent. The latter have always
looked upon EngUsh as a sophisticated and beauttful
1112
medium of expression# The Hoggish language h&s# 
therefore# had from the very beginning not only 
snob-value* but intellectual and cultural value 
as well,
Soon after wresting the ■ control of a large purt 
of the sub-continent (i*e, about the beginning of the 
last century)# the British introduced the English 
language as a subject in the Indian schools in 1835, 
and as the medium of Instruction at college and 
university levels, (This# however* did not affect
institutions like maktabs. and madressahs* These
institutions were run by the religious organizations 
of the Muslims#'and the'ir teaching was 'restricted to 
that of the Islamic subjects, ■ There were ' a variety 
of reasons why these institutions refused • to moddenlze 
their curricula# but perhaps the most important reason 
was the common belief amongst the Muslims of the sub­
continent that, after having crushed their 'political 
power during the preceding few decades# the British 
were now intent on destroying their faith and '.culture 
as well by introducing a secular# and thereby un- 
Islamic# bias in the educational set-up# The 
intensity of this suspicion could be gauged from the 
fact that even to this day a substantial number of 
mmktabs ' and ma<driff.sah$ in the sub-continent exclude the 
teaching of English from their curricula*)
Besides introducing the Enggish language as a . 
subject in the Indian schools# and as the medium of
U3
instruction at the higher levels of education, Engllsh- 
medium schools were also established all over India.
The instructs on in these schools was given in English 
right from the beginning, i.e. from the lower kinder* 
igarten. These were, in fact, privileged schools,
and the admission of a child into one of them automat­
ically conferred a high -and prlvlHged status upon 
him or her. The Instruction at the college and 
university levels was no doubt also given in EngHsh, 
but it was the atmosphere of these-English-medium 
schools that set them apart from the colleges and even 
the sitie s. Students of such schools would
adopt ' EngHsh as their medium of commouncctlon amongst 
thewsseves, and thereby attach more of a snob-value 
to EngHsh than an intellectual one. Moreover, it
was mostly students from these English-medium schools 
who went into the Indian Civil Service, and in this way 
EngHsh became doubly important as the language of the 
sub-continent's adminlstration»
THE LINGUISTIC SITUATION IN PAKISTAN AT THE TIME
OF - HER B/IRTH IN - 1947
The language situation inherited by Pakistan on 
the eve of her birt^h in August 1947 was far from homo- 
sgsneous; there were at least six major languages that 
were spoken in the country as mother-tongues* These
were Bangla (in East Pakistan), Punjabi (in the Punnab), 
Pushto (in the North Western Frontier Province), Sindhi
14
(in Sind), and Baluchi and Brahui’ (1n Baluchistan).
The degree of linguistic hornoggenity differed from
province to province: it was highest in East Pakistan,
2where almost 99% of the popplafcion spoke Bungle as• I 1 2• • i . ‘ '
its mother-tongue, while it was lowest in Balucbhstan, 
where the break-up of the various L-I*s was as follows;.
Baluchi 33.6% of the population
Pushto 28.1% it St '•
Brahul 15.8% « n
Sindhi 15'.2% » it n
Punjabi 7.4% n «
Others 3.0% n it
As for Urdu, although •it was the major language
of literacy and the most important lingua franca of 
the Muslims of India even during 'British rule, yet it 
was not the I-I of any of the people of the areas that 
constituted Pakistan. It was introduced as an L-I
into the country with the arrival of the Urdu-speaking 
Muslim refugees from India after'its partition by the 
British in 1947. The distribution of different mother- 
tongues in Pakistan and its two provinces is given in 
Table I'and Figure I (over).
1 Brahul is a curious outlier of the Dravldian family of 
languages, w^hch, but for Brahul, are confined entirely 
to South India. All other languages of Pakistan belong 
to the Indo-European family of languages.(This classif­
ication of language families is based on Sir George 
Grierson's monumeetal work, Linguistic ^Survey. of India. 
An abbreviated version of Grierson’s ' '"class"ificafidri is 
given In Appendix A.
2This, and all subsequent figures are# unless stated 
otherwise, based on the Repprt of Pakistan's Census 
Commission, 1961.
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As long as the-British remained in the sub­
continent, the linguistic diT-ferences of its people 
remained buried under the overall supeeiority of 
English as the language of the government and of higher 
education* Howeeer, once independence was achieved
these dlfffeeences came to the surface when the question 
of replacing English was, inevitably, raised* It was 
then that tn both India and Pakistan the speakers of 
different languages started to put forward claims for 
their respective mother tongues to be given the status 
of the national language. This led to political 
controversies-over language, which'brought some bloody 
incidents, India, with its greater area and wider
variety of languages, has experienced greater violence, 
but Pakistan too has had its share.
During the period that the Muslims o^ the sub­
continent were fighting for the creation of Pakistan, 
no clear-cut poHcy was laid down- with regard to the 
question of the national language of the country once 
it had come into existence. This failure on the part
of the -leaders of the Pakistan- Movement to formulate 
a clear-cut language poHcy could- be attributed to a 
general lack of foresight on'their part to anticipate 
She various problems' that the- new country which they 
were trying to create would face. However, a far
m^re important reason was the status of Urdu that led 
the Muulim- leaders to take it for granted that Urdu
US
would become the national language of the new country.
After all, Urdu had not only.been the lingua- franca .
of the Muslims of the sub-continent ever since the 
downffll of the Moogls, but it also had the added 
advantage of not being . the mother. tongue of any of the 
people of the areas- that, it -was hoped, would conntitute 
Pakistan. The latter point, it was thought, enhanced
the 'neutral* status of Urdu-, so that, if it were made 
the national language of the country, no indigenous 
linguistic community would-have any cause for complaant 
about the domination of this or that particular language i 
group.
Howeeer, all these p-ious hopes about the - accept- 
tanee- of Urdu by poplar acclamation as the only '
national language of the country were soon to be 
disappointed. Shortly- after the birth of Pakistan,
a very strong and, as 1t turned out later, violent 
movement was started in East Pakistan for the adoption 
of Bangla as the country's national language. The 
main argument for this demand was that a majority,
(i.e. 55.48%) of Pakistan's total p0pulation spoie 
Sangla as its mother tongue. The authorities found 
themselves comple.tely unprepared for this turn of events, . 
and they reacted in a way which further worsened the 
situation. At first, attempts wee made to brand
Bannla-supporters as being the enemies of the newly-born 4 
country, and, when this failed to have the desired effect,
1<9
tougher were introduced to crush the Bangla
Movv^evt, This led to some rather serious and bloody
riots in 1951 and 1952, As the poHcy of repression 
against the Bang!a~lupportvrl was being implemented by 
civil servants and administrators who came mootly from 
Meet Pakistan (for reasons that are not relevant here), 
the people of East Pakistan came to regard Urdu as the 
language of Meet Pakistan (although, in fact, only a 
little over 7J% of the tital popuuation of West Pakistan 
spoke Urdu as its L-I). The people of Ease Pakistan
thus became implacably opposed to the adoption of Urdu 
as the counnry's sole national language. After it had- 
become obvious to the auth0r1ties that they could not 
hope to impose Urdu as the national language witho-ut 
further rioting and bloodshed by the supporters of Bannga' 
they gave in, and, in May 1954, a compromise formula 
was agreed to which gave the status of national 
language to both Urdu and Bannla.
THE POSITION OF - .EN6ILISH IN PAKISTAN AND ITS
FUTURE THERE
At the time of partition, EngHsh was the sole 
language of administration, of law (except in Owll 
Courts, where Urdu had been used since 1837), of the 
armed services and poUce, and much of the secondary 
and higher education. (The distribution of EngUsh
as a spoken language in Pakistan is shown in Figure 2 
on page/^1). As EngUsh was regarded, not unnnturally, 
as an Instrument of SippvIaliim, and, as such, a
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national- indignity.- its position in Pakistan was bound 
to come under challenge with the advent of independence, 
This challenge, however, took quite some time to surface, 
mainly because it took Pakistan a whhle before it was 
able to sort out the chaotic conditions it found itself 
in at the time of independence, But, once things had 
somewhat settled down, there appeared quite a few 
Pakistanis who demanded that the English language should 
be i'mffleeiat8ly replaced by the national languages ,
This er« for the immeddate abolition of the use of the 
EngHsh language in the administration and the educat- 
Honal system of the country, and its replacement by 
the national languages, had its roots in the bitterness 
stemming .from, the long period of domination and 
explootation of the sub-continent by the British rulers. 
But it was . not only . out of spite that this demand for 
the banishment of E^t^Ush from Pakistan was being made; 
many people did so because they were convineed that 
this demand of theirs not only had the sanction of
T
The eagerness with which the domains of English were 
attacked in the'early years of Pakistan are described 
by E,W, Mulcahy in.Survival of.the. English.Language as a . »dding. Force ' in . indTa . '¥nn'"nkWtan, Hinth Senior
dr " Tn'ToWigh Policy,. Washi h g ton B.C.? April 1967
(mlmeeoraphh,
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T
scientific thought on linguistic issues , but was also 
justified by the following reasons:
(I) National language is a powerful force for 
developing a sense of nationality* It is one 
of the basic elements that wields people into 
homogeneous units. It is a symbol of a nation’s 
dignity, and it fosters national pridej
(II) The use of the same language by the intelli­
gentsia and the masses removes class distinctions 
and makes available to the common man the benffits 
of the highest cultural and educational attain­
ments of the top-most thinkers and reformers,
(III) Education through the medium of a foreign 
language places an enormous strain on the studerte, 
forcing them to memorize and to spend an undue 
proportion of their time of learning the L-2.
On the other hand, education in the national 
language enables the students to devote more time 
to the acquisition of knowledge and the development 
of thdr intellectual capabilities. It leads to 
original thinking and promotes facility in writing*
T
See the Report of the meeting held In Paris 1n 1951 to 
consider the role and function of vernacular languages 
in education-both as a subject and as a vehicle for the 
transmission of knowledge. This Report, which was 
published by U.N.E.S.C.O,, recommended the employment of 
mother tongue as the medium of instruction as far «p the 
educational ladder as possible.
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It develops Imagination# initiative and 
creative thinking;
(iv) Wth the development of the national 
language and Its use at the higher educational 
levels, the literature produced on the various 
subjects, professions, trades, etc., becomes 
Intelligible to thm common on.
There were, howeevr, persons who could take a detached 
view of the whole situation, and these men were 
convinced that if the study of English was done away 
with in Pakistan with undue haste, the work of more 
than a hundred years would be undone?. Moreover, these 
mn also dearly saw practical difficulties involved 
in acceding to the popular demand for the immeeiate 
banishment of the Hoggish language. Firstly, these 
persons realised that linguistic change of the order 
involved had to be a slow - and, ultimately, a 
natural - process. That is to say, neither the demise 
of a language can be ensured by passing an edict to 
that effect, nor can major changes in linguistic habits 
be brought about by the mere proclamation of a deaddine 
Secondy, these men were also aware of the state of 
unpreparedness of the national languages to take on 
the new burden at a short notice. This was especially 
true of Urdu, which# from the time of india's formal 
annexation by Britain in 1857, had developed mainly
i24
along literary and academic lines.* Thirdly, these 
men contended that English was not only one of the 
most Important International languages, but It was also 
the one Wiich was already more widespread 1n the country 
than any other foreign language. Moreover, most of the 
people from Pakistan who went abroad for higher 
education and/or training went to the Ennlish-soeaking 
counnrles, such as Britain, United States of Ameelca, 
Auuiralla, etc.. It was, therefore, regarded as 
imporative that the teaching of English 1n Pakistan 
should not be brought to a commiete stop.
These people had an 1mpc>otantt 1f somewhht strange, 
ally 1n the civil seevlce, wwIc^ ii/th bbg1n11nn, wws 
composed of those mmulim- memebev off’ the Indian Civil 
Service who hud opOed for'seerice in Ppakitan at the 
time of the position oo the sebbcpt1nenn. TThre wwre 
two main reasons that led the dill service to oppose
I
Some attempts were ma.de before 1857 to produce , 
scientific works 1n Urdu. For examiJpe, 1n 1838, a 
Translation Bureau.was founded 1n.Hyderabad Deccan.
This Bureau translated a number of books 1ntp Urdu on 
mec1laa1C'S, climatology, . optics, electricity and 
meage^m, At Delhi Coo lege, Den, a . total of 150 
books . were translated 1nto Urdu, , Of thrsr, . 51 books,
with various sciences. The College also did some
1epQ0tant work 1n formulating . the principles of ,• . 
translating the technical terms. About a dozen books - 
dealing . with hydrauUcs, meteorology, .optics, heat, 
physlcs, mathemea1 cal 1nstruments, magnetism and 
electricity - were translated by one Kametudd1n who was
(cpnti1urd on next page)
\2$
any move to Immediately replace English with national 
languages. One reason had to do with the rather abrupt 
way 1n which Britain withdrew from the subcontinent. 
This forced the dvll servants to turn to the tools of 
their pre-partition experiences: as the latter was 
couched 1n the medium of English, 1t was obviously 
Impossible for the civil servants to relinquish it at 
a short notice. Another reason was ■ that these dvll 
servants - and espedally those amonnst them who were 
directly appointed to the officer cadre after passing 
the oomppe1t1ve examinations held for the purpose - 
were, as one would expect, somewhat ‘anglophlles’, 
desirous of retaining as much of the English language 
and the BogHsh way of life as po5s1ble.
This alHance succeeded, for a few years at least, 1n 
resisting the popular demand for the 1mmediate
i
1
replacement of BogUsh with Urdu and Bangga, Hoggish 1
thus continued to dominate the educational and {
I
->
T
*(contd.) an employee, of the Government , Obbeevatory
at Lucknow, -5
After ,1857, the work of developing sdentlfic literature < 
1n Urdu began with the formation, 1n 1863, of the 
Sc1ent1fic Society , at Aligarh, This Society was 
respondble for the translation of some forty boolcs, The 
most Important contribution 1n this connection was, however 
made by the Translation Bureau, that was established 1n 
1916 at Hyderabad Deccan after 1t had ■■ been decided to 
establish a u^nv^i^i^^ty - damla Osmada - where the medium £ 
of Instruction at all levels and, 1n all faculties would ' 
be Urdu, Of the four hundred books - that Included 
standard books on almost all the subjects - that were 
translated or compiled by this Board, over 275 books 
were on various sciences, >
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adr^l^i^t^mati^e life of the country until 1955, when 
the demand for supplanting it wwth the national 
languages became so strong that it could be ignored 
no longer. There was, howweer, no sudden reversal of 
policy, and, instead, all sorts of compromises were
ijere.
suggested, and some m1<idie~of-the-road poHcies 
evolved. The position today, for examiJpe, at most of 
the sGh0ols, colleges and the uribemties of Pakistan
is that Urdu (in West Pakistan)* and
1 The A Pilot English ,.Language Survey, for Wet Pakatan, 
compiled ' by..K.-wWbY Cook (u'nt^ie'r -publicationn, showed
that in Weet Pakistan 37.9% of the institut-lons of 
higher education which took part in the Survey had 
abandoned English as instructional medium. Those who 
relied on English as a medium of instruction used it 
for 41.4% .of-thdr Arts teaching and for 72.6% of their 
Science teaching. (This-Survey-was conducted in 1968.)
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Bangla (1n East Pakistan) have been allowed as
alternative media of Instructim. Needless to say,
an overwhelming maaco^ of the students c1ppsr either 
Urdu or Bangla as their meil'um, and, as a rule, only 
thper students offer English as their medium who have 
been educated in English-medium 1nstitutlons.
1t 1s 1n the light of this background that the 
student's relationship with the Ennlish language in 
Pakistan today must be studied. 1t wH 1l not be wrong 
to say that it is a case • of mixed feelings, A large 
maaorlty of students take 1t as a duty - and a very 
painful duty at that - to learn English, The average 
student is put 1n a situation wMch, to say the least, 
is not a very happy one. Moot of the time such a student
1s struggling with English, with the result that the
c
learning of other subjects suffers gyevjjously, There is
• <* fofiastill another class of students do learn the E^<^11s1 
language as a maater of course, feeling neither very 
happy nor very miserable. 1n this group, one may come 
across students who show an extraordinary linguistic
1 A cpmelete switch over to the national • languages the 
media of 1nstruct1on at all levels of education was at 
first envisaged for 1973, but 1n March 19'70, the 
Go1ierneent amended this decision to pro.v.ide for the 
establishment by 1972, of a Language Comm1vslon instead 
to look into the whole problem of replacing English,
This whole 1eesr has, however, once again been thrown 
into the eerting pot wwi! the change of government 1n 
BeGemmer, 1971, As far as 1 am aware, the ovrlr1t ^oVera/neo / 
has a of hi/i^cl <tay yyxeV hoiccy - □ 7/xQ JbosS/tat) y. <7/->j7/7/t s7) &/tfjTfert*
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and thus rise very high in life. The Snappiest 
group, howweer, is of those students who still remain 
emotionally attached to English; they do their studies 
in it with ease and facility. More often than not this
group alienates itself from the general social and 
cultural pattern of the society. They come to' adopt 
the western modes of thought and life more easily, 
partly because of their family background, without 
undergoing those complex processes of tension and 
conflicts which some of those emerging from the other 
two groups have to undergo.
What is the future of the BogHsh language in 
Pakistan? This would be a difficult question to 
answer in any case, but it has become much more so at 
this stage when the country itself is in such a state 
of upheaval * Moreover, the identification of Hoggish 
in popular imaggnation with the upper strata of 
Pakistani society further bedevils the whole question, 
making it difficult, if not totally imposssble, to 
resolve the problem in a dispassionate and rational way 
The 'upper class* is regarded as being responssble for 
creating class distinction in education by favouring 
English-medium institutions, espeecaHy the 'cadet* 
colleges, the -’public’ schools run on the British 
pattern, and missionary schools - to all of which 
admission is guaranteed by weaath and influence, This
is not an incorrect interpretation’as such, but'it
Is unfortunate because of the following reasons:
(i) It overlooks the necessary connexion 
between English and the country's elite. It 
is now becoming Increasingly obvious to the 
education authoolties In Pakistan that the 
universal teaching of English Is neither 
practicable, nor perhaps even desirable. The 
implication of 'this for the teaching of EngHsh 
Is that the latter will ultimately have to be 
on a selective basis - and this will, In turn, 
inevitably lead to the creation of an 'elite1 
class in the country associated with EngHsh; 
(11) It masks many other reasons due to which 
EngHsh will remain In heavy and continuing 
demand in Pakistan for a long time to 'coats. The 
ast Important of these reasons are the 
following:
(a) it enables the country to have access to 
the latest works of research being done 1n the 
fields of science and technology all over the 
world. That English 1n this respect Is 
objectively more Important, than, say, French, 
German or Russian, Is shown by the following 
two examples. In 1965, R.T. Beyer carried out 
an examination of the languages used for papers 
abstracted in two journals, namely Physics 
Abstract (3000 abstracts) and Referatlvny 
Zhurnal (350 abstracts), H1s findings1 revealed 
the following facts:
English Russian French German Others
Physics Abs. 76% 14% 4% 4% 2%
R. Zhurnal 63% 24% 3% 2% 8%
*The$e were published 1n Language and Machines: 
Computers In,Translation and Linguistics, Nationa1 
Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, 
Washington, 1967, p*4.
A similar finding was reported by B. Enriquez 
Iin a paper that he read at the First National 
Seminar on English for Science and Technology, 
held 1n Chile in August 1971. Enriquez referred 
to a recent survey in thirteen departments of 
physical sciences and mathematics of the 
University of Chhle at Santiago which showed 
that, on an avenge, ovov 4 020 of the reeaing 
assignment in the first undergraduate year was 
in English, and d h1h pepeentnge r ose to 65 1n 
the postgraduate courses.
(b) it is necessary for higher academic pursuits 
both inside the country as well as abroad - 
because it is, more than any other European 
language, lingua franca of the academic world,
(c) 1t has become during the last few years the 
language which links the two wings of' Pakistan, 
i.e. it has become a sort of lingua franca over 
and above Urdu and Ban^a, the first onn of whhec 
is itself a lingua fr^ahca.
1
B. E^rique-z, The SntaenaO.ional and National Importance 
of E^c^gish for ' Science and Technology, (unpublished 
paper,)
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This might not be admitted by everybody, but it is.
In my opinion, true, and will continue to remain so In 
the foreseeable future* The reason why I maintain this
assertion perhaps needs some exp^na^on. I shall, 
therefore, try and give in brief the poUtico-lInguistic 
situation obtaining in Pakistan, which has helped the 
EngHsh language to continue to occupy much the same 
social and adrnlilitrative territory as it did in 1947.
Pakistan is composed of two wings: East and 
Weet, and these are separated by more than a thousand 
miles of perpetually hootUe Indian territory (see map 
on page/33). This physical separation is made all the 
worse because of the linguistic and cuKtwral differences 
between the two wings of the country. As I have already 
mentioned, linguistically, East Pakistan is a 
homogeneous area, whereas Weet Pakistan is a 
heterogeneous one; mmreover, the language of Eas-t 
Pakistan, that Is Banda, has hardly anything in common 
with the languages of West Pakistan, Bangla is written 
in Devanagarl script and is greatly Influenced by 
SansSrlt, w^He most of the West Pakistani languages 
follow mooified versions of Arabic script and show very 
great influence of either Arabic or Persian, or both. 
Bangla Is hardly spoken or understood in Weet Pakistan, 
and the same is true of letter's Indigenous languages 
in East Pakistan.. Urdu, besides English, is the only 
language which is spoien and understood, either as
Source: The American University, Area H'book Of Pak, 1962
......... . ■ ..... . ■ ■ - _________________ __ «•«- . •
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L-1 or to some 1x0110 1n both parts of Pakistan*
But whatever chance Urdu might have had in the 
baginning (i.e. early years of Pakistan) of acting 
as the cement with which To bind The two wings closer 
disappeared after it was decided On 1954 To make both 
Bangla and Urdu the national languages of Pakistan.
After The decision referred To above &ad bean made' 
it was felt That unless some quick steps were taken, a 
complete breakdown of communication between tha paopla 
of The Two wings would become inevitable. Accordingly, 
plans were made to make Bangla in Welt Pakistan and Urdu 
in East Pakistan comppusory up to The B.A* level. This 
was thought of as tha minimum that come be dona To 
bring about national Integration. Unfortunately, however 
the ever increasing an1mof1Oy batwaan East and West 
£3^50^, coupled with mutual distrust and unwiilingress 
to accomodate each other's views, never raally gave a 
chance for These proposals to be'implemented in earnest. 
1sola‘t^d, and half-hearted, attempts were made to 
implement the plan in The country, but whan these, 
naturally enough, failed To oka any headway, even such 
efforts wire discontinued*
This resulted in further accelerating the 
polarization between the two- winfes, and in the Sixties 
the relationship between East and Wait Pakistan became 
extremely bad. An obvious manifestation- of this strained 
relationship was the uhwhllingnas■s of avin Ohosa Bangga-
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speakers, who could speak Urdu, tycomnun'Ieate with
- f
their West Pakistani comppatlots 1n that language.
They (i.e. the Bangla-speakers) preferred to use a 
'neural' language which was not associated with West
Pakistan, but which the people of the latter could 
also usee for comnwulccaion. In the context of 
Pakistan, only English could fulfil this role, and, thus, 
it has become indispensable for the unity of Pakistan 
as a country,
(d) the predominance of the armed services - 
which depend entirely on EngHsh for almost 
all purposes (e.g. education, training, command 
intercommpuicction. equipment., mintenance, 
etc.) « in national &fe.*
I ' . • •• ■ . ■ . ,
It might be recalled here that since 195$, when the 
first mliitary take-over occured, Pakistan had been 
under direct or indirect military- rule for a total of 
afimost 12 years.. This has naturaTly resulted in the 
assummtion of wide and extensive adminissrative powers 
by the personnel op - armed services*
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The situation as outlined above seems to have 
secured the future of English in Pakistan for quite 
some time to come. However, viewed strictly from a 
nationalistic point of view, a foreign language can 
not be allowed to have this sort of stranglehold for 
ever. The best alternative., in my opinion, is 
therefore, the adoption of a language policy that 
would aim at making the country in general, and the 
literate section of it in particular, bilingual. 
’Bilingualism’ has been variously defined by different 
linguists. Bloomfield, for example, regards it as
T
"native-like control over two languages’*♦ For Vachek 
bilinguals are those “speakers who have equally good
p
command of both language systems”. For Einar Haugen 
‘bilingualism* begins at "the point where the speaker 
of one language can produce complete, meaningful 
utterances 1n the other language". This definition 
was later revised by Haugen to regard ’bilingualism* 
as a "cover term for those people with a number of
*1. Bloomfield, language (New York; 1933), p.56.
2,3. Vachek, The linguistic School of Prague
(Bloomington; Jridlana. University Press, l§66), p.25.
•p
uE. Haugen, The Norwegian language In America
(Phi 1 adel phi a; Universlty of PehnsyTvanfa"Press, 1953),
I, p.7.
-♦
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different language- skills# having in common only
that they are not monollngu-als. A monolingual Is
a person who knows only one lang-uags". 1 Wenreich
defines ‘bilingualism* as "the practice of alternately 
pusing two languages". In my opinion, of all these 
definitions the one given by Meenreich is the most 
satisfactory one because the degree of proficiency, 
equal ability and sp^c^l'ficat’^c^n of active or passive 
skills. for each language are not involved in it.
The -definition, therefore, makes it possible to include 
a wide range of language behaviour under the term 
’biHng-ual ism*.
There is obviously no cut anc Drx4 method which 
would make the country bilingual* However, to me the 
best way.of achieving this aim seems.to‘lie in the 
resurrection and implementation of the proposal that 
was made after both Bangla -and Urdu had.been declared 
Pakistan's national . languages* This propcssl, it 
might be recalled, stressed the need of introducing 
Urdu in East Pakistan and Bangla, in W5t Pakistan right 
up to the 8.A, level. This proposal in fact seems to
*E, Haugen, Bi lingua 1.1 m. . . in .he. . Amuricans _A 
Bjbiopgaah cs ea rcF ‘ §ujda' (AlWb am T
PubHcations of ‘the American Dialect Society XXXI, 
1956)* p,9*
^U, Wenreich, Languages . in ..Gonitaccfc (New York: 
Publications of‘the Li hgulsfie' "Clrc 1 e of New York i, 
1953), p.1.
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be strikingly similar * to one of the seven options 
that 1@ Page suggests^ about -the possible linguistic 
arrangements to cope with & language situation like 
that of Pakistan. According to this option, Urdu in 
West Pakistan and Bangla in East Pakistan would be 
used at all levels of education; moreover* Urdu and 
Bangla would be Introduced in East Pakistan and West 
Pakistan respectively as second languages from the 
lowest level onward, while English would be Introduced 
at a later stage.
JThe author is not able to say whether this si.miiarity 
was deliberate or purely coincidental, As far as he 
is aware- no mention of te Page was ‘ made* when the 
proposal was originally put forward in Pakistan in 1954,
‘*U. 8. Le Page, Possible Roles for English, an 
Unpuu b i sh.ed paper %hat wa s ‘'‘readPn ''WupTrrfi n March 1965 
at the International Conference on Second Language 
Problems,
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CHAPTER FOUR
FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING
FC^E/GN L ANGuGG -reflcH/AfG- /a/ GcGQPG
Language teaching* and specially foreign language 
teaching* is nothing new; it has been done by .scholars 
all over the world for hundreds of years. That this is 
so can be shown by, for example, tracing back the history 
of the teaching of the L~~2‘s in Europe to the period before 
the rise of the Roman Empire-, Howo-vor* before doing that*
I think I should mace clear at this point that* but for 
a few exceptions* no distinction is made in this work 
between 'language teaching’ and ' language learning*. This 
is not because this distinction is not recognized, but 
because this work is mainly concerned v/1th the problem of 
language teaching. The discussions in this thesis are* 
therefore* language-teaching orientated. Moreover* the 
purpose of language teaching (as indeed of all teaching.) 
is to enable the learners to ‘learn* the language; that 
is to say* In spite of the fact that ‘teaching* and 
‘learning* are distinct processes, they are intimately 
connected in so- far that the former leads (or should do) 
to the latter. It is* therefore, felt that this distinction 
could be Ignored for the purpose of this work.
At the time preceding the rise of the Roman Eimlre 
to its zenith* Greek was still regarded as the language of 
culture and civilization. The Romanis* therefore, studied 
it as an L»2* and they did. this by employing Greek teachers.
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Further, to reinforce the formal teaching by these
teachers, the Romans kept such slaves and household staff 
as could speak Greek,
The situation, however, radically changed with the 
expansion of the Roman Empire during the third and second 
centuries B,C. The poHtlcal and military domination that 
thus resulted was accompanied by a corresponding Increase 
in the prestige and influence of Latin. The growing 
importance of the latter ultimately became so great that# 
by the beginning of the Middle Ages (i*e. sixth century
Greek was forced to cede to Latin the status of 
Europe's most important language, Latin thus became the 
language of religion, literature, philosophy, diplomacy 
and to a large .extent even of commmece, Perhaps the moot 
characteristic aspect of meedeval life in Europe was the 
large part played by the Christian Church in nearly all 
fields of endeavour, after ChMstlanlty had- become the 
.religion of the Roman Empp'ire in the fourth century A.D. 
in those days the vem-adar was mev<^^ the language of 
literature and schooarshlp. Almost all schools were 
conducted by the Church in Latin. To read and write the 
latter, therefore, had a mo$t practical value,
As Jespersen has explained, the object ’of teaching 
Latin during the Middle Ages and later was not a puirely 
sclenntfic one of imparting knowledge for 1-fcs own sake, 
simply in order to widen the spiritual horizon and to obtain
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the joy of pure Intellectual understanding. Latin was not
even taught and learned solely with the purpose of opening
the doors to the . old classical or the more recent religious
literature in that language. Latin was a practical and a
highly important means of communication between educated
people. One had to learn not only to . speak and to read
Latin, but also to write it if one wanted to maintain no
matter how humble a position in the republic of learning 
1or in the hierarchy of the Church.
The Renaissance (fourteenth to sixteenth century A.O.)
again brought about a change in this situation - a change 
that led to- the re-estabHhhment of Greek as one of the most 
important languages of the West. It (i.e. the Renaissance) 
was* in fact, an Intellectual movement, the central theme 
of which was the revival of the interest in the classical 
learning. This movement began in the fourteenth century 
A.D, but the greatest impulse '.that it received was a direct 
outcome of the conquest of C^r^stc^r^i^'Inople by the Ottomans 
in 1453 A.0. The latter event led to the dispersal of the 
G*eek scholars- westward, and this, in turn, resulted in a 
revival of interest in the learning of the classical Greek 
language and literature, Greek, thus, joined Latin to■ 
become one .of the two important languages of the '
western world duiring this period. It was, however, not
0. despersen, Language,. Its _ Nature# . Deve1ogyent. and . . Origin» 
(London; George' Anew and) nwin, Ltd7,
1
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the Latin and Greek that were- spoken in the academic 
Europe at the time, but thoee- of the classics which ware 
written several centuries before, and which were no longer 
spoken. The study - of these two- languages thus became 
important not so much "as means of commuui cation. with the 
li ving.. but as means of commun-ic-cting with'- the iUustri us 
dead/.
The unfortunate consequences that this rather 
excessive prestige of classical Greek and Latin had for 
language teaching will be discussed in greater detail later. 
At this stage, 'it should be sufficient to point -out that • 
as a direct outcome of this donceon'ration on the teaching/
leaguing of what were ' in fact the 'dead' forms of Greek
F '
and 'Latin (dead' because they were no -longer spoken) Ted 
to' a negl-e-ct'-of the t'eaching/learning- of the ^living' 
forms -of these languages (i.e. forms that wore- still spoi^^i^^), 
A prolonged neglect of this sort could net but lead to - the 
ultimate demise of these 'living’ ’forms of ' Latin and Greek-, 
so that the latter soon became as 'dead* as their classical - 
counterparts.
1’F.G Healey, Foreign ' .Language--Tea-chlng- in- ■■.the gntvofsl (Manchhieiter: ^am^l^’e^$SlO^r'Furr^l^rsiW:'^rei$’^''T l)WtJ'lT’p71K^
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In view of the developments outlined above, the 
study of Greek and Latin became restricted to the study 
of the grammars of the classics. The latter soon 
degenerated into ends in themselves, and the teaching and 
application 'of the grammatical rules of La-tin and -Greek 
became formalized into a sort of intellectual exercise. , 
Some attempts were ode to check this trend* Matin Luther 
and his contempooraies, for example actively advocated 
doing away with a system of teaching that taught more about 
the language than the language itself. Another im^i^o^tan^ 
critic of this trend was Jan ComRius, who advocated the 
use of imitation and repetition for both reading and 
speaking in the language classroom, Gramromr, in so far 
as it was needed, was to be acquired inductively. These 
attempts were, howevvr, un9uecessff1, and the tradition of 
teaching grammar for its own sake became deeply entrenched.
As the possibility of using Greek aad LLatn for -the 
purposes of active comn^uulc^c^^ion became rnooe aan moor 
remote (because only their 'dead* farms weer taauht/leaaned), 
the poHlon of modern vernaculars became progressively 
stronger. By 1770, for exempt* they "had replaced Latin 
as the media of instruction in European edduca1anal 
institutions. However, the teaching of these veennadars 
as L-2*s.» which had begun earlier in the sixteenth century, 
was in a rather bad shape. There were two ramin reasons 
for this:
1) the teaching of these vernaculars had to folU^w
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the same methods as were used for the teaching of Greek 
and Latin. This completely ignored the absolutely crucial 
difference that existed between these two sets of languages « 
the former were 'living* languages, while the latter were 
'dead* ones;
11) the grtmmars of rse$f theseml iangyagas were 
described with reference to that of Latin. This practice 
very often led to descriptions that gave a distorted picture 
of the vernacular involved.
This state of affairs was to continue until the last 
century, when, as-will become clear later, the various 
pressures that had boon building up over the years to 
liberalize education - ultimately succeeded in asserting 
themselves. The study of the classics was relegated to 
a position -of relative un-im^c^rrtanc^, and it was only then 
that it became posable to approach the teaching of the 
modern L~2*s in a way that was different from the 
traditional one,
A significant feature of L-2 teaching until the last 
■century was the very smail number of people- ~ mostly 
scholars and priests ** who learned L~2*s, because 1t was
considered esseftnial to do so for their respective pursuits,
enf^r/s/‘nj hum essniee 4z?V (rfve/lers aha /earned htib
it 1s true that/tbey were the exception rather than the rule.
1t was towards the end of the last century that# as 
a result of improvement 1n the means of travel to foreign 
countries, a big rise in the number of people learning# 
or wanting to learn, an L-2 with a variety of objectives, 
occurred. To the purpose of learning L~2*s for mainly
$
5
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scholarly and ecclesiastical pursuits* was added another, 
mote dominant purpose of learning an L-2 for practical, 
oral use In actual .-.situations, The pp$1t1on ttOday Is that* 
whhle L-2*s are still being learned for scholarly anndoo 
academe purposes, a very substantial number of people 
learn L-2*s with a view to using them for oral communliction 
This change In em^ph^^iis on the purpose for which L~2*s 
began to be learned set into motion ac&nges in the methods 
of L-2 teaching* so much so that* in its most advanced^ 
contemporary form, the L-2 teaching.of today bears very 
little resemblance to the same occupation as it was 
carried out four or five decades ago,
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FOREIGN LAHG1IA6E TEACHING IN PAKISTAN
Pakistan 1s too new a country to have any L~2 
teaching traditions of Its own. As 1n so many other 
fields, what actuaUy happened was that It continued 
to follow, with slight modifications, the L-2 teaching 
traditoons of British India. A reference- has already 
been made (in Copter m) to the teaching of English 
in the subcontinent, and, foUowlng the pan'ltoon of 
it in 1947, in Pakistan. The other man L*2*s that 
were taught in British India were Sankkrlt - almost 
exclusively to Hindus - and Arabic and Persian * mainly, 
but not exclusively, to Muslims. (A number of other 
classical and modern L-2‘s were also taught at some of 
the educational institut1ons9 but since such cases were 
few and far between, they have been left out of conssder­
ation, )
The teaching of Sanskrit was, understandably enough, 
completely discarded in Pakistan, but the teaching of 
Arabic and Persian was retained. In fact, the last two 
mentioned languages are the most impootant L~2‘s, after, 
of course, English, that are taught in Pakistan, The 
teaching of other L-2‘s - like German, French, Italian, 
Ruus1as, etc, - was also begun in the early 1950*s, but, 
as it will emerge from the discussion in the next chapter, 
their teaching has not altered the L-2 teaching situation 
in Pakistan to a>y appreciable extent.
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CHAPTER . FIVE
METHODS. OF , FOREIGN .. LANGUAGE .REACHING
GENERAL... REMARKS
The history of L-2 teaching methods (which, as 
it will he seen later, differs from each other because 
of three main reasons; one they are based .on different 
theories of language; two, they are based on different 
types of language description; three, they are based on 
different . ideas on language learning) Is rather obscure. 
One of the main reasons for this is a flaw in the books 
on language teaching themselves. Wht these- books’ 
usually do Is to include a chapter or two dealing with
J
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’For Examples
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what they claim to.hb tho history of foreign language 
teaching raethhdss but 1n actaa 1 fact ■,'£1'$ e books
do give is no more than a mare catalogue of unrelated - 
and apparently unsuccessful - teaching methods that have 
been In use throughout the centuries. Mackey* for 
instance, gives the following list of fifteen most common 
types of method: , ,
1) The Direct Method
2) The Natural Method
3) The Psychologlcal Method
4) The Phonetic Method
5) TTt Reeding Method
6) TTt Brammer Method
7) The Translation Method _
8) The Gramma r* Trrnala tion Method
9) Th e Eclectic Method
10) The Unit Method
11) The Langwa-geHCootrel Method
12) The M m1c ry~Memmol£ a tio n Method
13) The Practice-Theory Method
14) The Cognate Method
15) The Dual-Language Method
These types of method# says Mackey, "developed over the 
pa^'t few centuries" and "are still in use in one form or 
another in various parts of the wwoldd these 'histories8
1
W.F. Mackey, Lanouaoe TaachlngAftalysis, (Londons Longmaan, 
me,, p.iGi,
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generally make no attempt to show any relationship between 
the various methods; all of them seem to have emerged full * 
blown from their respective creator's head, with no 'debt 
to the previous language teachers and the teaching methods 
follwed by the teachers* and no effect on the later ones. 
In face, these 'histories* seem to imply that there were 
no theoretical justif1eat1en■s for older methods, and that 
they were all -created unthinkingly for ad hoc situations.
In other words what these ‘histories' fail to 
realize is that the history of foreign language teaching- 
methods did not have a linear development. We• do not 
just have a situation in which the faults of one method 
were corrected by a new- one, each superseding the last 
method. Rather, we have two major traditions of language 
7and lan®yagg™accul5lti0o.1 Language teaching methods are 
manifestations of linguistic presuppositions, and for the. 
most pari are variations on two themes - the ‘rationalist’ 
and the ‘empiricist' theories of language learning. Two 
different types of theory of how languages are learned 
havo then fostered two very different conceptions of 
how foreign languages ought to. be taught*
bfy use of the term is in the general sense of learning 
a language, any language, and not in the technical 
sense in which Chomsky uses it. For the latter,
'1 Htlon* designates the learning of the
L~1, as opposed to that of non L~1, which is simply 
'learning*.
(So
We 'thus have one set of teaching methodelogles ~ 
including the Grawar^Translatlon and the Direct Method - 
following the ♦rationalist’ tradition, and another.set of 
teaching methodologies » including the Structural and 
Mim-Mem Method - following the *emm1r1ei$fs tradition. 
This division can be represented diagrammatically thus*
Language Teaching - Methods
Gr-Tr
Method
Rationalist Approach
D rect 
Method
Other
Methods
Mim-Mem
Method
‘Empiricist Approach
•Patern
Drill Method
Other
Method
The philosophical basis of the 'rationalist5 
approach to language teaching is the ’rationalist1 position 
that man is born with the ability to think and to learn a 
■specialised cognitive code called human language, Man is 
equipped with a highly organized brain that permits certain 
kinds of mental activity which are imp©^^^ for other 
animals. Among other things, man is the only animal that 
can learn human, languages - and virtually all human beings 
do learn at least one human language. The ’rationalist* 
notes that on an abstract level all languages work in the 
same way, end attributes these 'universale of language’ 
to the specific structure of the human brain.
^5)
This thesis does not subscribe to the view of 
language and language learning outlined above, because 
an acceptance of such a view inevitably Involves the 
acceptance of many vagu<e, unobserved and uncoservaaie, 
unexplained and Inexplicable, and hence nnscierttf1c, 
assertions. The author regards language as a primarily 
social and functional instrument by means of which human- 
beings communicate with each other. It is, therefore, 
in the opinion of the author, not particularly useful 
in this connnction to talk about min’s. mind and what 1s 
in it » after all, the best that one can hope- to do about 
these things is merely to guess at them. Moreover, this 
‘ratlonallstbased. approach to language teaching has 
helped to giving rise to the belief that the process * 
or the processes - whifch a child goes through in learning 
his L-1 is, in fact, archetypical of all language learning 
This, in turn, has led many theorists of foreign language 
teaching to- rest their approach on the premise that the 
processes and -conditions of learning an L-2 should 
reproduce as far as possible those of learning an 1*1, 
Thus, for instance, Nida recommends that ultimately
the best way to acquire a foreign language,- for it is the 
natural way - the way children learn ♦ They just listen, 
repeat and put together words which they have heard",^
^B.A. Nida, 'op. cit», p.27.
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He appears to mean the same thing when earlier he 
remarks: "The scientifically valid procedure in language 
learning **, ^to justify the teaching order listening,
speaking* reading and writing, since* "This .is just the
• lorder in which a child learns his native language**
In the teaching of meaning also Nida makes a similar 
recommenations the teacher should ' try "to figure out 
from- the context" the meaning of words phrases and
■ ... . o
sentences, because; "This is the way children learn*""
; In adv«^ng an early start on an L-2, Uilbarri
maintains that: "Thus at six the child has just 
completed a successful experience in the learning of 
a language, his own* The well-trod and well-mapped 
avenues by which he arrived at this tMumph are still 
open 'to him *** he . cam easily .apply the proceduires, 
known only to himself *u to a second language,"
'ibid., p.39
2Ib1d.» p,3S.
3S,R. UHbarrl., “Children and a Seeond Language", H.B.
Allen, Teathin,g..EMS.‘Hsh'as. a' Second Language (flew YorksMeerrw-OT’n..»5ik‘,T,c^:^'riwn^y,-y.r»yr-A"~>u
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Pattison's remarks are In the same vein, when he says 
that it was "by engaging In meanlnful activity with 
other people that we all learned our first language* 
and the sade process must go on to enable any other 
language to he learned". A very similar point Is made
by Ha111 ■ day and other’s when they say that: "Children 
learn their primary language without systematic 
Instruction In It. It is perfectly possible to acquire 
one or more secondary languages In the same way*.
This assumption about the necessary connection 
between the L-1 and the 1-2 learning situations does 
not seem to be really valid due to the fundamenntlly 
different co-editions that prevail In the two situations* 
This Is specially so. If the pupils learning an L-2 
begin their study of It when they are six years or more 
(as, for example, Is the case with m^st, If not all* 
Pakistani students wh> study the English language}s 
because It ■ is now generally accepted that an average, 
normal child attains mastery over the structure of his
I
4
-­
l
-5
-1
B, Pattlson, egg cal Aspects In Language Learning",
er n,■.Lanj^.u^:g(^jS. XLV ■(1964), p*14.
M«A,K» Hal 11 day 9 et ■ at, The , Linguistic,Sje{g,nce.s and
TjB.ajghh-ng, (Londmi:‘“’I3^m^aS\"“.|'i.1Sr4T!'..i*pip;. I$O*1B1*
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1-1 by the time .he 1s about six years old. This means 
that, unlike a child acquiring his 1-1, an 1-2 learner 
does not possess a ’tabula rasa1,
The differences between learning an 1-1 and learning 
an 1-2 can be summed up as follows: .
L-1 LEARNING SITUATION L-2 LEARNING SITUATION <-.............. ... ... .,____ ............. •------ ... . =
*L-1 is merely learned* 1-2 must u^tu^ily be taught |
*The learner is a few months, ; The learner may .be of any age
or, rarely, a few years old.
’M
*The learner Is still The learner’s ■ speech and
learning to use his general other motor mechanisms .are .1
perceptual and motor mechan- more highly (or completely) ||
i sms, ' We, ■ if other wirds, developed. In other words,
'knows4 nb language (1,e, he ’knows-’ his 1-1,
human language),
*■ A
%• ■5*
*A type of stimulus, Is A type of stimulus Is, there'll
therefore assoelatedqwlth fore associated with two
one type of response, types of responses (i,e. both|
In the L-1 and the 1-2), This
-h-5
results in 'imtefeeeence’ or i
’negative transfer* - to be |
discussed
^Reinforcement Is primary# Reinforcement is secondary,
e.g, food, toys, etc. ' e,g, nods, ■ smiles.., etc,'
*The learner's higher thought The learner Is already aware
processes and h1s person- of himseef as a personality,. J
aliity are just beginning to and is trying to exprpss and |
develop, * to understand In the L-2
155-
L~1 LEARNING SITUATION L~2 LEARNING SITUATION
•*£’
much more compUcated m^aiterij 
than those of an Infant Is
trying to learn his 1-1,
*$he learner lives in the 
linguist!c comamuity which 
speaks his target language., 
The learner thus' has at . 
his disposal almost all 
the working hours of what­
ever number of years he needs 
to m^^s^tar his 1-1 * The 
puf^pl can, therefore, , 
practice his target < 
language continuously; he 
can experiment with new 
sounds and novel structural 
patterns at leisure, He 
also cpi^^s^t^t^ttly hears 
authentic models of the types 
of speech he needs to learn,
In most oases (as, for 
exam^ple, In the case of
Pakistani students learning 4|
English) the learner - does n
live In the coaaauity whose
language It is trying to lea! 
Normally, a pupil learns - an 
L-2 largely at school, w 
the brief hours set aside in|| 
the. school time-table for II 
teaching it. The opi^oo^^u^l-
8
ties for use-and practice of
.«
the L-2, both while- It Is 
being learned as weH as after
It has been learned, vary ‘Ml
1over a wide range - from 
constant, immediate use, on "|j 
the os© hand, to perfunctory
classroom practice followed
aby years of neggect of such b
skill as has been gained In 
the given L-2,
i-
‘2
’I
t.5'6
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L"1 LEARNING’ SITUATION L-2 LEARNING SITUATION
*As there Is no pressure of
time, 1-1 1$ usually learned 
through trlal-and^error
activity*
Because of the pressure of 
time, teachers can use only 
the most economical and 
effective Instructional , 
techniques. Effort, there­
fore, has to be made to 
reduce to the very minimum 
the o-ccurrence of errors.
.1
'1
a
That 1s to .say, the pupils are 
supplied -with the best possTbjl
<«
-
model for - imitation. The 
teacher (and, thereby, the 
syllabus-planner and the
course-wri ter) controls the ||
__ . *
language to be used; this 
control Is relaxed only when® 
the absence of error shows yj 
that the pupils have achieved, 
the desired standard of 
mastery In the material at 
hand. There Is thus a 
gradual progression from thed 
"maalpulation of language" 
to the "comnunicaaion thro 
language"*
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L-1 LEARNING SITUATION
*At the stage when formal 
instruction starts* the 
teacher is. responsible only 
for a tiny portion of the 
pupil's language experience.
L-2 LEARNING SITUATION
The teacher Is responsible •< 
for almost the whole- of the 1 
pupU's L-2 experience. In | 
other words, In the L-2 class*
room- there is both much moreM
4to be taught, and much less
*No reading or writing Is 
Involved - not during the 
first f‘ew years, at any 
rate.
*The learner 1$. highly 
motivated, because.a know­
ledge of L-1 will enable him 
to communicate wit^h other 
people. He will thereby % , 
become a fully-flddged 
member of the society he 
belongs to. • •
time In which to teach It. 
Reading and/or writing may 
be Involved right from the 
very beginning.
■ -s®.'M
• >.V.^ i'22?
Is%3-''£
At
There is a very great amount!
of diversity In the extent 
of the motivation which L-2 
learners have; there Is 
similarly a great variation 
in the purpose for which a 
given L-2 is being learned.
-M
1
«I
1
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Thus while In the learning of an L-I the whole set of 
factors that are involved is more or less identical every­
where, the same is not true of L-2 learning situations. In 
the latter case, there is a very large number of factors, 
each factor, or the set of factors, making for a different 
learning situation, and requiring a different treatment.
For example, the student's age, his intelligence, his 
general background of education and experience, his 
linguistic skills and habits In his U-I, his previous 
experience with the L-2 involved and any other L«2’s, 
his purpose and mooivation 1n learning the given L-2 and 
the type of command (whether reading, writing, speaking, 
aural comprehension - or some cornbinntion of two or more 
of these) he is seeking « all these and many more factors 
are involved In an L-2 learning, situation* All these
factors are highly variable and extremely cornpiicated in 
their inter-relations.
In the light of such fundamental dissimilarities
between the two situations, it does not seem, reasonable
"to derive methods of foreign language learning from the 
1way the child learns his first language'."
1
W M. Rivers, The . . Psycho 1 os,ist , and , the, Foreign Langu.a ge Teacher (Chi cag^^^ M cago Ui^;^ irsT LT P R$$7i51B}»pTTO 3.
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Because of dissatisfaction with the 'rationalist* 
approach to language and language teaching (some of the 
reasons for which have been given in the foregoing section), 
the bias in this work is in favour of the ’empiricist’ 
p^oi-fcion, which insists on taking into conssderation only 
those 'facts’ which are empirically verifiable, This , 
approach also involves a belief that'every language is 
unique, and that each one must be studied in its own right. 
It further holds that language-acquisltion (see footnote 
on page /49) Is in fact a kind of habbt-formation through 
conditioning and drill. The normal use of language is,
thus, either ’rntmcry’ or ‘analogy’, or both; grammatical 
rules are merely descriptions of habits. and in normal, 
everyday speech a person has no time to consciously or 
rationally apply rules or recipes for ‘sentence‘-formation. 
The teaching methods advocated by the ‘empi^r cists' have, 
therefore, been for the mss* part variations on the 
imitative method of mimicry and aemas^ratisn - or 'mim-mem' 
method, as it is popplarly known - with pattern drills. 
(However, having said this, it does not imply that 'habit­
forming* itself may not involve the setting up - uncon­
sciously as it may be - of patterns, structures, or models- 
in the mind of the language learner by the latter himself, 
The way this takes place mtut - one may assume - be 
genneica1ly determined, i.e. dependent on the structure 
of the human brain. Teaching the ’grammar’ of a language 
may weH be an aid towards successful language uiss^ion.)
)6o
METHODS. USED., IN ., PAKISTAN
Some, reference in passing has already been made to- the 
specific methods of L-2 teaching that have been used through 
the centuries. The following section of this thesis WH
discuss In detail only the following three of those methods:
(1) The GThrn maj^-'Trmi^lation M-eonod 
(11) The Direct Method
(ill) The Structural Method
There are two main reasons for conceenrating on the three 
methods mentioned abo-ve. The first reason - Is that, taken
together, they are fairly representative- of the main trends 
that are discernible in L~2 teaching methods in general 
through the ages. The second - and, perhaps-, the more 
important - reason is that these are particularly relevant 
in the context of foreign language teaching in Pakistan.
As it will be seen later, these three methods are the only 
ones that have been used In Paikstan to any extent for the 
purpose of teaching foreign languages.
The Grammar~Tranonation Method and the Direct Method 
have as their philosophical basis the ‘rationalist’ approach 
to language and language teaching, whhle the Structural 
Method has as its ^^^losoph^cal basis the posstion adopted-0 
by the ‘emdricists *,
i
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grammar-tra a si at i on method
The most common and traditional method of teaching 
the English language in the subcontinent -until 1947 was 
the Gramar~TTraslatlon Method, It was this Method that
Pakistan Inherited at the time of her birth and • retained 
for a few years.
As the name of this Method ImpHes, It Is, in fact* 
a combination of-two teaching methods - namely, the Grammar 
Method and the Translation Method, It might be recalled
here-that during the Renaissance the study of Greek and 
Latin languages had become confined to the study of their 
grammars for their own sake. The method that was used 
to teach these grammars came to be known as The Grammar 
Method, In hM $ Method^ the pupis eaarn the uuIss of 
grammar; they also learn groups of words. The latter 
are then put together according to the rule, thereby 
providing practice In the application of the rules that 
have been learned. However, knowledge of the rule Is
regarded as more Important than its applications. There
is hardly any oral work or teaching of pronunniation.
There was a reaction against this ‘grammar-for- 
grammar's sake* • approach at the beginning of the- last 
century, A French •education st, J.J, Jacotot, for
exam^pe, advocated a return to Inductive grammar through 
the study of texts In the L-2, He also designed a course
\62. 1
3
for the study of French, called "Enseignewent Universe!, 
18.23% This course required the p-uppis to- memorize six
books of F, Fenelon’s "Telemaque" by connennrrtlng In turn 
on the separate words, sentences, aad the grammat, atd 
finally linking up their knowledge through a number of 
varied exercises.
The mast notable figure of this anti-’gaammaarforT 
grammar*s sake* movernm-nt howeevr, K, Piotz (1819-1881),
The effects of Pldtz* approach dominated the teaching-of 
foreign languages 1n Europe not only during his , life time, 
but'have persisted even to this day#
Piotz* m'fchod had two parts:
(1) rules and paradigms:
(11) sentences for translation Into and from the L-2,
As both grammar and translation were Involved 1n this 
method, it came to be known as the Orar^mm^-rTTaaslt^^lon 
Method-, This Method laid great emaPhsis on the acquisstlon
of the rules of grammar by mn^mrljEc^ljion and by reasoning. 
There was also a great emphasis in this Method, on what 1t 
regarded as the, Important role that translation could play 
1n making the teaching/learning of L~2‘s more effective by 
helping - the pupils to assimilate the phraseology of the 
L-2 being learned, Accoodingly, the first step in teaching
an L-2 by this Method would be to help the puppls get at 
the ’meaning* of the words, phrases and sentences of the
13
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L-2 by means of word-for-word translation into their 1-i, 
They would then be required to translate the forms and 
structure of their 1-1 into those of the 1*2 involved.
However, as WM. Rivers has pointed out» this practice 
of int^i^cd^ucir^g translation in the early stages is not really 
very conducive to' effective language teaching. The remarks 
of Wlga Rivers seem to sum up rather nicely the drawbacks 
and shortcomings of the role that translation is made to 
play in an L-2 teaching course based on the Grammar- 
Translation Method. I shall, therefore, quote her at some
length. She says that in the translation exercise the 
student "is confronted with native-language forms and 
structure and require to produce the contrasting forms 
and structure of the foreign language. it is true that 
translation in which the exact meaning is transferred from 
one language to another demands, much more than does speech 
or original writing, a thorough knowledge of areas of con­
trast in form and function. it is for this very reason, 
however,' that it is unsuitable as a technique for teaching 
the details of the language, while being a very profitable 
and challenging exercise of the student's control of the 
foreign language at an advanced level. Translation is
feasible for the student only when he has a wide enough 
knowledge of the functioning system of both languages to 
find close-meaning equivalents for str^o^c^hes of connected
i.'A* >
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discourse often longer than one sentence. At the lower
levels of instruction students are forced to divide the 
text into small segments for which they think they can 
find equivalent segments in the foreign language. Because 
of the limitation of their knowledge this very segmeetation 
may he an 'initial source of error as they fail to see the 
full extent of the contrast in structure."
Moreover, this emphaais on translation very often 
leads to situations where more of the L-1 of the hupils 
than the L~2 they are learning is used in the language 
classroom. This is sheccally true of the teaching of, 
say, English in Pakistan, where an overwhelming maa’ority 
of teachers is composed of untrained, undergraduate 
teachers. The knowledge that they hossess of Enggish 
can at best be regarded as rudimentary. As a consequence
of this, when these teachers follow the G^'ai^mm^-TTaasli^ition 
Method in their English classrooms, they naturally tend to 
fall back on the use o^ the L-i to teach English.
Another serious shortcoming of this Method is with 
regard to the hronunncation of the L-2: the latter is 
either not taught at all, or, if it is taught, it is limited 
to a few introductory notes. The chief reason for this 
more or less compete detachment of this Method from the
Hi.M. Rivers op. cit., h.1®7.
x *4
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actual spoken language is that it lays an almost exclusive 
emphasis on reading, thereby making the general rules that 
govern the written language Its primary concern. This
approach - might■ be regarded as suitable for 1-2 teaching 
if the aim of the learner were specifically to investigate 
only the maaerial resources of the written language - as 
indeed was the case (and still is) with the study of Greek 
and La/tin at the time when Pldtz formulated his approach. 
it is, howeev-r, a frustrating Method for the teaching of 
’living’ languages ■ like French, German, English, etc.
An L<-2 teaching course based on 'this Method also 
ust^u^lly lacks any proper ’gradation’ or ’selection’2 of 
the teaching mtteial. This leads to courses which try
to enable the students to read the classics in the L-2 by 
including archaic and li-t^r^ar^y words and 'other stylistic 
tricks in 'the-main body of the course. This 'haphazard
manner of selecting the teaching ' ma^er^’lal inevitably makes 
the student’s progress difficult.
..wn, ........ ... .......... . .>^,1
1 The problem^ of spoken language and written language has 
already been- -discussed (in Chapter I and ii) in detail, 
it will, therefore, suffice here to note that the Grammar- 
Translation Method failed to make any distinction between 
the two, or, rather, it was impUc-tly assumed that there 
is an almost complete isomorphism between them. This 
itself is all^e^t^dy debatable,
p
‘■These processes -will be discussed later.
5
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The teaching of grammar under this Method also needs
to be ■ mentioned, A reference has already been made to
the fact that when modern vernaculars of Europe began to
be taught as L~2’s in the West, they were still under the
shadow of Latin and, to a lesser extent, Greek. The
immense prestige that these classical languages enjoyed
had, in particular, two bad effects on the teaching of
the vernaculars as L-2*s. One bad effect was that it
led some . people to-the genuine but erroneous conclusion
"that since the classical tongues were taught exclusively
through the printed page, living. languages should be 
1intooduced the same way," The second bad effect was
that the supporters -of the modern vernaculars had to cast 
the grammars of their - languages in the mould of Latin* 
either because -they believed that that. was the right thing 
to do, or, as was more often the case, because they found 
it prudent to do so, This inevitably distorted the
grammars of the vernacular languages* The latter, in turn, 
resulted in ineffective foreign language teaching,
(it might be pointed out that the objections that have : 
been made against the Grammar-TTrnslation Method in the 
preceding section are, of course, an extrinsic, not a
"*■***■»,<»
h.A, Nda, op, cit,» p,19.
*•
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feature of the Method. These objections would'
hold equaHy 1 f a modern linguistic theory were the basis 
of the teaching of the grammar concerned.)
As the shortcomings, and the consequent limitations, 
of the S'limi^^-Trraslt^ltlon Method became increasingly 
obvious, the need began to be felt for a more compeeent 
and effective method to improve the teaching of English 
in Pakistan, The task of selecting ..an appropriate alter­
native to replace Plots* Method was a very difficult one 
indeed. The min reason for this difficulty was the 
great variety of new methods and techniques of teaching 
L"2*s - some .of which are enumerated .on page w-<? ~ that had 
sprung up since the last few decades of the nineteenth 
century. Howewr, from amongst all these methods and 
techniques, two were ultimately chosen. These were the 
Direct Method and the Structural Method. The use of the
former 1s confined almost. exclusively to the private 
commeerial institutions and foreign social and cultural 
agencies, such as the United. States Information Centre 
(for the teaching' of. English), the French Institute (for 
the teaching of French), the Iranian Institute (for the 
teaching of Persian), etc. The use of the Structural 
Method is more widespread, because It 1s the Method by 
which English is taught in many of those educational 
instituVons which are, directly or Indirectly, under the 
control of the government.
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THE DIRECT METHOD
The Direct Method developed during the second half of
the last century, mainly as a reaction to Plott’ Grammar- 
Translation Method, An 1nntrestlng aspect of th1h Methoh
1s that 1t has been Invented over and over throughout the 
years, sometimes 'with different names. It has, for
example, been variously called the 'Natural Method* (by 
Sauveur in 1875)”*, the 'Series Me-thod* (by Gouln in 1880-)2,
the 'Berlitz Method* (by B erHtt 1n 1387)) , the ’Direct
4
'I
Method* (by Gm^r^-lo in 19211, the ‘Cleveland Plan* and
‘Multiple Approach Method* (by de Sauze" in 1929)®, and 
the ‘Verbaa-Active Method* (by Lenard in-1965)®.
1 L, Sauveur, Introduction to, , the Teaching , of Ljving- Languages 
without, ary (NevFYork:~ F.M.'Crrfstern, *
WS)......
F. Gouin, L.* art . d*ente1gner et d*etudier les langfues (Paris: Llbralrie FIsWRacfter1, iBGG» "ThT$**fto<o‘wIF'Wa nslited in­
English by H, Swan and V. Betis, and published by George 
“'Hip and Son, Ltd., as "The Art of Teaching, and . StudyingPhili  
Languages" from London 1n 189T. ”
M.O. Berlitz, Method..Be Hitz - (New York: BeeUtz and Co. 188))
E. Gouuio, The , Direct , , Method, , of Teaching , French , (Boston: 
Houghton Ml¥HnCoT,lT2y)?  ''r1r' ...... '
5E.B, de Siauze, The , .Cleveland, , Plan ,, for , the, Teaching, , of Modern^ 
Languages w'th Special 1'l1s!?rrrncr Yo " 'Free '{FWl ade 1 ph I'
~—————~ ;
£“
Y. Lenard, Parole. et.. Pen.ser (New York: Harper and Row, 1965)1
• ....... ,„Aa jf
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An early pioneer of the Direct Method was C. Marcel, 
who, in 1867, strongly advocated the abolition of trans­
lation and grammar rules from foreign language teaching. 
Another important figure in this movement was that of
F, Gooin, whose failure to learn German by traditional 
1means even after repeated attempts inspired him to
formulate his ' own 'Series Method', In this Method Gouin 
applied the principles of the association of ideas, 
visualization, learning through the senses, centres of 
interest# play and activity in famiiiar every day situations^ 
Vietor also helped in the ultimate evolution o^ the Direct 
Method by incorporating descriptive phonetics into an 1-2 
teaching method. The • latter used spoken language as Its
starting point.
it was, in fact, the comining of Victor's Phonneic
(or Reform) Method "with some of the principles of Gouta,
2(that) gave rise to the Direct Method< movement.
The main features of the Direct Method are as foUows.:
1 Gouin tells the full story in his L'art d'enseigner ,
■WF, Mackey,. 
, p
(London: Longmans,
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(1) STEP BY STEP PROGRESSION:
In the teaching of L-2» this Method tries to imitate 
as far as possible the same process - or the processes - 
that a child goes through in learning his L-1, With this
aim in view, this Method promulgates that the teaching 
should take place in step by step progression. A Direct 
Method co-urse thus starts with naming, by pointing to 
things and giving them names, For example, the English
course designed by Beelitz (1967) - a course that is 
regarded as one of the bespit and most soi^p^ii^-fclcat^ed examples 
of the Direct Method and its rationale - begins with naming 
(fifeeen nouns are introduced), and the questions and- 
answers that go with it, Lesson two - reinforces the first 
one by giving a further list of no-uns; it also introduces 
colloquial phrases of greeting, etc. lesson Three intro­
duces a new item: adjectives. And so it goes on until
the end of the course.
- •-&<•
(11) INDIRECT TEACHING OF GRAMMAR! |
The grammar of the L-2 Is taught indirectly; that is
- i
to say, the students are not told the rules of grammar*. |
They are required to figure out the rules themselves after |
■ / $
seeing the examples in operation. As de Sauze has remarked,
■ ■
"Instead of presenting the students with a rule on a platter, 
we set up a few carefully chosen illustrations- of that rule 
and we lead them to discover through skilful guidance the S
mrelationship of the new element to others previously mastered!
and to formulate his observations Into a law governing those
ofeservati ons «1
(ill) SIMULTANEOUS TEACHING OF ALL THE SKILLS:
In this Method, the whole field of L-2 learning is
split up into two pairs of skills, These are ss follows:
(a) oral pair o^ skills;
(b) non-oral pair of skills*
Each one of these‘pairs comprises what can be called a 
‘receptive’ skill and a ‘productive* skill* Thus the oral
s
•M
s•«
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pair Is composed of (llseening and) understanding, a ‘recep- I
• ’ I
tive’ skill, and of speaking, a ‘productive’ skill* Si mi-
larly, the non-oral pair is comprised of reading, a ‘recep­
tive’ skill, and of writing, a ‘productive* skill.
The ‘•■productive* aspects of language are regarded by 
this Method as essential in m^at^ring the ‘receptive’ 
aspects. However, this Method also acknowledges that there
is such a large degree of interaction and inteddependence 1
between the various, skills that a satisfactory learning of 
the L-2 can not be achieved by ignoring any one of them.
This Method, • therefore, insists on the simultaneous teaching
of all the four skills - namely, listening and understanding',
^E*B, de Sauze', op* cit*, p* 14#
A- is. y .
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1 ?speaking, reading and writing, ''
(iv) EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE L-2;
In tee SHectt Method, the use of the learner’s L-1, 
as well as fchaa oO ‘translation1 to teach the 'meaning* 
of words, is not permitted, This Method justifies tte
banishment of translation on- tte grounds that tte Method's 
aim of teaching the use of the L~2 easily and ‘naturally* 
by Unking the words directly with objects, actions and 
situations could not.be achieved otherwise,
(V) INTEREST;
There is a very 'great emphasis in this Method on the 
arousal and retention 'of pupil's interest. The latter
is in fact of vital importance for the success of any 
teachlng/learning method, but the point that the proponents 
of the Direct Method 'make is that 1t (i,e. the Method) 
should 'be inherently interesting, and not dependein-t on the 
teacher- to make It so.
There 1s also a preference In hhls Mehod' for
These were first defined as the ultimate objective, in -U 
that order., of teachlng/learning an L*2 ait the U,N,E,S,C.0, T| 
Conference on Language Teaching, held 1n Ceylon 1n 1964, 1
2For an Illustration of this particular feature of the i|
Direct Method, see E,V. Gatenby, A Drect Metho-d English 
Course (London; Longmans, I960), l|
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ma^tal'nino a fast pace In the language classroom, and 
for 'Intensive* teaching of the L~2, That Is to say, If 
a group of pupils has a total of, say, one hundred teaching 
hours at its disposal for the learning of a given L-2, it 
can hope for the best possible results when these one 
hundred hours are spread over a few days or weeks rather 
than three or four months or even a full academe year.
The latter, it might be pointed• out, is generally the case 
in countries like Pakistan, where so many other subjects 
have also to -be taught.
As Indicated at the beginning of this section, the 
use of the Direct* Method in Pakistan 1s confined almost 
exclusively to the language classes conducted by the 
commeerlal institutes and the foreign embassies or their• 
cultural agencies. 1t 1s, therefore, rather difficult
to judge the usefulness of this method In Pakis-tan on the 
basis of such limited information as Is ava^aHe. H^o^ee^e^r 
If one could geneeaaize on the basis of this l^^mi^^d 
informations it would seem that the students taught a 
given ' L-2 by this method perform better than those students 
who are taught the same L-2 1n the educational institutions 
which do not use this Method, One important factor for
this comparatively better result In the case of students 
learning an L-2 by the Direct Method may, of course, be 
that of greater maaurlty and greater mootvation of these 
students as compared to the pupUs studying at the
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conventional educational institutoons. After all, a
student In a school or a college has to learn all the 
subjects* Including the L~2 (or L*2*$), whether he wants 
to or not. There is * therefore, an element of compulsion 
which few students like. The case of those students who, 
for example, join a commercial institute or the United.
States Information Centre to learn English is an entirely 
different one. To begin with, there is hardly any element
of compplsion: almost all the pupils join these institutes 
of their own accord, driven by a desire to achieve a 
degree of competence In English that would bring them 
nearer to their goal, In most cases, these students are
grown-up, mature people,, knowing perfectly well the' reati^i^{{S.) 
for having joined the En^gish classes, Moreover, these
students are able to concennrate on ' the learning of E^f^g’lsh, 
and do not have to bother with other subjects,
In other words, the learning situation at'the two sets 
of institutions - narady, the c■ommeer1al institutes, etc, 
and the convennional Institutes of education like schools, 
colleges, etc, - is rather dissimilar, and the findings 
of one can not be app^ed to the other, It is, therefore,
doubtful if, in spite of the encouraging results shown by 
the students at the commeerial institutes etc., the Direct 
Method could be used in the educational instituti-ons with
the same effects
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There are a number of other reasons which make the
use of the Direct Method in Pakistan unsuUtable for the 
purpose of 'teaching the L-2*s In general and English in 
particular. These reasons are theoretical as well as
practi cal.
On theoretical grounds, the moot serious shortcoming 
of this Method is that it regards the learning of an L-2 
as involving roughly the same processes as the learning of 
the t-1. This is obviously a wrong assumption, because, 
as has' ali^tsady been pointed out (on pages iS4 to m ), 
the learning of an L-1 and that of an L-2 are fundament!ly 
different from- each other. One consequence of the false
as-sumppion that the Direct Method makes about 'the similarity 
of L-1 and L-2 learning situations is that -this Method 
ignores the psycholinguists elements (e.g. the inter­
ference - positive or negative - of the learner's L-1, 
etc.) involved in learning an L-2, and it thus fails to 
provide, especially in the cases where the learners are 
adults, cofflptnsat1on for the pupils* disadvantages (e.g. the 
inability of the learners to imitate as weH as a child 
does, lack of opportunity to continuously practice the 
target language, etc.).
On a more- practical level, the Method is msu!table 
for Pakistani educational institute on$ because it is not
for the latter to fulfil one of the main
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prerequisites for the success of teaching an L-2 by this 
Method. This is the requirement that an L-2 should be
taught intensively, with plenty of o-ppePtuultles for the 
actual use of the target language. This is not passible 
in Pakistan, where even at the college and university 
levels the English language rarely gets moor than a -fcofcal 
of one hundred and ten teaching hours (i*e, about twenty 
five minutes each wo irking day) in any one academic year, 
Moreover, as the students have to learn many other subjects 
as well, the time and attention they can po5s1bly spare for 
the learning of BogUsh 1s far less than what the Direct . 
Method would regard as an absolute minimum for success 1n 
learning a foreign language*
Another reason for the unsuitaaiHty of this Method 
for Pakistan is, 1n my view, that 1t excludes almost com­
pletely the use of the L-1 1o the language classooom.
This means that from the very beginning of the course of 
instruction in .English, only the latter could be used, 
without any opppotunnty of making use of the puppls* L*1 
even for the purpose of explanation and clarification,
Wile 1 perso-mlly do not regard it as an altogether bad 
1
idea to 1os1sU - no-t very rigidly, though - on ’English 
alone* rule wherever and whenever posssble, yet I do not 
think that this can be imposed in Pakistan* The reason
&
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On this point 1 agree wth Halliday who says that ”... givens 
the right conditions one can make positive use of the | 
student’s mother tongue; and in such cases to- neg!ect it 1 
may be to throw away one of the tools best adapted to the I 
task in hand," A* McIntosh and MA»K, Halliday, Patterns | 
of Language; Papers in Senneal, . Dee crip tive. . tod . Applied -g
Linguistjcs (London; Longmans, 1966'), p*28, |
b,A'v>-i1
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for this -Is that there Is a very great shortage of com­
petent teachers of English, and in most cases the knowledge 
of English that the teachers of this subject possess is so 
bad that they can not carry out their teaching exclusively 
in English,
Finally, very often it is the case nowadays that a 
successful employment of this Method depends to a great 
extent on the use of electronic equipments - language 
laboratories* etc, - which are far too expensive for a 
poor and under-developed country like Pakistan. For the
present and the near future, therefore, it does not seem 
practical to introduce a teaching method which would result 
in incurring a . huge amount of expenditure on buying the 
necessary ‘hardware* for even a small proportion of the 
total number of educational institutions where EngHsh 
is taught as an L-2",
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THE STRUCTURAL . METHOD
i
■This Method is the outcome of the extensive researches 
made in the field of teaching English as a foreign language 
in Britain and Arnica during the past few decades. The
introduction of this Method in Pakistan for the purpose of 
teaching English came in the wake of the Report of the 
Coommision on National Eduction,* The Commission was 
appointed by the government in December 1968, because it 
felt that "the existing educational system of Pakistan- is 
not adequate to- meet the needs and requirements of the 
nation." The governeent, therefore, found it imperative
to "set up a commetent body to review, in consonance with 
the aspirations of the people and the socio”economic 
structure of the country, the educational system and to 
recommend appropriate measures for its reorientation and 
reorganization for the purpose of ensuring an integrated
2and balanced development of education in 'various stages."
The Rl|oolr’i was published towards the end of 1/5/,
Among other trt1as, it also dealt at some length with the 
question of the respective toitiens to be occupied by the *• 
national languages and English in the country's educational
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Report of the Cr.ep1ssion on National Education (Karachi: 
Government of Pakistan Press, 195$), (Hereafter referred 4
to'as Repoor),
Mnnstry of Eduuaaion, (Government of Pakistan), Readution 
No. F,16~9/58~F IB., Karachi, the 30th December, 1958. 1
. j'.jc » V. • . • . .
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set up. ’ The Report gave an unquuHfied support to the 
Idea that "English must yield to the national languages 
the paramount t"^c^n that it has occupied in our
educational system so far*, and that the "national 
languages should gradually and progressively replace 
English*3 as media of education at all levels. This
support for the national languages, however, did . not imply 
that the Commission was "unmindful of the great importance 
of E^^Hish in our national life,** As a matter of fact,
the Report felt "convinced that Enggi$h .should "have a
spermanent place*® in the counnry’s educational system, . 
because, "Through English o.ur scientists and scholars can 
keep in.touch with modern knowledge in science and 
technology, our industrialists can use the latest methods 
of production and distribution, our diplomats can make an 
effective contribute on in . international conferences, and 
our defence forces can the latest equipment for
defence,
Report , p.281-289. 
2Ib1d., p.288. 
3ib1d., p.282. 
4ibid,
5Ib1d. , p.288. 
6ibid.
The Report also recommended the spitting up of 
EngHsh Studies Into two subjects - namely, EngUsh 
language and English literature. The Report further
recommended that the English language should no longer 
be taught for loosely defined cultural purposes (as was 
done, for example, during the British rule over the sub- 
connlnent}, but in order to serve the country*s Immdiite, 
practical need of becoming scientifically and technologi­
cally advanced. The role of English in helping Pakistan
to achieve this aim was seen as two-fold; one, to enable 
Pakistani scholars to go abroad (mostly to English-speaking 
counnries) for higher education and advanced research until 
such time as the Indigenous Institutions of higher learning 
and research could achieve the desired standard; two, to 
enable Pakistani scientists to have access to the 
quannity of written matter pertaining to the latest re­
searches and findings in the respective fields of their 
Interest, which can not be translated and published in 
Pakistani languages- - both for economic and technical
reasons,
A reference has earlier been made to that part of the 
Report which recommended the spllttl-ng up of English Studies 
into English language and English literature. This re-
comrnee-ndtion was made, because the Report realized that the
type of teaching of the EngHsh language that had taken
place in Pakistan until then would not prove really 
for the fulfTiment of the specific role that it (i.e. the 
Report) had envisaged for the English language In the 
national development. The Report felt that, in order to
exploit to the maximum the benefits that could be had from 
a knowledge of E^n^T-ish, the emphasis would have to be shifted!! 
from the teaching of the English litera-ture to that of the 
English language. This shift in erophaais6 the Repor’fc 
further realized, could not be achieved within the frame­
work of the traditional mj-^hod of teaching, as the •• latter 
was basically l^ee-riau^i^^'-or'iisnt^e^i^od.
The Repent, therefore, recommended that the "methods
of teaching should be rationalized and brought up to date.”1 I
'f
It did not meetion any teaching m?ethod in particular, but it- "|L
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did suggest that, in order to decide on a new m?t;hod, advan- ' |
tage should be taken of the valuable experiences gained by
the British Counecl and other overseas institutes that were 
actively engaged in teaching Enggish as an L-2*
It was a direct consequence of the foregoing recommen*
3
.a
■3S:5gdation and suggestion that ultimately led to the introduction '!S
of the Structural Method in Pakistan for the purpose of
"df
teaching English as an L-2, 2
One of the Important factors that contributed to the 
emergence of this Method was the rise o^ structural lin­
guistics at the beginning- of the present century. In 
this Method the greatest emphasis is laid • on the 'mastery* 
of the structure and the L-2, (It might be pointed out 
here that the use of the term ^3510^'' Is not intended 
to imply, not netfessstrl ly at any rate, a natlve-llke 
command over the L-2, It is used merely to indicate the 
level of proficiency in the L-2 that is aimed at# The 
latter may, of course* vary from the ac<qqui^’lti^^n of the 
conscious knowledge of a. restricted number of L-2 struc­
tures to that of a command o-ver the L*2 that enables one 
to produce 'correct* utterances in it with a - natlve-Hk-e 
ease and- facility without being conscious of it.)
Wth the aim of achieving mattery in the L-2, the 
Structural Method, prescribes that the grammaaical and 
lexical ppter1al should be graded in order of increasing 
difficulty or complexity. That is to say the teaching
^m.at^e^'^al must be prepared after applying the following 
procedure, First of all, the basic structure -of the L-2
should' be analyzed; secondly* the processes of 'limitation* 
and 'gradation* should be applied to the structure thus 
obtai ned,
'Limitation' and ‘gradation* are two of the various
important operations that under all methods - good, bad, or
W/3
Indifferent - have to be performed, 'Limitation* is the
process of ' making an inventory of the Hems that have to 
be taught, The operation of this process, which largely
employs linguistic techniques, is of fundamental importance 
to language teaching, because it is neither possible nor 
even perhaps desirable to teach the whole of the L-2. it 
is now g^t^ner^lly accented. that the chances of success or 
otherwise of a given ‘L-2 teaching course depend to a very 
great extent on the ’appropriateness* of the course to the 
aims and purposes of the learner - the greater the degree 
of appropriateness, the greater chances there are of the 
success of the course. This concept of ’appropriateness*
inevitably brings in the element of choice of the items to 
be taught,
In the process of ’ll mila-fcion* are included the sub­
processes of ’restriction* and ’selection*. The former 
refers to the process of delimiting the dialect and the 
register of the‘L-2 to be taught; the latter refers to 
the process of picking out-, on the basis of "frequency of 
occurrence, dispoosshilite7 and classroom needs’^, those 
aspects of the particular register that are most relevant 
to the aims and purposes of the pupils. *
Halliday, et al*9 op, e1t., p*2£?.
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’Grading'S which largely employs pedagogical techniques 
is the process of putting the linguistic Items already 
chosen. (i.e. ’restricted* and ’selected*) in the moot 
appropriate order for teaching purposes. The operation
of this process is necessary, because what has been chosen 
can not all be conveyed at once,, so that something must come 
before or after something else. This process also has two
sub-processes, namely, ’staging’ and ’sequencing*. The
former refers ’ to the process of dividing the chosen Inven­
tory into ’units*, so that the whole inventory can be evenly- 
spread over the total duration of the co-urse of • instruction.* 
the latter refers to the process of ^^ciding the order in 
which the chosen items should be taught,
in addition to the processes of ’limitation* and 
’grading*, there is at least one other process, the-per­
formance of which is regarded by the Structural Method as 
being highly conducive to successful language teaching.
This is the process of ’presentation*, and it refers to 
the process of transmitting the ’!imited’ and ’graded’ 
teaching ^mat^r^-^al to the pupils. In order to teach an
L-2 effectively, the teacher mui: 'know* the language.
The mere ability to speak the pupU’s target language, 
though e^^ss^ent^l, is . not alone sufficient. He m^t be
able to explain to the pupUs how their target language 
operates, to state the rules - that govern its grammar, to
4
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classify its various forms, and to give some description 
of its sound system.
The Structural Method, following the 'emptriclst* 
belief that in learning an L-2 what one really do-es is to 
form a set of habits through repetition and drills re­
commends the inclusion of various language items 1n the 
body of the instructional materiel a number of times.
This, the Method believes, enables the pupils to learn an 
L-2 more effectively than would be the case if the instruc­
tional maaerlal contained no- provision for revision and 
repetition of items that have been already taught. ‘ <
As regards the use of the L-1, the Method does not ' 
bar it. compUte'ly. One reason for this attitude is that
sometimes the best way to get across a certain teaching 
point is by explaining it in the learners* L-1, This is 
specially so in cases where the L-1 of the students (that 
is, a certain feature of this language) interferes with the 
learning of the L-2, If the nce between the two
languages (i.e. the pupUs* L-1 and the L-2 Involved) on 
the spedfic point involved is explained, through examples 
and illustrations taken from both the L-1 and the L-2, there 
is a greater chance that, by becoming conscious of the 
particular pitfall, the pupUs will avoid making that mistake
This Method does not allow the use of translation as 
a language teaching device, alit does allow trans­
lation from and Into the L-2 as a skill that one can aim at
\$6
In Its own right after one has been through the necessary 
stages of instruction. Similarly, with regard to litera­
ture, this Method does not object to the study.of It as 
such, but only when It Is made the vehhcle through which 
to teach an L~2. This rejection of the traditional 
method of teaching a language through It^s literature la 
based on the boHef that, by learning a language entirely 
through Hbs literature, one learns that ’variety* of the 
L-2 which is found mostly in'books, but is rarely, if 
ever, used - for oral commun1i:ct.ion in actual living 
situations. Moreover, this Method does not envisage any
difficulty in separating the study of language from that 
of its literature. After all, it is an undeniable fact
that while a knowledge of a language Is esaeotial for 
reading and understanding literature written In that 
language, the .reverse Is not true. As a ma.ater of fact, 
every normal human being knows a language, butt, relatively 
speaking, only a very few people can read the literature 
of the language they know.
This Method has been In vogue in Pakistan for well 
over a decade now. It has certainly not succeeded In 
fulfi lUrtg all that had been hoped for from It, but It 
seems to have achieved .a reasonable amount -of tufcess#
The latter view Is based on the findings of a restricted 
survey that was conducted In 1968 regarding the position 
of English In the educational set up of what was then the
1S7
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unified province of Meet Pakistan, (It 1$ a matter of
some regret that# to the best of the author*s knowledge » 
no formal and detailed study in Pakistan has so far been H
conducted wit^h a view to comparing the results that have U
been obtained by the different methods that have been used . 
in the country for the teaching of English,)
The survey mentioned above.was In the form of a 
questionnaire*! nquiry# The quc^^t^^oni^n^ires, that were sent
out to the uni vers sties and colleges throughout -the province-*^ 
also contained items which dean with the causes .of the 
decline in the standard of English, My assessment of the
Ms
effect1neness of the Structural Method for teaching- Eng!ish -'Mg
1 -Sis based on replies received to those particular questions,’ jg
The findings of the survey have strengthened my belief | 
in the soundness of the policy of using a method fof- teach* J 
ing foreign, languages in general* and Enggish in particular# 
which derives its linguistic presuppositions from the 
empirical and structural approach to the study of language, |
The latter is associated meanly with modern linguistics.
In the following section of my thesis, I shall# therefore, 
discuss, in general terms, the relevance that linguistics 
may have to language teaching.
1 4 -'I‘The Report of the quest1onna4re~1nq.uiry was comppled by my
colleague, .Mr, R.H,S. Cod# at Karachi, and is now awaking |
publication.

CHAPTER SIX
i
LINGUISTICS. .AND .. LANGUAGE . . TEACHING j .»•Ts•?
Background j
.'i
We have already seen how the traditional method used 
for the teaching of Greek and Latin came to be used for the 
teaching of the modern L~2*s as when the latter began#
to be regularly taught In the European educational Institute 
lions from the sixteenth century onwards. As both Greek 
and Latin were "dead* languages, the most that one could 
hope to achieve (and. 1t might. be added* one could concelv- 
sably be In need of) 1n learning/teachlng these languages 
was the ability to understand, read and even write - but 
not speak * them. The use of the literature * orientated 
and wr1t1ng*.basad courses of Instruction for the teaching ■ 
of Greek and Latin could, therefore, perhaps be justified■ 
on the grounds that such courses wen conducive to the 
achievement of these alms (1,e, the a^ilit^y to understand, 
read and write). But the transfer of the same method to
the teaching of ’living* L*2*s (that 1s, languages which 
fundameettHy differed from the ’dead" languages) had 
disastrous effects.
In the beginning (I.e. until the end of the eight- 
seenth cerntury) the number of people learning modern L-2.*s 
was small, and so was the variety of .purposes for doing so.
1
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The ill-effects of the traditional method, therefore, did 
not become very obvious. The situation, however, underwent
a change, and by the nineteenth century there was an enor* 
:mous'upsurge in the number of people learning modern 
L~2*$. The purpose of learning foreign languages also
underwent changes. People still learned L-2‘s for
scholastic and ecclesiastical purposes, but the main aim 
became the acquisition of the ability to use an L-2 for, 
mainly, oral commuulcction In real situations. The trad-
Htoonal method utterly failed to enable the pupils to 
speak an L*2. The reason for this failure was obvious: the 
traditional method was geared to the teaching of languages 
that either did not have any 'spoken’form (i.e.the 
language in question hdd no native speakers) or else, their 
spoken forms did no-t m^atter. In other words, the trad*
iitoonal method did not * and could not - aim at i^^e^a^'ting 
a knowledge of the spoken form of an L*2 to the pupils: 
all that they could hope to achieve was, as in the case of 
Greek and Latin, the acquisit10n of a knowledge of the 
non-oral skills of the 1*2 Involved*
(it be pointed out here in connection with the
use of the term ‘p^j^pls* that it refers only to those 
learners who are formaaly taught L-2*s at educational 
Insti'^t^’to^ns , Those cases where an L-2 Is learned by 
staying In the country where that L*2 Is spoken as an L*I 
or where children learn an L-2 by staying with governesses
who speak that L~2 as an L-I# have been left out of 
consideration*  This has been done, because# firstly,
learning an 1-2 in these manners is exception rather 
than the rules secondly, because these ’methods* - 
If they could be termed thus - really fall outside the 
scope of this work# which is ■ concerned primarily wit^h 
the teaching of L-2*s in educational institutions*) ■
The ■ failure of the traditional method to teach ■ 
the spoken form of the target language resulted often in 
■situations# where even a person with an academic degree in 
a given L~2 was nether "a very proficient speaker" of -that 
language# nor was he very "adept at handling any but the
j
more literary forms of the written language*
This unsaaisfactory state of affairs obviously could 
not be allowed to remain unchallenged and continue for long. 
A radical .shhft in foreign language teaching methods and 
techniques# therefore# became inevitable. Such a shift 
became perceptible in the later half of the last century# 
and it gradually became more marked and prominent as the 
century approached its end.
One of the irapootant factors that# I believe# ' helped 
in bringing about this radical sMft in foreign language 
teaching was the emergence into prominence of linguistics 
as a scientific discipline during the past fifty years of
T*f»g# H^^aey# opcct## pp. 19*20.
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so, It would, however, be wrong to assume that the
relationship between linguists and language teachers has been
• ' *•
a happy one. In fact, the very reverse is true, espeelally d 
in the early days of modern linguistics, when there was not | 
much Interaction between linguists and language teachers.
?
Such Interaction as there was took place In a rather
haphazard fashion. One of the chief reasons for this was - 
that early linguists like Franz Boas (1858*1942) and Edward
Sapir (1884*1939) had little direct concern with language 4
■1
teaching. Boas was, for exammle, manly Interested In ' 
geography, with Its anthropological Implications, His• *
• “is
Interest In linguistics grew out of his convvetion that It
£
was essenMal to know the language and lieerature of the 4 
people whose culture was the subject of study. He was the
first linguist to use native Informants for describing 3
I
languages. Similarly, Saplr was manly Interested In
anthropology and linguistics. A great deal of work that
he did in linguistics was concerned with the description of 
the Ameican Indian Languages, 5
Because of their lack of concern with language teaching-1 
the early linguists did not attempt to explain how their 
findings could help- in improving It. 4
The first modern linguist to have tried to relate the |
j
findings of his- discipline to language teaching was Leonard 
Bloomfield (1887*1948). He was a language teacher (of 
German) hielif, and had, at an early stage In his career, |
worked out the basic principles which he thought should |
guide modern foreign language teaching. Blooi^mfeld had
%
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formulated these principles, because he found the
traditional method of teaching modern l~2*$ both cumber- 
ssome and deficient in a number of ways. He was, for example*! 
very critical of the fact that only a small number of class ? 
hours were allowed for the teaching of l-2's. This.
Bloomfield believed, made 1t impossible for the teacher to
do his job effectively. He also thought there was an undue
reliance on written work, and on translation as a means of
determining the students' understanding and competence 1n 
at
the L*2. The tradlt1on/practice of teaching the grammat­
ical rules and other 'facts' about the language rather 
than the language Itself was regarded by Bloomfield as 
being hardly conducive to successful language teaching.
The Inability of a large number of 1-2 teachers to speak tfte 
language they were teaching with any facility was another 
Important aspect of traditional language teaching that 
Bloomfield was very critical of.
Bloomfield was convinced of the relevance of 
linguistics to language teaching, and believed that the 
former could make a significant contribution to the Improve- 
sment of the latter. H1s famous book, language (New York, 
1933), contained not only his theory of linguistics, but 
also, In a final chapter on “Applications and Outlook", a 
discussion 1n some detail of the ways 1n which the findings 
of linguistics could be applied to Improve foreign language 
teaching. (later, in 1942, Bloomfield published another 
book, “Outline Guide for the Practical Study of Foreign 
languages", which was meant especially for the benefit of 
those people who had to learn an L-2 for which no formal
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instructional material was available.)
It was, however, not until 1942 that any "considerable? 
body of linguists assumed thv role of active language 5:
teachers and attempted .whole-heartedly to apply thv findings? 
of their science to practical problems of language teachlngi* 
It.is interesting to not# how this change came about* When 
the. Japanese attach on Pearl Harbour In December 1941 led to - 
Arneeica** direct involvement in Wold War II, she found
.incapable of supplying the language needs -of her 
huge army, navy and air force, which was then taking up 
position in all parts of the - - world. To meet -these language 
needs for her - far-'fTung operations, two imhohha'ftt steps were 
taken in Arnmelca- - steps which not only succeeded to a great 
extend in . meeting the lmmeVfahv language needs' arising out 
of her involvement in the - War, but also led,- after the War, 
to -changes in L-2 teaching methods in the 0.3.A* - and- else­
where.
One of the steps referred to above was taken by the 
A^m^^can- Army, -■which, with the help of the universities^ • 
set up its own school under-the army Specialized Training 
Programme (or ASTPPllfer-short). The army was,-naturally 
enough# more int^^r^e^s^eld In - quick results than In the method? 
or techniques vmployed to achieve them. These schools, 
therefore, had a strong' incentive to try out new methods and
W.G,.Moulton, "llngulsties and - language Teaching - in the 
United States:!940-1960," I.R.A.l,,I (1963), p.21,
I
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techniques * which they -did, The advice and guidance of
linguists,-pa^^x^t^olog^g^^a* etc* was sought and obtained# 
and- aeon a pattern of -language teaching emerged that was 
very unlike the conventional- method of foreign language 
teaching, The courses were»- for example, very- intensive
ones (in fact# some of 'the schools were fu11*time -language
institutes)# and the amounlt-of reading and writing was kept
, 51
to the -very ' minimum in- order to enable the trainees to devote M
-5
- J
maximum- time to the learning -of the spoken -form of -their .«$• •- - 37
target language As for gramma# only bare essentials 4
4
ware taught. The pupils ware frequently made to. imitate - f
't-
and drill the target language with a native speaker -in
small classes-. ' ' ' (fc*
•The other skp -was taken by the -American Counnil of |
.£
Learned Societies (or A.C.L.S.}* in fact#- this Society* 
having anticipated the -coming need for speakers of a wide 
variety of exotic languages* had already. in 1941#
'¥
established an intensive Language Plan. The aim of this
Rah was to mount "a massive attack on the teaching of a .i
4;
wide variety of famiiiar and unfamiliar languages-."- 
The task of producing descriptive analyses of a
number of -languages for which- no adequate teaching. material :|- 
existed was entrusted to - trained and -quaH-fied linguists. <
hbitl,, p.23.
J.ij'
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The Involvement of the latter in -this programme was so 
great that, by the end or the War, ”just about every arnined
linguist 'in the country, young or'old, had become involved in
Iit one way 'or another#*’
More recently, many attempts ~ for Instance, by
Charles Carpenter Fries and Robert Lado In the U#S#A», and
2
y
Peter Strovens and MA.K. Haniday In Britain - have been 
made to further close the gap that separates linguists from> 
language teachers, so that the former may become aware of 
the classroom problems and the latter may learn of the 
contribution to the techniques of language teaching made by 
linguists# These attempts have not been comple-tely in
3
’ibid.
%he following works may be dted as examples of the efforts 
that have been made by these ' linguists/Taguuag'e teachers; 
CM. Fries, Teaching and learning English as, a - Fofeigh 
Language, %nh ' sty oi* New Ydrh7:MTchig a n
Press..1945}•
I
i
R Lado, 
Hill Book' ■o.,
e Teaching; A Sdennlfic Approach (McCraw
h ;i — I II,     M^I^WO»|I>I|»||| iwil efcu Mhl'l# ■;    1111«MW.'HI H' <H *
he#, 1
P.D. Strevens, Papers in Language and Language Teaching,... .. . —- ----------------*(u^^nd^sOiU#F»
M,A,K, Hantday, et , al,, The- Linguistic Sciences aod 
Language Tea<^^ << ng, ''TLo d o nn d Longmans, 1 WfyZ
• ...................... .............
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vains linguists and language teacher* now .work more
closely together than used to be the case# But the
‘gap* referred to. earlier still exists. One gets the 
feeling that there are . certain problems - problems not 
connected so much. with the co-operation (or the lack of 
it) between linguists and language teachers as with the
prevalent deficiencies in the state of 1-2 teaching itself - f
■
that are responsible for the continued existence of the gap. 4 
Three such problems suggest themselves, specially - |
though not only - in the context of backward and under- 4
developed countries like Pakistan, which Have only ..recently |
(1,e. since 1945) ■ become independent. The first, and |
.3
perhaps the most crucial, of these problems has to do with
1
the lack of adequate instructional maateial. |
Even in each an advanced country as the United States
of AmeeRa, for example, there is a growing dissatisfaction
a
with the existing L-2 textbooks that are used in educational V 
Institutions. This dissatisfaction is partly due to the
content of these textbooks, and partly due to their form.
£
As regards their coo-tent*-one can mention four shortcomings | 
that are in particular detrimental to the teaching of L--2*ss |
(1) Most texobooks describe* the Rngeaga of great
writers of past centuries and ■ neglect the language as it is
used today* An IHustratRn of this point can be found,
1 *for exempt, in Greyim's popular textbook used in teaching |
M. Grevisse, Precis . de grammalre..franca^^sk» . DouRo,
M7
French to foreigners, Gravisse ex^K^mH^ie^s his- rules
with instances taken from La Fontaine, CarmiHe or 
Montesquieu, but he omits some contractions which are 
very common in contemporary French, such as ' the interro­
gative form expressed by•intonation along. This sort .
of ' practice- in which greater emphasis is placed on '-the old 
literary style can hardly be'expected to-be- of help to a 
student who is learning an- L-2 so as to' be able to use it ' 
for daily cornmunicctton,
(11) Even now3aaays most of the textbooks destcibe 
the written form of the language only* the spoken form is 
either ^£^<3^ ignored, or the two forms are- confused.
For exammle, Richard and Hall in their textbook of English 
grammar , which is used in-French-speaking Switzerland givfs 
the folHwing rule (on p,27)# "La plupart des mots formem-t-' 
leur pluriel en ajoutant un s,qui se prononce. Exem^pei 
a boy, two boys (boiz)". The example here is obviously 
wrong, because the £ in boys is not pronounced (s],
(Hi) There is Mery ofeen a Iso- of propfrtion on 
these textbooks with regard to the amount of space devoted 
to various items, for example, Grevisse's- textbook
mentioned in (i), which contains about three hundred pages, 
devotes three to ^-0^ e-gender noun& (64-67), seven to the 
words tout;, meme and quelque (108*114) and twelve to the
Ip,M, Richard and W, Hall, Anglais seconde langue, classe.- 
de 4eme (Par1s:Haehel!te, I960).
agreement of participles (208-219); it, however, does
not deal with the construction of the noun phrase at 
all.
(iv) These textbooks provide no rules for the 
systematic construction of correct complex sentences,
This leaves both the students and the teachers without 
the necessary guidance.
As regards the of these textbooks, the
following deficiencies may be mentioned;
(1) Many of the definitions, rules and explanations 
which are contained in these textbooks are logico-semantic 
in character, insufficiently expHeit, or even invalid.
For instance, in a very recent French grammar the following 
definition is given; "Une phrase est l‘expression, plus 
ou moins comppexe, mais offrant un sens coi^pp^^, d‘une 
pensee, d'un sentiment, d*une volonte 1 This definition 
is so inexpHcit that it could refer equally well to a word 
or a book as to a sentence - that is to say, it is useless. 
In the same book, the notion ‘object* is defined as: "On 
appeUe objet du verbe le terme designant l’etre ou la chose 
sur lesquels s^xerce l a^ctioon.Howwevr, this definition
1 G. Mauggr, Grammalrn. pratique du francais d'aujourd‘hui 
(Paris: H a c he tie, ' 1 $ &'8 J', ' ' ' p. T. ...... ’1  11  
p.306.
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is actually inadequate, because it- would apply to the 
subject of the sentence Jean . t regu . une oWi,
(11) The examples in these textbooks are of very 
great importance, and if these are removed the ^^1fini^S^ns 
are liable to become more muddled or even 1ncomprekeesible. 
This amounts to saying that the grammmaical information, 
is, as a rule, not given expHcltlys the teacher and the 
student are expected to extricate it from the exai^es,
This creates the problem of difference in interpretation 
by different people involved, and thereby results in a 
large number of mistakes,
(ill) These textbooks give grammatical information 
in a dlTuused and compattmaknilised mmnner. The chief 
reason for this is that the arrangement of chapters in 
these books geneeally follows the division into parts of 
speech. Thus, for examm^, someone searching through 
G-revIm's book for information on the construction of 
interrogative sentences will have great difflculty in 
f1nding it, because it is scattered over pages 50, 106,
135, etc., A further drawback of this arrangement from 
the teacher's point of view is that it obscures the 
ryrtkmat1c system of the language,
The situation concerning textbooks in developing 
countries Hke Pakistan is, if anything, The
English textbooks, for 1x111^, that are used in many of 
these countries are still in many cares the same (or 
siHar to) those that were used by the former colonial
2oo
power In Hs own schools# The content approach of these 
books is, therefore, unsuitable in many respects for the 
local situations, Often prepared for native speakers of 
English, these books present a cultural setting far 
removed from.that of the local scene; they also emppasize 
vocabulary elements that are not geared to the actual needs 
for the use of English in a Hvnng situation. Moreover, 
these textbooks also fail to take into account the 
difficulties created by the learners' L-I, An additional 
problem has been created by the recent trend in countries 
like Pakistan of discarding the use of EngHsh as a medium 
of instruction in their educational set up, and, instead, 
Introducing it as a subject at some stage. This has 
necessKated a rad&sa& alteration in textbooks for 
teaching English, bulb, no such large-scale alteration is 
in sight, This is. due to a nuiger of reasons - poetical, 
economic, and, to some extent, sheer incompetence of the 
authorities concerned.
In addition to this lack of adequate instructional 
maaerial that we have been discussing, there is another 
reason, which is responssble to some extent for preventing 
linguistics from’contributing more to foreign language 
teaching. It is the lack of trained personnel, This 
shortcoming is again particularly acute in countries like 
Pakistan. The resources available for meeting the changed 
demands for the teaching of E^^gish in Pakistan are
2-ol
extremely HMieed from the standpoint of trained
personnel. institutional development, research and 
maatelals. Closely related with this reason 1s the third 
ones countries like Pakistan lack a system for the 
collection, evaluation and dissemination of the results 
of research carried out 1n the developed countries*
Whatever Information about recent developments 1n the 
field of linguistics and 'applied* linguistics (and, 1n 
fact, almost all other fields of study as weH) does 
reach these countries 1s geneeally a case of too little, 
too late.
1t has already been pointed out that the wide gap 
that separated linguistics from language teaching in the 
early days of the former has considerably narrowed . down. 
There is now a growing consensus that linguistics is indeed 
relevant' to language teaching, and the present work fully 
subscribes to this view.
Howwevr, before proceeding with a discussion of thee 
ways in which linguistics is, or can be, relevant to. 
language teaching, a . must be made of Chomsky and
other transformational11t1, 1t is tvcv11ary to mention 
them because they represent perhaps the only group of 
modem l n- who meant^n that 1ts theory is not
J! I- .'-a®
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relevant to language teaching In any - obvious and definite
T
way. (In spite of such disclaimers, though, there-are a
number of people who -firmly believe that trans­
formationalist-generative grammar-can indeed be applied
2easily and effectively to improve language teaching.}* 
it is not difficult- to see why the Trans-
formaai ona nsts hold this view: it is. in my view, an 
inevitable outcome of their basic - and, I would ma^ta'in, 
false - assumptions about the nature of language.
According to this assumption, language is a self-contained
t
'N.- Chomsky* “Linguistic Theory", Northeast Conference
% the of Foreign Languages', TedY ft# 'Mead'"
(U .TaoogeBihta Co?,~ Inc., 1966)#
AFor examples R, lakoff, "Transformational Grammar and 
Language Teaching", Language Learning, XIX (1969-), pp«, 117­
140; R, FUipovic, 1h ' nis 'Summary of the Proceedings of 
the - International Conference on Modern Linguistics and 
Foreign Language Teaching, Budapest, April 1971", which was 
published in Contact,- XVI1I/X1X (1972), pp., 8-16, remarks 
that; "In spfte"ofthe scepticism of Noam Chomsky m^^ellf, 
the founder - -of T-G theory- in linguistics, we can state todays 
that with the advent of generative grammar a great change 
has taken place in practical drill work and that with the 
adoption of the new principles of the T-G theory, the process 
of language teaching has improved." (p.10),
-v.
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system-. Independent of Its use as a means of human
I
communication. This assumption leads'the Trans-
formaaionansts to- a series of erroneous conclusions,
The TransformaalonnMsts are, for example, led to
reject the psychological principles of' 'association* and 
'ge■neralizatlonl * In favour of "innate Ideas" (1,e. -In^^tri^e^d’ 
knowledge of the structure of natural languages). Chornssy, 
1n fact, dismisses as 'misguided' much-of what the 
empiricists have to say abou-t the basis of learning. He 
for instance, not only finds it "Impossible- to 'accept the 
view that linguistic behavlo-ur is slowly acquired by 
reinforcement, a$50■o1at■ion and gennerHzat1on but
also difficult even to take seriously the "highly speeCHc 
emp1r1ctst assumpt'ions about 'how language is acquired.”3
As an alternative to these principles, Chomsky has 
proposed the concept of "innate ideas".* According to this
1
1
i
*For exam^te: seeN, Chomsky, "Topics in the Theory of 
Grammar", Current Trends in,.l^lngulstics, III (The Hague; 
Mouton, 19 9# “
» * viiviuaivjr , u i nyu i a w « w » ucwi j , hvi .iibu^
on , the . . Teachin.g . of Foreign languages',' Ted?)..K7W7..rea,il>'(y';§';A7'i "’''Gorge. 'Sanni' "anti''CSVi Tfi<u* T966) , p,43,
' N, ChqmsIcyy, "Linguistic Theory", Northeast Conference 
“ ... ’ "...... . ........... ...... ...
............................'.............. ' ’ " T
3'N, Chomsky, Language and Mnd (New York; Harcourt-Braee 
and World, 198HJ7 p.33.
*!t might be interesting to refer In this connection to an I 
article by H, Aaasleff, entitled "The History of Lingu?stics | 
and Professor Chomsky", in Language . XXXXVI (1970), pp. 570- 3 
666, AarsTeff has tried to' demonstrate that Chomsky’k claim - 3 
that this concept of 'Innateness* is essenttally Cartesian 1 
is not really true, |
.
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concept, a child Is born with ..knowledge.of. a language, 
which is merely triggered off and set In action by 
external stimulation* Katz, and Postal* and have
carried further this line of reasoning, and they have 
attempted to prove that.a child can not learn a language 
by associating 'words* and word sequences with elements 
of experience and goerrHzatlon. The main argument given 
by Katz for this assertion is that . the phonetic form of 
the utterance to which, the child• is exposed is not 'rich* 
enough to enable him to produce and understand sentences* 
Katz, therefore, concludes that children must be born with 
an intrinsic knowledge of the structure of language*
The invalidity of the foregoing conclusion is, 
however, obvious,, because the assumption (i*e* that the 
phonntic form of utterance 1s the only information available 
to the child for gemerllzation) on which this conclusion 
is based is itself false. 1f we take Into account the use 
to which language is put, we find that a child is faced not
with the phonetic forms of the utterances, but also 
with the contexts which are rich in situational Information* 
He observes, for exam^l^e, that the 'words* and 'sentences'
I
Katz aad P. Postal, An./. .Integrated Theory, o f tin.guSst1 c 
Desoci Ptfon. (asss.: j^r^msre^TV '  " ’ ’
p
J, Kaat, TT*i P.h,h iotophy..of.. Laaggaag, (New orrk: Harper
and Row, 1 SW}1','" " '
relate to persons, events, objects and relations in a 
systematic and recurrent fashion, It is, therefore, 
incorrect to assume that a child learning a language 
acquires a self-sufficient calculus 5 as a matter of fact, 
what the child does acquire is a medium of communication 
which is related in ‘knowable* ways to his environmental 
experience.
Another incorrect conclusion that the Trans­
formational ists arrive at as a result of their basically 
false assumption about the nature of language is that 
‘deep structure1 is not related in any ‘knowable’ way to 
the perceived world, This means that for the Trans­
formational ists the principles of ‘association* and 
‘generalization* can not help in discovering the ‘deep 
structure1. Chomsky defines the latter as: "A system of 
propositions expressing the meaning of a sentence is 
produced in the mind as the sentence is realized as a 
physical signal, the two being related by ... grammatical 
transformations ... . Vie can distinguish the surface 
structure of the sentence, the organization into categories 
and phrases that is directly associated with the physical 
signal, from the underlying deep structure, also a system 
of categories and phrases with a more abstract character.1^
I ft, Chomsky, op* cit,» p.25»
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Chomsy’s definition of 'deep structure* means that 
one sentence can be 1nterpreted or understood only 1n terms 
of another sentence or other sentences. This will, however 
ultimately lead to a stage Whi^ire there will be left only 
such sentences that are either unlnterpreted or are 
associated ely transformational rules with sentences which 
are unlnterpreted. Or, the approach 1s circular,. 1n 
either case, the-approach -1s unable to explain anything,
•• Yet another - false conclusion drawn by the Trans-
format!anal is t$ 1 s that the ‘■theory of competence' (1,e. 
a transformational gramma based on an "Ideal* speaker- 
hearer) is the best ..foundation -of an understanding .of the 
language performance. of real people. This view is entirely 
in consonance with the premise that language 1s -self- 
contained, 1f language were a purely formal calculus, then 
Its chief characcerlstics would be discoverable, only within 
the calculus itself. Bowseer,. this is not soi. language 
derives its value from Its use alone, Therefore, the . 
primary source of 1nformation for a theory of language must 
be - its use in commuuicatlve contexts, 1n.other words, a . 
‘theory of coromptence' will have to be based on what is 
observed in language use, rather than stand as.a self- 
contained system, ■
1n view of the foregoing incoirrect conclusions 
drawn false premises by the TransTonnaaionnlls*fcs.» it
was 1nevit.able for the latter to be rather sceptical about
£1
I
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the possibility of their theory being applicable to 
language teaching bn any meaningful way*
It oiust be made Mear before beginning to discuss 
the' relevance of linguistics to language teaching, that the 
former is neither about the latter nor does it conssitute 
a teaching method* The concern of linguistics is mainly 
with making possible the description of speech on a 
scientific basis, so that its statements may o-r may not 
be relevant to language teaching* It is, in fact the task ; 
of the language pedagooist and others who are connected 
with the organization' of language courses to decide what 
particular aspects W the growing body of knowledge in 
linguistics are relevant ' to language teaching, and then 
masfce use of them.
It follows from what has been said in the preceeding<;. 
paragraph that the business 'of the linguist,' per se» is 
the production of methods of an<^^Hys*is» and he, as a 
linguist, has no compptence to pass judgement over the ’ 
merits and demeeits of a given description with regard to 
its relevance to language ' teaching*
However, it is also a fact that the greatest 
oppootuntties for the applicat1on of linguistics are 
found in 'linguistic desorption’, the greatest 
opppotunIties for the application of which are, in its
j ■ i.■£-*.=i -■ _s■ !ii..\Via
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turn, found in language-teaching. It is, therefore,
not unreasonable to- think that linguistics can indeed 
have some relevance to language teaching. The role of 
linguistics in the field of the latter is, however, not 
to tell the teacher how to- teach; it is, in fact, mainly 
in the background of the teacher - that is, in taachlr 
training and in the preparation of the teaching maateial, 
etc,, ■rather than in .the classroom directly that linguistics 
can really contribute to language teaching.
In order to discuss the relevance that linguistics 
has to language teaching, i will mar^ntion in the following 
section the various assumppions, statements and f’^rd'^n^s 
of linguistics that ' have* in my view, a bearing - directly 
or indirectly - on language teaching, and try to show how 
these are reflected in the classroom*
SPEECH . AND■WRITING ARE DIFFERENT MEDIA THROUGH
WHICH■ LANGUAGES CAN . BE MANIFESTED (i.e. the learning of one 
does not automatically lead to the learning of the other), 
AND■THE■ FORMER IS A COMMONER MEANS OF.COM.MMUICAAXONs
We have already- discussed the problem of written and 
spoken language in the earlier parts of this work. The 
attitude that led to the elev&tion of written'language 
flourished during a period when only a smaH mineolty of 
the population was educated, and, as the mes-t impootan-t
manifestation of such an education was regarded at that 
time to 'be lieeracy (i.e; ability to 'read,' understand 
and write), it was 'inevitable that written 'language should 
become the norm against which language of all types should 
be evaluated, in language teaching* this attitude 
mmanfested itself in the ' emphasis that'teachers placed on . 
conformiing to therrules of the written language* and 'on 
eradicate ng the inf! ounce' of Speech on writing. The 
written language thus came to be regarded as ‘the language* - ,< 
While the spoken form was judged'as represents ng a 
’corrupted* form• of it*
The main reasons for the elevation of the wirtten 
language wee restricted education -and the identification ' 
of this education with literacy. This situation has, 
howdevr, undergone a change and now the position is that, 
at least in the developed countries of the Wei:, education 
has become popular, and lieeracy is no longer regarded as 
the privilege of the few. This' populaaization of education 
and lieeracy, coupled with modern linguistic investigations, 
has' led' to a revaluation of the relationship between 'the 
writ-ten and the spoken forms of language. It is now 
g^r^nerily recognized that the two are different media 
through which lcinguage is meanfe-sted. Howeevr, as a 
reaction to the earlier belief In the ‘primacy* of the
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written language* the recent trend has been to lay greater
dmpha$i$ on the spoken mode• of language.
The changed views and the resulting frosh 
assumptions about ’speech’ and ’writing’ have affected 
foreign language teaching in the following ways:
(1) An increasingly large nurnbee of 1-2 oosrses 
are being devised now which attempt to teach the target 
language with reference to the rules of its spoken form 
rather than the written one. For examine French 
adjectives that mark agreement with masculine and feminine 
nouns are no longer tgught in. the aforementioned courses 
by stating rules such as the following;
(a) feminine adjectives are formed from the 
m&accline by the addition of an ~e, • e.g. laid/laide.
(b) maaculine adjectives which already end in -e 
do net change, e.g. rouge/rouge.
(c) there is a doubling of the final consonant 
before suffixation of the -e, e.g. bas/basse,
(d) in certain•cases there are consonant•changes 
before suffixation of the • -e* e.g. fral.s/fratpbe.
(e) there is an insertion in some cases of an 
additional vowel before the -e, e.g, long/longue.
(f) an accent Is often placed on the vowel preceding 
the -e, e.g. leger/leg ere.
This J's so because such rules relate mainly to. written 
French, and are not applicable to spoken French, From the
point of view of the latter» a far more economical way 
of formulating a rule about this • aspect of- French grammar 
would be to taka feminine as the base form* and derive
T
the maaculine from it, .The rule could be .stated thus;* 
the final consonant of the feminine form- is dropped to 
obtain the masculine form, e,g. yeft/yftr?
(11) A large. mT^lser of L~e cottrsas are now
concennrating on. the teaching of the contemporary spoken
language. One could refer in this connection to the
'Scope* series, which has been - constructed speeifically
for the purpose of teaching English to the immigrants 
qin Britain*
(ill) There is nww a growing rejection of the 
older tradition that regarded, the troshino of language 
and that of literature as concomitant
activities, which could be effectively carried on by 
the same person coi^c^i^uy^^r^tly. it Is now generally.
Y ■ •This is, of course, an oversSmpllf1catiot, but the com* 
plexities are irrelevant to the general point that is being 
made here,
*Th1s illustration is based on R, L# PoHtzer's Teaching of 
French; An introduction to • Amp led Linguistics .(Shd^'e'di t1on 
New YoTk‘BlFmc^mil^^ PBTTsbilng Co965). Also see 
D. A. Wilkins, op. cit,» pp.10-14.
3^Scopes An introductory Course for immigrant Children
(Various• '"'^rWgnstnr)t..fTondonT ^obits''- for'''Schools.. LtWT.', “1 MO).
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accepted that while a knowledge of language Is essential 
for studying Its lieeraturo, n knowledge of the latter 
Is not a prerequisite for learning a language. This has 
enabled the people concerned to see-the role that 
literature- can play In L~2 teaching and learning &n a 
better perspective. It Is* for instance, being 
increasingly realized that lieerature has a limited6 
though useful, role to play In L-2 teaching. This 
limitation is mainly due to the fact that literary texts 
are seldom. If ever, written with a total and rigorous 
control of vocabulary and sentence structure - which is 
so very essential for the success of texts written 
speelfically for teaching an 1*2.
The best way to use lieerature 1n language teaching 
Is, therefore* to employ It as supplementary practice 
matteial. The sort of practice that it can provide w1l1» 
however, differ sut^sta^r^nii^’lly from the practice provided 
by other mmatrlal, For exam^e, unlike every other 
classroom practice which almost always requires the pupils 
to reproduce the L*2, in reading or hearing literature no 
such production Is Involved, Or, unlike classroom practice 
which attempts to give the puppls a compete maatery over a 
sp<^<^i,fic linguistic goal . (e.g. the pronunciation of some 
specific. 1*2 sound or the production of some sp-eccf'lc L-2 
structure), the reading or hearing of literature would tend
. iL".-1.. .. .. 1 vL 'nJ'
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to train pupils to deal sim^^'it^aneous'ly with all aspects 
of language* without neeessarrly having a comp!ete control
over any one of them.
It is now comnmoly accepted that literature can 
aid language teaching io at least two other important 
ways firstly* by helping to build up the vocabulary, 
which, as used in literature, is many times larger than 
the voc^^t^i^!ary common in speech; second'ly, ky helping 
puppls to learn certain syntactic patterns, which occur 
more frequently in writing than in speech. For examppe, 
in the case of English, the use of subordinate clauses 
occurs more frequently in writing than in speech, and, 
certain stylistic word-order inversions occur almost 
exelusi vely in written and literary English.
LANGUAGE SYMBOLS . ARE. ARblTRARYi
that is to say, there is no necessary natural
connection between the form symbols and that which they 
symbolize. This assumption about the nature of language 
has two important imp!ications for language teaching,
Firstly, in a general sense, it enables the course writers 
etc* to realize that no one language is intrinsically 
’better' in the sense of being a more faithful representation 
of reality, than the other. The fact that one decides in
2 |z/
favour of teaching/learning L~2 *A* rather than L*2 *8*
1s determined by such extra-Ungulstic factors as the 
status of the particular L*2 In the country and 1n the 
world at large, availability or otherwise of 'suitably 
qualified teachers, etc*. Secondly, 1n a mere particular 
sense (1,e* within the context of *one la^nguc^a^e1])* 1t 1$ 
now geneeaUy accepted that each language contains a 
•cluster of varieties*, each distinguishable by features 
of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. The decision 
to teach variety 'A* of a given L-2 rather than variety 
•B* 1s made net because the former 1s 'better' or ’more 
correct* than the latter 1n any Intrinsic way, but because 
it 1s most appropriate to the needs of the students 
Involved,
The point Just made about the 'cluster of varieties-*" 
that each language contains can be Illustrated from, the 
tiUes of some of the books 1n the field of the teaching 
of English as a foreign language that have been published 
during the past decade or so* One could refer, for 
example, to the followings Fisher's 'CQ-mmeerial Enggish 
Comprehension Passage*;* Pitman's 'Preparatory Technical 
Ennllah*^ Mackln and be1i^t^br^<j<^r'‘s 'El Ingles Para
JD. Fisher, Cpmmmeolal,English , Coraarahenn1,en .Passages 
(London LongSaW?J TWS'J, ’ -
^G* A* Pitman, Preparatory , ^{101 eal, English (London s 
Longmans, 19^)* ............................ ’ '
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Medicos y de Medicine ♦ »,%* Thomley's
'Sdlentific English Practice* ' Ulman's *The Language 
of Sciences», J-*3 Hogben's 'The Vocabulary of Science* ;*' 
Herbert's "The Structure of Technical English*h* Leceh’s 
'English in Adveertslng;,#*
OF all the varieties that are referred to in the 
proceeding section, the om^Ji dealing with commerce and 
science are perhaps the boh known* and t shall, there­
fore, deal with them 1n sow detail.
The 'language of couw»1rcc* is character'leed by# 
the following distinguishing features;
(1) There is he mtrfced tmrtedty nde cht use oe suet 
standard lexical means as the ready-made and autontized 
cowmiedal phrases. This is specially so when an oft-
J
#• Muhin and A. El tnjloi Pare , Medicos yEi|„t^pdTj^^i^.teg _de -Meedclfta s .; ,CrH wfap ra^4FXet t^i ’ (Lo neo n :
$8, G, Thomley* $e1uut1f1c Engllah Practice (London; 
Longmans, lbs?),
■y, 011wan, The 
Writing ( Ln^ndSu
je of Science; A Guide to Effectivee WhIS’W^h*llndvSWit1b¥'-PrWs'TW<7_,Tr§^2)
4U Hoobon, The Vocabulary of 8dm (London* 
lid neman,
aA# d# Herbem, The gtrue. tore of , TechnCscl .En9l ish 
(London: Longm niTIWSTTrm111 ......................
66, N* Leech, English. In Ad.veetlstng:, A . Linguistic. . Study 
of Adyeeti $ 1ng"ln i^r^^r^1t^a^Tn,"i'L<^ndon; Longmans , igG6),
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repeating and stereotyped situation Is Involved* The 
best illustration of this Is the different types of 
printed forms Which are so widely used In banking# 
insurance# etc,. The opposite tendency of using a more 
personal form of approach 1s In those letters that# 
for example# make unsolicited offers*
(II) The practice of making vague and unclear
statements, e#peo$ally when the desire 1s either to 
conceal the agent of a certain action (e.g. "the circle 
consulted are of the opinion that or to avoid mal^tng
a de^-ln1t^e commitment (e.g, "the matter 1s under
corns deration *,?‘b
(III) There 1s a frequent use of abt^r^^\^1 anions, 
elliptical expressions# etc*# to achieve greater 
conciseness.
(1v) There 1s a rather unusually frequent use of 
terms Ute 'excellent’# ‘supeelor’, 'exceptional'# 
♦outstanding’, etc*# to achieve maximum effectiveness.
Some of the main distinguishing features of the 
Manguage of science* are as follows:
(1) There is a tendency towards the use of shorter 
and simple sentences. The latter -an, however# 
considerably expanded and otherwise, ampllfied by the
use of such devices as parentheses* additions# etc*.
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(It) There ta a greater use of the passive voice 
rather than the active one» The latter Is used mainly 
when a particular historical experiment is being
o.g, "Skinner sounded the bell at the same 
time as he presented the food to the 'rat**
The use of the passive voice is made wh^n:
(a) describing the experiments that the writer 
himself has performed, and which may readily be repeated. 
<i.e. the writer is making a report, e.g. "The bell was 
sounded at the same time as the food was presented.)
(b) instructions are being given, e.g, "The bell 
is sounded at the same time as the food is presented".
(c) the initiator of the action is unknown, or is
or is to bo intentionally disguised, or if 
the attention is to be focussed on the action itself,
(ill) There is a tendency towards linguistic 
condeossaion, resulting in a predilection for connecting 
the parts of the sentence as closely as This is
achieved by contracted sentences, ellipsis, etc##
(iv) There is -an exc caniexallp large use of 
technical words.
THE FUNDAMENTAL FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE IS COMMUNICATION 
This assumption about the function of language has
at least two important implications for language teaching.
The first implication Is that the selection of teaching 
material should depend on the kind of communfcction 
situation the learners are likely to be in# This has
already led to some important works in the field of 
wood~lists, etc#, which are increasingly assisting the 
course writers etc. to select a useful vocabulary. A 
mnttion in this connection could be made of the various
i
volumes of Le , Frangais , , Fondarnenntl, which present word 
lists based on principles of frequency and availability. 
These books also Hst general constructions l’lkely to be 
of greatest use at each stage# Another example of such
a work is "Key Words of Literacy: a basic word list for
2
developing early reading and writing skills’. This book 
li^st^s three hundred basic words, and gives suggestions 
for classroom, use# it also includes a survey of previous 
studies and existing reading schemes#
The second implication of the assumption that the 
basic function of language is communioction is that the
*Le Francais Fundamental (ler Deere). institut Nation! 
Peaayog’ique Paris, (tor more details, see H!1lday, 
jet#!, op# c it*, pp»190*198),
2d* MoNaUy and W. Murray, Key , Wprds, of Literacy: a 
•bas;jc. ..word. ..list , for develop1im"U^^'^^^^^^r'~r%mlT'hg <^>^d writing
SOUA (London: School PubUshi'' ng' "GoV, T¥d2)'# '
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best way of instilling into the learners* wind the
fundamental aspects of the nature of the 1-2 is not by
putting ewpbhsls on the recitation of conjugation,
declension, terminology, and vocabuuary lists. The best
way to achieve this is by making the pupils participate
in conversation, dialogues* etc, in real or imagined
situations and contexts. It is only through the latter
that the pupils cam hope to achieve what dokobovis has 
Icalled "comniwulcct^ive comppcence^ in tho L-2.
LAM8UA8G, IS, SYSTEMATIC:
As it is not possible to teach the 'whole’
language at once, it becomes necessary to break it up into 
sma Vier units. Before the rise of 1irgulsties these 
smaller units ware treated as so many isolated ‘parts’ 
of the target language unconnected with, and unrelated to, 
each other. Hovraevr, now that linguistics Insists on the 
systematic nature of language the situation has 
considerably changed. There is an increasing realization 
that language "is greater /sicj than the sum-of its parts, 
and that the latter, therefore, mast not Joe auught n
T
L. dahobbvits, Foreign , language ,, Learn 1ng (U,S»A,$
Newbury House P uBTORers$'. 15?Mj. .......
d. F# WUwork, Language and Linguistics^ An
Introduction , to , tfte Quay , ofLanguageTL'onddns 
Hlnerian rFtdu c i^Klo n al"' $ go k s7' T$7u7, p * 12*.
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isolation, but within the context of the system as a
whooe.
Mooeovvr, the patterns into which language forms 
fall as a result of the systematic nature of language
are'limited in any one language* This makes it possible
to give an accurate and concise account,of the languages
i
involved in a teaching situation •
LANGUAGE,, . iS, A FORM OF , BiHAVlOUiU
The implication of this ass'um^ttlon for language 
teaching is that conditioning and practice are esso'entM 
in order to form the patterns of language into habits.
This is accepted even by Chomsky: that is to say, 
notwithstanding h1s Gommunts mentioned- elsewhere in this 
work, Chomsky 'does' not 'preclude the" use of conditioning - 
and ' drill in learning some ' aspects of language. in his 
review of Skinner's "Verbal Behaviour",' for example,
Chomsky admits that"#.#1t seems quite beyond question that 
children acquire a' good deal of their 'verbal "and non-verbal 
behaviour by casual observation and imitation of other 
adults and children." Chomsky goes on to add that,
I . • . - ■$
As Catford has ' pointed out,there are three different 
languages that are involved in a language, teaching operation: J 
the target language, the L~I of the learners and the L*2 of 
the teacher. As would become clear from discussion later, 
s1m1iar1t1es and differences between these languages can ' 
have a rather impootant bearing on the L-2 teaching situation!
22)
"Reinforcement undoubtedly plays a significant role in
I
(language learning),.. ", Lakoff, another transformation-
s^Ust* also recommends the use of teaching ncthdds based
on conditioning for teaching. some po.ints of .English . gramur,
“** ,p&ttern.*practlce drills .are of value In these eases*
There is n^-thing wrong with constructing drills. to facill-
:tate the 1em10iiztion of facts about plurallzation,
2
com1tem11t1zer-$ellation **.”
The realization of this implication by the syllabus-
planners and the course-writers has led to the production of 
an ever increasing number of linguis-tics-orl entat-ed language 
courses which Include a substantial amount of pattern drills
LANGUAGES ARE UNIQUE;
That is to say, each language muut be studied es a 
system Independent of, and different from, other language 
systems. This assuRM^ttion has already’ led to a growing
realization that the older practice of studying even modern 
vernaculars like French and’German from the point of view 
of Latin was not correct* It Is, for example, now realised 
that. while an emplas4s on the study of Inflexions was 
acceptable in the case of a highly Inflected language like 
Latin, the same can not be said In the case of a language
IN.Cho[MLsl<y>Revier of B.F.Skinner's "Verbal Behaviour- 
Language, XXXV(1959) ,p.p.42-43-*
2
R.Lakoof,"Transformational Grammar and Language Teaching", 
language,Learning,XIX (1969) ,p*123.
3 put see next chaptertpp.
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like French or BogHsh .which . 1s not nearly so highly 
Inflected, In the latter set .of languages the order In.
which words are arranged and the way In which they are 
fH-fcfced together in groups and clauses are just .as, If not 
mare, Imppotant as the. inflexion of words according to . 
their function* ,
There 1s thus an Increasing tendency to describe 
each . language system .in its own terms, I.e. as a system 
which Is Independent of, and different from, all other
language systems.
LANGUAGES. MUST . BE. STUDIED . SYNCH ft QNIGAML;
The emphhsls that the modern linguistics places on 
the synchronic study of language can have rather Important 
Implications for language teaching. The latter mostly 
alms at enaniinn the 1 earners to acaulue some ssor oo 
communicative competence in the L-2, and this cca be Less 
achieved If the co-urse of instruction Is iased on a 
description of the contemporary state of the L*2. In
other words, In L-2 teaching the main concern is ^^i^n^e^aly 
with the. L-2 as it actually Is and as It actually ‘works' 
rather than. with the way it evolved. Diachronic Unguis-
;t1cs can, In fact, have very little. If any,. relevance to 
language teaching.
This point can ie i'ln^s■fc^l^■t^d iy giving- e■■earulls from 
contemporary spoken English, In no^ma, unstressed
poss^on In connected speech, the 'h* of 'him* is not 
pronounced, so that In Its moot. common form, the word is
22 3
uttered as *11*. It 1s • that this point be
stressed 1n teaching the pronunciation■ of ’h’, otherwise 
the danger 1s that learners win tend to pronounce *h% 
whether 1t 1s stressed or not, and thereby make their 
spoken Enggish sound u-nnntural* Similarly, in the case
of words like ‘to*, ‘can*, ‘was*, etc,, the contemporary 
convention is that, unless • they occur 1n stressed poostions, 
they are always pronounced 1n their ‘weak* forms, ‘To* 
for•example, 1s pronounced either as *to* jbefore consonants) 
or as ‘tu* (before vowels), but rarely as *tu:* (when it 1s 
stressed), Unless a course of 1nstruct1on 1s based on a
description of the contemporary state of EngUsh, these 
points will not necessaally emerge,
LANGUAGE. MUST BE $TUD1ED . SCIENTIFICALLY:
That 1s to say, the study of language must be 
empirical, exact and objective, As such an approach to 
the study of language is capable of helping in producing 
good and adequate descriptions of the languages involved 
1n a teaching situation,. there are chances that the latter 
would be greatly beneHtted, The better, the fuller, the 
more accurate and the more scientific a description of a 
language there is available, the greater chance there is 
for the language teacher to teach that language well.
These descriptions can take various forms depending on the 
age, academic and linguistic background, aims and purposes 
of the learners, and similar other related factors, 1n 
other words, as a result of a sclenttfic approach to the
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study of language adopted-by linguists, language teachers 
are now in a much better position than ever before of. being 
provided with teaching material that is more precisely 
designed- for a sp^^eilfic learning: siitu^dtion1 2, and, 
hi.ghly conducive - to successful language teaching.
The s^iennific I'-fpt*^^c^n of languages that is made
pass^le by linguistics hhs a. bbealng on L-2- teaching in a
number of other ways as well. TTh moss importt-an oon of
these is its bearing on the op-eera-ton oo the processes. d 
g'limitation* and 'gradation* , which are performed under 
all teaching methods.
The relevance of scientific description of an L-2 
to the process of 'limitation* (1e . the process of making 
an Inventory of the ieems to .be taught)- 1s that 1t enables 
the course writer to make a judicious Inventory of the 
teaching items, Moreover, such a description helps in
I Many such works-have, in fact, already been . published 
Some examples:
WS, Allen and R, Corre>L.jy1ng English for the. Arab -..World 
( rev. ed, ;London : Longmans ' ,006?}; ----- - -
F.G. French, The New Oxford English Course (East Africa)- (London: 0. U. P77TW^r^TT7~”’a ----------- L
O.U.P's "The Peak Series* 1961-1966, This series 1s 
designed for 1 r' £ n g Hs'hYedi un schools for Aslan children in 
East Africa beginning English at the age of- 51 to 6|.
2
These processes have already been discussed 1n some detail
on op iea . §/ r
—“SR3
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m^i,irg the operation of this process more effective iy 
insisting that "the whole. process myst ie applied at all 
levels of language,.so that unnike conventional ary
selection, u, the inventory of teaching. Items is reached
f
iy considering phonology, grammar, lexis* context (temureict) (S
’ ' : 'W
and extra-linguistic situation at every point in the. process"!
The iGa-ring that a scientific description of an . L-2 :
has on 'grading* (i.e, the process w^'lch puts the linguistic?- 
items already chosen in the moot appropriate order for , 
teaching purposes) is also rather significant* For extm^li^;.
such a description enables the course writer to have an 
ovei*<^ll picture of the structure of the- L-2# In other 
words, in whatever order the various teachi-ng ieems are 
placed iy the course writer, he organizes them with the 
awareness of the place that each 'lemm* occupies in the 
total corprs of the teaching Items.
Moreover, as a result of such a description of the 
L-2 the course writer also realizes that the 'units' Into 
which teaching Items tre sub-divided iel^g to "different" 
levels of language and tre ieing taught In relation to four 
different skins.'^
Such an awareness on the . part of the course writer
■;S.
S
arts;
•3
-M.A.K* Hailldry, et.al. ,op.cit».p»207.
2Xi1d.,p*208* (The four skills rre:understand1ng»s..reaking 
reading rnd writing).
JA--*
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has Imppotant impiicatlons for language 'teaching. For
Instance,'if an L-2 course aims specifically at helping 
the pupils acquire one or twp.but not all the four, skills. 
It will not necessarily deal with all levels of language. 
This is borne out by both the older 'L*2 courses 'that con* ' 
icentrated almost entirely on teaching 'reading* and • 
‘wrTfcing’» as- well as the more recant ones that teach- 
mainly the spoken ' form of the L-2, ignoring almost'coi^pl!^!:* 
:ely Its written form. •
CONTRASTIVE ATAIVSIT;
Ling^usti^s can also contribute significantly to 
foreign language teaching by making possible the production 
of objective and accurate contrastive analyses of L-I and 
L-2 involved. Wen used thus, linguistics is also referred 
to as ‘c0nntaIt1ve*11ngu1st1cs’.
Contrastive linguistics may be defined as the study 
of cro$ssl1nguistic contrasts and similarities with 
reference to some general theory of language structure.
Its scope is deflrad |y itis lotte-niality to contribute to:
(a) theoretical linguistics; and
(b) ’applied’ linguistics.
That is. as a branch of ‘theoretical linguistics’. 
it is supposed to concern itself with such areas of theor* 
ietioal importance as. for example, language Typology and 
1ingg1st.1 e . ' Uhiversa.ls.. and as a • principle of 'applied 
linguistics*, It has a/bearing on such topics as, for 
examm'le, foreign language . . pedagogy and theory of machine
. X'?r vi:.
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translation. The fact that contrastive linguistics can
contribute to both ’theoretical’ as well as ‘applied*
linguistics 1s evidenced from some recent thinking on
the subject. In 1968, for example, the Georgetown Round
Table Meeting discussed 1n some detail the pedagogical 
♦
Implications of contrastive linguistics , the Cambridge 
Conference, 1969, devoted one of Its largest sessions to 
the contribution of contrastive linguistics to ‘applied* 
linguistics * More recently, 1n January 1971, the theme 
of the Pacific Conference at Honolulu was exclusively 
“Contrastive Linguistics and Language Onlversals",
There are various dimensions along which the 
principle of contrast can be applied, Halliday et,a1,» 
for example, recognized at least two such dimensions: the 
•historical* and the ’descriptive*. The former, they 
suggest, is the method for comparing languages according
to how they have evolved, and the latter according to how
«
they work ,
I
J,E. A1a t1$•(ed),Contrastive Linguistics and Its Pedagogical 
Implications, Georgetown Universfty Monograph series on 
Languages and Linguistics 21, (Washington D.C,,G»I,P.,1968)♦
G, Nickel, (ed.), Papers 1n Contrastive Linguistics, (London 
G,U,P.,1971),
3M,A,K, Halliday, et,a1,, op.clt., p,112„
.Li-.
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The theory and method of comparing languages along■ 
the*historical* dimension is known as "eompaaaaiye 
philology*. This branch-of learning flourished during
the last century, when it reached.its zenith. in Germany*
It deals with such topics as^ahylogehntic relationships* 
and ’language change.* , and it -does so by attempting 'to 
provide an account of the evolution of the putative parent 
languages, like indo-European, Sernetic, Sino-Tibetan 
families, etc,
The method and theory of comppring the working of 
different languages is called ’cc^r^^ive linguistics.’ 
it is this principle of contrast applied along the -
dimension that is relevant for language . 
teaching purposes. That is to say, what is needed is,
as Halliday et.al, proposed, a ’method for comear.1ng ■ 
languages according- to how they work, not according - to
T
how they have evolved.”
The aims and methods of contrastive linguistics 
differ constderably from those of eomppaative philology. 
The latter, as suggested above, sets out to explain the 
evident fact that languages change, and that different 
languages are related to one another 1n different Agrees. 
The material a eompatat1vt philologist draws on for 
compprison consssts in the main of individual sounds and 
words. On 'the contrary, a constrastive linguist, whhle
’ibid ,p.112.
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comparing languages with the specific atm of Improving 
the methods and results of foreign language teaching* takes 
a wider area of language structure than that of the 
traditional commpartlve philology.
An impprtant aspect - and the one on which there 1s 
stm no general.agreement amongst linguists and the language 
teachers - of contrastive linguistics is the status of the 
languages being compared* 1t has been suggested* by
Halliday et.al and Catford*, for example, that the status
of the languages Involved 1n comparison may vary according 
to the alms co the compprlson Itself. Thus* for instance,
1f the aim oo the compar1son is "transIatmon", thnn one 
language 1s convvenionnaly assigned the status of "source* 
language*, and the other that of ’target language*.
Houeevr, 1f the compprlson 1s being made with language 
teaching 1n view, then one language 1s always the moo-her 
tongue and the other the L-2 of the learners.
1n either case, howeevr, the 1mpHdd assumpi1mn 1s 
the basic tenet of "transfer comppa1son*, which 1ndicates 
the "direction* of That 1s, the rssumption
1s ttrt one must start in compp^ng from the description of
*1b1d.
Catford, A Linguistic Theory of .Translation: An Essay .ln.JAaa1!c■ds,.k^
3por a discussion of "transfer comppr1son*, see Hallday 
et.n ,, op.dt,, pp#120-123.
one language# and then describe the second language In 
terms of the categories set up for the first. What It
means 1s that the comparison should either be I* I - based
or L-2 - based. If former* the comppalson would as'edioe
the following 'direction*?
L-I t~2
and if latter* the comparison could bo represented as 
shown below:
L*~ ...................
Another view In this connection Is the one expressed 
by Mal'chuk# who defines two possible types of analysis of 
L-X. In the case of ’Independent analysis*# the L-t Is
analyzed# and a set of rules * transfers* this analysis into 
the synthesis characteristics of the target language. The 
interposed set of rules Is the basis of compprlson for the 
two languages* On the other hand# ’dependant analysis* 
uses no such Interposed set of rules* and* Instead# the
analysis of L-I Is conducted In terms of the characteristics
. ■ Iof the L*2 - the former thus being dependant on the latter ,
There Is# however# some dissatisfaction with the 
•directional* approach as outlined- above* because It semms 
to be theoretically in&dquate to adapt the de’^c^r^^pti^on 
of one to fit that of the other. Perhaps an alternative 
way would be to have a 'neutral* or *non~d1rectional’
a,,A.MaPcjuk, 
and B.V.Mohr
*I.A.Mel*chuk,*Mach1ne Translation and Llnaulstics/Ex ct 
Methods in Linguistic Research»O.S.Akhmanova>I‘ ITKFruminna TO^;v:TOucBeva.(trans♦)0*£.Hays 
(Berkley:Un1versity of California Press#l963#,pp.,66-67
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approach to compulson, Comppa1son» it might be pointed 
out, presupposes the logical of postulating
'common categores*, because, logically speaking, it is 
im^os^J^sble to compare any two entitles without using a 
common frame of reference*
There must be a number of factors. that contribute 
to success or failure in language teaching, but in our 
present state of knowledge It is not possible even to 
indicate, much less verify, each of these factors* Ho^wevr, 
there is a large degree of agreement amonngt those who 
are Involved in language teaching, that one of these factors 
is the convict between the linguistic structures and other 
peecrtiar1tits of the L-i and the L-2 Involved. That is to 
say, the similarities and contrasts between the learners*
L-i and the language they are learning determine the areas 
of lesser or greater difficulty.
Actuully, the Idea of contrasting languages fo-r ;
aedagos1ctl purposes is not new. For examppe, L-2 grammars 
written within the framework of the traditional grammaticai 
theory have always used contrast as the basis of description 
But the weakness of contrast used in these pedagogical 
grammars was that the traditional description of the L-2 
concerned was based on the maa.rix set up to account for 
Latin in the first place. Apprt from- this general defect, .
the traditional grammar on which these contrasts were based 
is net sufficiently expHclt to permit exact analysis, 
Moeed'er, 1t was only usuaHy lexical Items that were 
computed, and systematic contrastive analyses were not 
made use of 'in traditional language instruction.
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In - fact, the 'systematization* of contrastive 
analysis 1$ fairly recant. It Is generally agreed# for
example, that the publication of Lado’s 11 nguistlcs, Aprosa 
Cultures. in 1957- * marks its- real beginning as - a systematic 
branch of linguistics, although almost a decade earlier 
Fries had already put forward his thesis that the area of 
difficulty for learners of an L-& co-uld be pinpointed by a 
contrastive study of 'the L-I and the L-2 involved. Fries
claimed that the "most efficient materials are those that 
are -based upon a scientific description of the language to 
be learned, carefully compared with'i parallel description 
of the native language of the learner.
This theme of usefulness of contrastive anaaysis in 
foreign language teaching has been taken up# and - carried, 
forward by many other linguists and/or language teachers-. 
Examples* Professor Ferguson believes that "a careful 
cootraxtive analysis of the languages offers an excellent 
basis for the preparation of instructional maa-erlal, ♦ ."S
R # Lado,Linguistics Across * Cu1tures.lA.P.ioied , Linguistics ^or^yUtgUtgr*’Tea^bPST?Ih,t“WA51e^iW^iT!g^t’^rti$#SJi1yf"prrsS 
▼ y 0 r j t
*C»C> Fries Reaching and ' Learning of Engg ish . as . a foreign 
Language. (A^r^"'l^y^b^or^l^Wch><”lah'','¥hl ve^ii'ty^FressJ’1 ^4'Sj’,
•Quoted by - EiPHamp in "What a Coirnrastive . Linguistics Is 
Not, if It Is,"Coonra!ti?e ' Lhgu.1s ti Cs and , it!£PWidagoOlcal ImpHcationsi (e8 TJ^;‘)T^FntAlatTsi^C^^lJ,^;i;ir.f.5^r;,p:T.J..v"‘a—.
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Marilyn Conwell says that 11» * .1inguisties in general , and 4 
contrastive studies In particulars have given considerable I
information and impetus to improvement In the teaching I>5
process,"Carroll finds that there is inferential |
I-support for the notion that information from contrastive 
linguistics can be of use in predicting student difficulties^ 
even Mackey» who is rather sceptical of the contribution 
that linguistics in general can make to language teaching # |=?'3
concedes that contrastive description of L-1 and L-2 for 
pedagogical purposes is important; "differential description 4| 
is of particular interest to language touching because many 
of the difficulties in learning a second language are due to | 
the fact that it differs from the first?*^
It must be pointed out at this stage that at least one 
teaching method# the Direct Method# explicitly rejects the 
notion of the usefulness of contrastive analysis In foreign 
language teaching* The supporters of this Method claim
1M•0*Co oweI1,* Comment 3#"Contrastive Linguistics and its 
Pedagogical Implications,fed,^ 7.
Carroll#"Contrast!ve Analysis and Interference Theory#" 
Contrastive klnsulsties and its Pedagogical Implications,{*j.7 j. c; AnTfsTforr 19«aj.#i
3For example# see M.F, Mackey»wApplied LinguisticsHts meaning 
and Use,*Engllsh Language Teaching#IIC1966)#pp.197-206.
Sh F. Mackey#Language Teaching Analysis#(London:Longmans# 
1966)p*80*
" •
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that it alms &t teaching an .L*2 'naturally* (ban the way |
one loams one's L*l), and since suoh an -analysis does not •
- 4
play .any part in one*# learning of 1*4, it should net be 4 
used in .teaching-an 1*2* Reoetly, seme mo-re cXticism■ 4
has been voiced against the claims for contrastive. analyslsS-1 
The malm point that moat of ■ these oriislclmis make is .that 1
the L-% is net the only source of error in L-& learning. 4 
p ;However# I agree with C, James# who has pointed .out* that 
this criticism is not really valid, because no such claim 4
about the cappaiiity of contrastive analysis to . predict 3
OH errors in L*3 learning ar@ made, . - 4
■ 3Learning .an L*2 la the accqursti^on of a new skill* :
and as In all learning of a new skill some 'transfer* fro® th# 
skill# already possessed. by the learners occurs# foreign 
language learning 1s no exception* One of the.main sources 
of this 'transfer* in the case of L*2 learning.is the L*I 
of the learners. The 'transfer* is either 'positive* or .4
’i
lFor examples ,
0*A. Wilkins, Review of ■ "Trends in Language Teach! rthMed,) 
Jim) p#99*W.
W.*RLee»*Thoughts on Coolrastive Linguistics in the Context 
of -Language Teaoh1ng»”Cennr«sttve Linguistics ahd .its ■ Peda- gpgiCal Impltcatlont
2C#James#"The Exculpation of Coonrastive Linguistics". 
P^ersqn^C^^^tivTJ—inajus-tiM*(#d*) G.#1ckei, (London:
4 My Mae of this .term here is not in its technical . sense 
(i.e* as referring to the four skills, namely, understanding 
speaking# reading and writing), but in its ordinary sense# 
meaning 'an action carried out with facility as a resuTt olf 
practise' *
4
« > %- a
;■ - ■
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’negative*. As an example of the former, one can mention
the transfer of genera! habits of "linguistic behaviour". 
There is a general consensus that positive transfer does 
play a part in L-2 learning (i.e. It faciliaates the learn* 
sing of L-2), but as it Is difficult to discover the precise 
nature of this type of transfer, or the role that it plays 
in language learning, linguists have tended to concentrate
i
on the study of ‘negative transfer* or * interference' , 
which is much more amenable to fruitful investigation,
'interference* occurs because, as a result of ident­
ifications etc,, a learner produces a form in his target, 
language, which its native speakers would not use. instances 
of transfer may occur at any level - phonological, syntactic, 
etc. - where the structures of Li and L-2 involved are 
different. For example, on the level of phondogy,
learners of End'sh whose Li is Punjabi tend to pronounce 
EngHsh sound /s/ as /sa/, because the latter is more akin 
to the Punjabi sound. Thus /skw!/ becomes /sakusl/, 
/steijn/ becomes /sgtaijen/ etc. As an illustration of 
interference on the level of synt-ax, one can meetion the
j
'interference* can also result from sources other-than 
the learner's Li, it can result, for example* from what has 
already been taught ~ or mstaught - of the L-2* Howweer, 
for the sake of simplicity and convenience i shall deal 
with ’interfoeence" only in so far as it results from the 
prior possession of Li by the learner,
' . . ........................................... ' -- ' '■
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case of those learners of English whose mother tongue is 
Urdu. In the grammatical system of the latter, there is 
no equivalent of the definite article as found in the 
irammaaical system of English* As a consequence of this
dlf-ferrence, the Urdu~$peak1ng learners of English tend to 
misuse the definite aril tie (1,e, *the*) in their target 
language.
Contrastive analysis can be performed in either of 
the fomcy/ini ways ; in a. _ priori way (the analysis will 
then predict potential errors that could be made by the 
learners) or in a, posteriori, way (when the analysis will 
deal with actual errors made by the learners)# in the 
a . .priori. approach, a systematic comppris-on is made of 1-1 
and L-2 involved. Such a comppaison would show the
difference in the structure of the l*i and 1-2 and thereby 
point out the moot likely sources of interference# Inth 
this way, it would become posesble to predict "Probaabiis- 
stically many of the dlstortoohs that a speaker of the l*i
j
is most likely to introduce into the l-2 as he learns it.* 
Contrastive analysis in this sense can, therefore, be defined 
as "systematic comprison of selected linguistic features 
of two or more languages, the intent of which is### to 
provide teachers and textbook writers with a body of
R* lad©^^^!^ linguistics in a Meentllstic Theory
of language Learning,"Contrail!ve linguistics.. and ItsPedaggogca.l , Imp! . 1 .cafl.ohs,f ed #1T JTCA'ATW s 'fKU#T7T@W) ,p#lE4#
I
j ... _ . ..... .e' ... * '
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information. which can be of service in the preparattonAAbf 
instructional materials, the planning of courses and the -J 
development of classroom techniques,** )
’ i
, As stated in the W quotation above, the findings ■.
of contrastive analysis can be of particularly considerable q 
value both for the textbook writer and the teacher. It can ;
■’ ■ ‘s
assist the former in deciding about the "grouping' and q
sequencing of items and the kinds of d^’ills and exercises l 
inwhich they should be presented and practised*, while the
't
latter can be helped by enabling him to "understand certain 3
problems as they arise in class and sometimes to supplement
2 Ithe text book by devising on the spot corrective treatment* 1
The- basic principles of performing contrastive analysis
are tge following. The comppalson should be done only after i
each of the languages involved has been scientifically
• , i
described individually by the same method. Moreover, - as 3
• -S
each language is unique* made up of a’system of systems* $,s
it is not possible to compare- two "whole’languages, and make ; jd 
general statements about them on the basis of such a 
comparison* it is, therefore, necessary that only specific |
.’J'<1
patterns and speelfic levels - e.g. verbal group, etc*, - •-<
should be compared independently and in their own right.
of Connrastive
J.H, Haamee,and K*A.R1oe "Introduction", A Bibliography 
linguistics, (WarhingtontC*mT7^^WTT^
2j,C.Cafford,MContra$t1ve Anaaysis and language- Teaching,"
^?ivs ili?guisxg .Wft 'lc,idr‘'
I
.. _____ '
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However, a contrastive analysis of the L-I and L-2 should 
cover all levels * phono!ogy, grammar’, etc, - and the re­
lations between them, otherwise Its usefulness will be 
greatly reduced,
In short. It can be said that contrastive analysis
is designed to “predict, explain, correct, combat and
eliminate errors due to Interference between source and 
Itarget languages,”
The a posteriori approach to contrastive analysis 
Is also - referred to as “error analysis", Although language •
teachers have been dealing with learners* errofs ever since 
foreign language teaching began, ’error analysis* as a 
formal subebrabch - $f contrastive linguistics has had only a 
short history. Impetus was given when Corder In an article •
that he wrote in 1967 gave academic recognition to»and 
Initiated interest in, the study of errors as an Important 
phenomenon which would yield linguistic and psychological 
insights into how people acquired. L*2’s, Corder postulates 
a “transitional cowpptence" possessed by the -learner, which 
is somewhere between his L-I competence--and the - native's 
competence of the L~2, He further postulates that errors 
occur as learning strategies, as tests through which the 
learner tries to discover the ’rightness’ or ’wrongness* of 
various aspects of his particular grammar (of the L~2),
C, Nickel, “Contrastive Linguistics and Some Pedagog-cal 
Implications,” Co-onaac^ XV (duly, 1971), p,21,
2 39
There 1$ thus a definite* though erroneous# system in 
the learner's use of the L-2. This “transitional
t
competence" is discoverable by error analysis *
I
‘S.Pit.Cordar "The Significance of Learner's Errors," 
I.R.A.L..V. (1967) pp,161-170.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FUNCTIONAL LINGUISTICS AND
FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING
j
"'S
Perhaps the most Important point that emerges from 
the discussions of the last chhaPtr 1s that linguistics 
(I.e. ’structural* llngu^Ucs) cun be relevant to foregin 
language teaching. If s conclusion 1s valid, as I 
believe it Is, then It is not unreasonable to assume that 
Functional Linguistics - which Is firmly rooted In, and 
has developed as an off-shoot of, structural linguistics - 
can also have relevance to foreign language teaching. I 
shall, therefore, now discuss the possible relevance that 
Functional L1ngu1st1cs may have to foreign language teaching-, 
and I she’ll do so with reference to both foreign language 
teaching In genea’, and the teaching of English In 
Pakistan In particular.
Howeeer, before embbrking upon the aforementioned 
task, I would like to make the following observations;
a. In discussing the relevance of Unguis tics - 
Functional or otherwise - to language teaching, It Is 
nowhere the Intention to Imply that linguistics is about 
language teaching. I.e. linguistics has, the same, or even 
similar, alms and objects as language teaching. The only 
point being made is that since both linguistics and 
language teaching have the same subject-matter (I*e.
’languagg’)•» 1t should be posable at times to discover 
that the findings of one could be relevant to the other.
5^
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As it happens, there is no- evidence so far that language 
teaching can in any way help the linguist in his task, 
but, as has already been discussed in the last chapter, 
there are reasons to believe that the findings of 
linguistics can sometimes be relevant to language teaching,
b, in any discussion pertaining to language teaching, 
one is inevitably faced with the following theee questions:
(i) What to teach?
(ii) Why to teach?
(Hi) How to eechh?
The ’what;’ of language teaching deals with the subject 
matter - or, to put it differently, with the content -
of language teaching; hhe ’why’ aspect deaIs with the aims
and objects of language teaching, wiile eie ‘'wow' aspect 
deals with the methods that are used, for language teaching. 
These three aspects are, to some extent, interdependent, 
so that a change in, say, the ‘why’ aspect of language 
teaching might trigger of some changes in the ‘what’ and 
’how’ aspects as weei. Any substantive discussion of all 
these aspects would bring in many related disciplines, 
that help to elucidate the various points with regard to 
this or that aspect, For example, one of the disciplines.- 
that will have to be brought in while discussing the ‘how’ 
aspect is psychology, espeeially those parts of 1t that 
deal with language acquisition, learning theory etc.
, , : - A.? •*
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Howevvr, I hope I shall be forgiven for not discussing 
these aspects in any detail, because only a preliminary 
discussion Is aimed at.
Although there is some discussion with regard to the 
possible relevance that Functional Linguistics my have 
to the ‘how* aspect of language teaching towards the end 
of this • chapper, the discussion that follows concerns 
mainly'an exploration of the posslbiiities of relevance 
that Fut^ttionalm may have to the ’what* aspect. This 
is so because the min contribution that linguistics seems 
to offer vts-a-vis language teaching Is in this particular 
field.
c. The role • that Is envisaged of linguistics with■
regard to language teaching Is, manly, behind the class­
room and the class-teacher. It seems that It Is the
syllabus-designer and the course-writer whose work can be 
b-eneTited tiost by the findings • of linguistics, and It Is 
these people who can Incorporate, wherever necessary, 
those findings of linguistics that they think are relevant 
In the course of Instruction that they design, and then 
pass on the ‘finished maaee^’ to the teacher.
d. Finally, I. must emppaalse once again the fact 
that this Is the first work of Its• kind' that has tried 
to discover the possible relevance that Functional 
Linguistics may have to' foreign language teaching. Much 
of the discussion that follows Is, therefore, of a rather 
tentative nature; that Is to say, Instead of making
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definitive statements and demonstrating them, what this 
chapter really does is to throw up ideas and suggestions 
regarding the various ways in which Functional Linguistics 
seems to be relevant to foreign language teaching.
It has been pointed out elsewhere that one of the 
most important influences on the Functionalist School was 
that of the Prague School. It would, therefore, be 
interesting to see what that School had to say with regard 
to the role that its findings could play 1n language 
teaching.
Fried has remarked that the Prague School was always 
’’interested in the practical application of their linguistic 
theory, especially in the sphere of language teaching.”
This interest in finding practical application for their 
theory can be traced back to ViTem Mathesius, who was one 
of the pioneering members of the Prague 4?r'oupT
Mathesius has already, by the ‘twenties, worked out 
a method of contrastive analysis, which made possible a 
comparison between two languages as well as between two 
different stages of the same language. The common denom­
inator of such a comparison was held by Mathesius to be 
the desire for expressing ‘communicative needs and wants*
'i
$
V. Fried (ed,), The Prague School of Linguistics and 
Language Teaching? (London: O.U.P..79771.. b'.2',-----------
•?]
. A
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that were more or less the same In all language communi-
a
ties. (This method obdii^sly lacks the sophistication that 
is found In the more recent ones. Howwvvr, at this
particular point, where all that I am trying to do Is to 
show that the Prague scholars were interested in language 
teaching, this is really irrelevant. In fact, it is due 
to this reason that i have not comirnnted on the meeits or 
demeeits of this meehod.)
The modern functionalists, and esj^^^l^lly 'axiomatic 
functionalists', howeevr, have not shown - not yet at any 
rate - any such interest in attempting to draw conclusions 
from their theory which would have implications for, or 
relevance to, language teaching. This might be due to a 
general lack of interest in language teaching on the part 
of the funa*ists, or to their belief th$t language 
teaching falls outside their tomup■n.ence as linguists. 
Anyway, whatever the reasons for this rather total lack 
of interest amongst the 'axiomatic functionaaists' to 
discuss the possible significance of their work for 
language teaching, if one were to look at Functionalism 
from, the pcont of view of one who were interested in 
language teaching, one would then perhaps be able to find 
such Impp Rations in the tenets of Functionai i sm and 
the description of, say, Pekingese phonology or the 
distribution of English vowels that were based on them,
i
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that would point out the possibility of Functionalism 
having at least some relevance to language teaching.
It Is true that a linguist does not necessarily describe 
a language (or some 'aspect* of it) from the viewport 
of language teaching, but as the latter 1s ultimately 
based on some sort of description of the target language, 
1t seems reasonable to assume that a given description 
will at least have the potential of some posssble 
relevance to language teaching . 1t 1s from this pdnt 
of view thfct I shall be discussing the relevance of 
Funct.ional linguistics to language teaching*
One can discuss the possible relevance that 
■Functional linguistics may have to foreign language 
teaching either in general terms, or with reference to 
those particular aspects of Functionalism that are felt 
to be particularly relevant to language teaching.
Howeevr, as the former has already been discussed in the 
previous chapter\ 1 shall confine myself in what follows 
to a discussion of the latter.
1
The point being made here 1s this: Functionalism* 1t 
has already been mmetloned, has its roots 1n'structural 
linguistics, and, as such, the discussion in the- previous 
chapter'regarding the relevance of linguistics to language 
teaching .will seem to be applicable, 1n general terms, to 
Functional linguistics as weH.
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The functionalists regard the ’functional’ principle 
of prime importance, because for them the raison^ d'etre
of language is communicction, and, as such, they hold that 
only those aspects of language are worthy of a linguist's 
attention that contribute to this commuoiccflve function 
of language* A description of a given language based on 
functionaHst principles will, therefore, deal with only 
those aspects of that language which are essential for the 
use of it as a medium of co-mmuuieation*
The aims and objects of language teaching may differ 
in many respects, but there is at least one aim that is 
common to all language teaching, and this is the aim of 
enabling the learners to acquire the required, degree of 
commuuicctive competence in the target language, so that
KSee pages 33,55.
think it will be useful if X made clear my use of the 
terms ‘comnuuicat'ion’ and 'commtiuicative comppeenne* , 
which differs smnewhat from the common use of icese terms» 
especially in the context of language teaching/learning.
For me 'couuuutcat1on’ mans "imparting or exchange of 
information"; it does.not matter whether the hearer/reader 
knows the sp€^8^aee//^r.ft^i^»', or whether he (i.e. hearer/reader) 
is even supposed to ''Idarrnd the spokee/written thing*
What does maater is .whether a hearer/reader has heard/read - 
and understood - some spokennwwitten things if he has, 
then an instance of *eoumun^cctCon’ has taken place. And 
following' from this interpretation of ’co-mmuuiccHon1, 
*commun1cctive compptence’ means$ for me at any rate, the 
compptence - not in the technical sense as used by Chomsky, 
but in the non-technical sense (i.e. ’having the ability’) - 
to participate in commun^cct^on.
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the latter could be used for communication • passive or 
actives direct or indirect, etc., but communication none­
theless* It 1s true that this 'required degree of 
communicatice competence1 might range from a very limited 
knowledge of only one language skill (for example,
Pakistanis working in the meteorological office who need 
to acquire a very limited knowledge of the spoken form of 
English, so that they can exchange information with other 
meteorological offices) to a high degree of command over 
all the four language skills (for example, Pakistanis who 
wish to teach English at the college/university level), 
but this does not alter the basic fact that in all teaching 
of, say, English in Pakistan It 1s the communicative 
competence that 1s aimed at*
We thus see that both for Functionalism and language 
teaching, the communicative aspect of language is of vital 
importance ** for the former because it helps it to define 
the scope of its competence as a discipline, for the latter 
because 1t provisos it with an objective to aim at. This 
1n itself, it 1s true, would not necessarily mean that 
Functionalism can be relevant to language teaching, but 
as we have also seen already that perhaps the most important 
contribution that linguistics can mafce to language teaching 
is by making possible the description of languages on 
scientific basis, it seems reasonable to assume that a 
linguistic theory which stresses the ‘functional’ principle 
i.e, the very principle by which communication can take
24%
place at all - more than does any other theory shall 
have some relevance to language teaching.
1 LAN.GUA66/SPEECH’ DICHOTOMY1
A reference has ■ elsewhere been made to Mulder’s
rejection of the Saussurlan tenet Wfclch holds that the 
*1anguage/speech* dichotomy 1s a real one, and that 
linguists should study ‘language* rather than ‘speech** 
According to Muuder, the object of a linguistic <^r^-lpt^on
is speech, and in doing so the linguist produces (i.e. 
establishes) language as a part of the description* The 
native speaker may do a similar thing -perhaps .quite 
unconsciously - and in that respect he may be said to 
possess ‘language*, as a kind of model *n his mind* This, 
howeeer, according to Muuder, is not accessible to a pure 
linguist, and can, therefore, not be the object of his 
study. De Saussure* believing •• as it seems - in a sort 
of collective mind, placed ’language* on the inter- . 
individual (i.e. sodal) plane, but it is doubtful whether 
any real existence can be assigned to ’language* in this 
sense. Hence Minder's insistence ■that the object of 
linguisticdescription should be speech.
Wen we look at Minder's stand vis-a-vis ‘language/ 
Speech* dichotomy with a view of discovering if it can
1
‘For a detailed discussion, see pp. 79-10 .
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have any relevance to language teaching, we find that, 
in insisting on the study of ‘speech* rather than ‘language 
(in the Saussurian sense), he is, in fact, creating the
possibilities of providing such descriptions of the target 
language that would highlight an aspect of language that 
is of very great importance to language teaching as well. 
This aspect is, of course, the commuulcatlve one, In 
view of this, it does not seem unreasonable to assume 
that a functionalist-based course of instruction will 
prove more effective in language teaching than would a 
non-functionalist-based one.
If we look at the situation wth regard to the 
teaching of English In Pakistan, we see that it presents 
a rather dismal picture. It Is, for example, not very 
Uncommon to find that, even after having anything up to 
eight years of EngUsh at various levels - I.e. primary, 
secondary and undergraduate * a vast majority of Pakistani 
students still find themselves Incapable of using EngUsh 
with any amount of facility. One reason for this in­
effective EngHsh-teaching Is, in my opinion, the courses 
of instruction that are based on n^r^-ifur^nci or^nl'ist 
descriptions of BogHsh. As the latter do not always 
take into account the actual use of language, the teaching 
based on such non-funnct or-HsI descriptions of EngUsh 
do not prove very helpful In enabling the pupHs to learn 
English as a language that is used for comrnuulccaton.
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1 believe that'the situation outlined abofe could' 
be remedied if successful efforts were made to-design 
courses that were based on function list descriptions 
of English, That is to say, if the teaching of English 
in Pakistan could be based on courses-of instruction 
that were, in turn, based on a description of E^n^lish 
according to Some such -principles as those laid down by
then there are chances that 1t■(i.e. the teaching 
of E^^glfsh) would' substaatially Improve*
REVALUATION,. O.F THE , RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN . THE SPOKEN AND
WITTEN. FORMS
1t 1s rather a common sight these days to see 
linguists asserting the ‘primacy* of the spoken form of 
language over the written one* These l1nguittt regard 
the latter as nothing more than a mere graphic represent­
ation of the former. This attitude, it might he recalled, 
arose in the first place as an over-reaction to the 
earlier tradition of giving the written form of language 
greater Importance than the spoken one* Such- an extreme 
attHude might, therefore, have been justified in the 
beginning, when modern linguists were trying to cumbat 
the entrenched older traditions, but now that linguistics 
itself is on a firmer ground, there can be no justification 
for holding- such an extreme opinion*
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Mulder's attiuude in this regard seems to me to be 
based on far greater realism. He holds that, from a 
synchronic and functional point of view. the spoken and
the written forms of a ‘language’ are two autonomous and 
independent systems. These systems stand in a diachronic 
relation to each, other. but kyncCaonica1ly they are 
independent. Any similarities between the two are 
accidental from the synchronic point of view. just as. 
say. similarities between different dialects. or different 
(but dlachronica!1y related) languages are.
That such an autonomy and independence does exist 
between the two forms can-be shown to be a valid assertion 
by - the fact that it is possible to learn either, irrespect­
ive of the other. W, for examine, find a vast maaorlty 
of people in PaUsUm. who can speak their L-l*s with 
perfect ease and facility, but can not even write the 
alphabets of 'their L*1*s. in the context of an L-2. 
instances could be given of those people from the areas 
of Pakistan that border on Afghanistan. who are 01^1* 
uneducated and HUeerate. A large number -of these people 
come to work in Karachi. Theer 1-1 is either Pushto or 
Hlndko (a hybrid of-Pushto and ^^^3^^^), but over a period 
of years they succeed- in acquiring a w01ielng knowledge of 
spoken Urdu, without necessktily acqu1ring a corresponding 
facility (or. for -that matter. any facility at all) in 
the written form of Urdu.
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The converse of the situation mentioned above is 
possible. However, as no- suitable illustration
of this could be' given from Pakistan, I shall try to 
IUustrate this point by giving the examppe of the study 
of classical Greek and Latin in the West, These, being 
'dead* languages, do not have 'spoken.forms' * as the 
phrase is used and understood in the context of 'living 
languagee', which exist either both as writing and speech 
or only as speech * and, therefore, only their wfftten 
forms' can be learnt,
Mulder's belief In the autonomy and independence of 
the written and the spoken forms of a language can have 
substantial effect on language teaching, because one has 
no longer to make bland assertions about the 'primacy' 
of one form or the other in order to jusUfy one's 
teaching of a particular form, That is to say, in view 
of the pusstion adopte-d by Milder yls-a-vis. the written 
and the spoken modes of language, It is now possible to 
discard both the older tradition of regarding the 
acquisition of the written form of the 1*2 as the only 
worthwhile objective that can be aimed at in language 
teaching and the not-so*old tradition which regards the 
spoken form of the target language as the only mode worthy 
of being taught and learned. The acqulssHon of either 
the written mode or the spoken mode (or, of course, both 
modes) can now be regarded as being equaly valid, but 
esseegtally separate, goals.
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All that has been said in the preceding section 
about Mulder’s views on the problem of and
spoken forms of language can also have relevance to the
specific situation with regard to the teaching of English
in Pali Stan* The Structural Method that is now gaining
ground there .can .be made more effective by incorporating
these views, I she'll .presently explain how,
1Nether the Report , which ultimately led to the 
introduction of the Structural Method noir the Method 
itself# as it came.to be adapted in Pakistan, take any 
clear-cut position with regard . to this particular problem.
The Report did meetion a need for teaching English as a 
’living* language, and as a subject distinct from.English 
literature, but nothing mom specific was.said .beyond these 
geneealisations* This has led, perhaps unintentionally 
but inevitably,. to a growing feeling amongst those .who are 
involved in syllabus and course designing, and in-teaching 
itself, $hat the written form of English should always 
have a secondary position vis-a-vis the spoken form. in 
this.view.of theirs, these people are supported by much 
of what they read of.modern linguistics and the teaching 
methods that are influ.by it* Howeeer, as has already 
been said, this view is no less lop-sided than the one that 
it replaced, namely the view that believed in the supremacy 
of the written mode of language over that.of its spoken mode*
’Repoot of the C^nmilssson of National Eduction , (Karachi ! 
Government of Pakistan;Prnsi,.1959)*
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The Mulderian view In this respect, If accepted 
1n Pakistan, could go a long way 1n correcting the 
existing Imbalance of view referred to above. It would 
also provide Pakistanis with a framework within which to 
make decisions about the mode of English to be taught.
Such a decision would be founded strictly on the future 
needs and requirements of the learners, and not on the 
position taken by this or that group of linguists or 
linguistics-orientated language teachers with regard to 
the written and the spoken modes of English.
Thus, for example, 1f a group of students, who hope 
to become airline cock-pit crew after completing their 
studies, learn English to enable them to communicate 
orally with foreign control-towers, etc,, then the main 
requirements of this group could be fulfilled 1f 1t were 
taught mainly spoken English, To unduly burden such a 
group with lessons aimed at teaching written English 
would be tantamount to deliberately, and needlessly, 
making Its task more difficult.
However, 1f there 1s another group of learners, 
who hope to take up clerical jobs after completing their 
studies, they would not have any particular need even 
for a working knowledge of spoken English. All that 
they need - 1n government offices and other similar 
organisations - could be sufficiently met 1f they acquired 
a knowledge of written English good enough to draw up 
drafts, answer queries, etc.
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There 1s, howe'er, yet another group * a group* 
in fact, with which I am mal1ly concerned * composed 
primarily of un varsity students, who hope to go on to 
work for po5t*graduate quaHfi cations. A majority of 
these- students* it is true, will never get involved in 
advanced research or higher education abroad* but a 
certain proportion of them will. In an ideal situation, 
this group should have two sets of EngUsh coursesj ■ 
one for those who will not get involved in higher 
eduction and advanced, research, and will, consequeenty, 
have a relatively more remote chance of going abroad, ( 
and the other -for those students who would.proceed with 
advanced research, and, cn^j^<jc^ueently, will have greater 
chance of going abroad. The course for. the first group 
of students would attempt to teach mainly written'EngUsh, 
so that the puppls are enabled to read text - books, 
research papers, etc., that they need for their particular 
level of 'high' education (i.e. M.A./M.Sc. in moot cases), 
and which are not available in Urdu. The course for the 
second group, on the other hand,. would have to try to 
help the learners acquure a- degree of competence over both 
the written and the spoken modes of English, so that in 
case some members of this group manage to go abroad for 
higher studies, they do not face serious problems of 
commun cati on.
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Howwevr, after having said all this# 1 must -point 
out that very few countries indeed - and Pakistan is not 
one of'them - have such an'ideal situation as to eater
for the needs of individual groups. For economic and
W
other practical reasons, the most th&t can be hoped for 
in Pakistan is to have an English course, especially at 
the university level, that would give (or, hope to give) 
the students a degree of competence in both written and 
spoken English, And this task Should become easier 
now that the learning of both the written and the spoken 
mode of a language can be regarded as equally worthwblie, 
but separate, tasks.
SEPARATION .OF - LEVELS OF ANj^LYSIg1
Mulder, it might be recalled, insists on a rather 
rigid separation of levels of analysis (for example, 
between the levels of grammar and phonology, etc,).
Some doubts have recently been. expressed^ about the wisdom 
of such an attitude, because, 1t is argued, it sometimes 
leads to an analysis that is fragmented, These doubts are,
Also see 'Chapter II, espedally page numbers #3 mW x>s.
2
e,g, see C.N, Bailey, Review of Mulder's SRP, Language, 
XXXXVI (September, 1970), pp.671-687,
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however* not valid as far as Mulder 1s concerned# 
because# although he does insist on a separation of 
levels in linguistic analysis# he recognizes that the 
'facts' themselves do not imply any such separation*
This is shown by the way 1n which Mulder has developed 
his sign-concepti in the latter, 1t might be pointed 
out, all these 'separate levels* are inter-related to 
each other*
The relevance of this type of approach, 1t seems to 
me, is that it can make foreign language teaching more, 
effective, because it can provide the course-planner and 
the syllabus-designer with such descriptions of the 
target language that would include the treatment of 
different levels separately, thereby enabling him. to 
begin with, and concentrate on, the level (or the levels) 
most suitable for the acquisition of the particular skill 
or skills that are aimed at# For example, if the aim of 
a group of learners 1s to acqi^^^re a knowledge of, say, 
written Arabic, then 1t would not be very useful if its 
course of instruction was based on a description of spoken 
Arabic, or even worse, on one that emphhslsed mainly the 
phonological level#
1n the context of the teaching of English in Pakistan 
too Midder's approach could prove useful# At the momenn, 
mot of the descriptions of English that are available 
in that country are based on 'theories*, which either make
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no distinction between the different levels, or, If they do 
make this ' distinction, they do so without being particularly 
rigid about It* This baa led to the con1truuC1on no 
courses In which It is mt always easy to make ouu the 
particular level that Is being dean with. As a re5tlt, 
a teacher, finds It difficult to Isolate the paartcylar 
level which is either most relevant to the purpose for 
which EngUsh Is being lear1ee, or which the particular 
class he ii $5 mees moor than others. The
teacher is thus forced to teach many aspects of English■ 
that might not be relevant either to the purpose of 
the learners, or to .their actual needs. This is, in 
fact, in my 0o1n1QOg on d the reasons ms to why the 
teaching d Ee-HsIi In- ^pUssaE leaves so much to be 
desired. This serious drawback can, howover, be
removed, If the courses of Instruction are based on 
a description of' English that incorporated the separation 
of levels In its analysis as proposed by M^ld^r.
Actually the adoption of Muiderlan ' approach as 
suggested above can, it seems, be helpful in more than 
one way. Firstly, It can enable the sy'l^abus~eesigner 
and the course-writer to construct courses of Instruction 
that will be more in keeping with the requirements and 
needs of the puppls for whom these courses are meaat,
That is to say, with a functionalist-based description
2sq
of# say, English at his disposal# the syllabus-designer 
WH be 'in a better position to pick and choose the 
ingredients* that are most appropriate for the group or 
groups of pupils concerned# and ‘mix’ them, if and when 
necessary# in the right proportion#
Secondly# it can also help the language teacher in 
making his teaching more effective by making it more 
appropplate to the actual needs of the ^^^^115# i shall 
explain this below.
it Has been repeatedly stressed in this thesis 
that the role that is envisaged of linguistics yis-a-yis .. 
language teaching is mainly behind the cla'ssooom and 
the class-teacher. There are# however* occasions# where 
it appears that an exception to this general rule might 
be in order (i .e.Hgguistics can sometimes be seen as 
having a rather more direct role to play yis-a-yis_ 
language teaching)# it seems to me that a course of 
instruction that is based on a description of the target 
language that deals with the various levels of analysis 
se^^ir^^ely (as# for example# would a description that 
were based on the principles of Funedonalism) is a case 
in point# I shall try to explain this point by referring 
to the teaching of English in Karachi at undergraduate 
level.
There is one course of instruction that is follwwed 
for all 6#A# students. As the number of students in the 
various departments of the Arts Faculty# who have to do
f ■
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English, is rather big, the total number of students 
have to be spUt into a number of smaller groups so 
as to make teaching manngeeale. For this purpose a 
system of tests has been devised; at the beginning of 
each academe year all new entrants to B.A. are given 
a test, and, on the basis of the results obtained, the 
groupings are formed so that there may not be a very 
great amount of disparity between the students in a 
given group. This is, perhaps, not an ideal system for f 
grouping the students, but it seems to be less arbitrary 
than the one that it replaced, and in which students 
were assigned to various ’sections* on the basis of their 
names in alphabetical order*
it has already been said that all these students ' 
folh^w the same course 'of 'instruction* Now, if the 
latter is ' based on a description of English in w^1ch the 
various levels of analysis have been kept separate, then 
the teacher will be in a better position to pick out, 
and lay greater emppasls on, those levels which his 
particular class needs more than others. it is in this 
sense that i think the language teacher can be said to 
bennfit more directly from linguistics than is usuaaly 
the case. For example, a class which is composed meanly 
of students who have had their pre-uni varsity education 
in Englishmedium institutions, will not need as much 
attention' with the spoken form of English as with its
2CI
written form, because it is generally found that the 
relatively good knowledge that these students possess 
of spoken English is rarely matched by an equally good 
knowledge of written English. As it is ■ not possible,' 
in Pakistan at any rate, to devise a separate course of 
Instruction' keeping in view the ' particular needs of 
this and similar other naaH groups, the best' alternative 
seems' to be. to provide the teacher with a course ' of 
instruction, which is. based on a linguistic theory (e,g, 
the Functtonnlist theory) that keeps the levels of 
analysis separate. This would enable the teacher to^ 
isliate the various levels, and use the moot appropriate 
ones *
NOTIONS, or ' 'PHONEME* AND 'POSITION, ■
In 'discussing Ruuder's concept of ’phoneme*, 'we
noted that by Introducing the ' concept of 'position*
in its definitoon, he added a valuable descriptive
potential to his theory* Minder's own illustration
of what Hervey regards as'"an elegant, economical,
1and highly original" descriptive solution 'to the French 
words h oui lie and oUi .. . was also noted. Howevvr, of far
^S.G.d. Hervey, "Ruuder's 'Axiomatic L1ngulst1cs‘: A 
reply to C, Bailey's Review in language , Vol. 46, No. . 
3, ' Lingua, XXVIII (1972), p.353,
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greater interest from the point of view of the teaching 
of English in Pakistan is the observation that folb^wed, 
and which was to the effect that if applied c0tniitennly, 
it can often lead to a subssanHal reduction in the size 
of the phoneme inventories arrived at by other descriptive 
oe^1thO'd!3, The examppe quoted in this connection was that 
of Midder and Hurren't article about the English ■vvowolsJ 
In this article, the authors show that the total size of 
English phoneme inventory can be tubstaagtally reduced 
if the analysis is based on Functional principles, This,
I think, offers a pO1s1biiit.y of immense proportions to 
Pakistan■i syllabusrdesigners. and CQurst*writers, who have 
so far had to put up with phoneme i1vegtor1es of E^^Tish 
of far greater sizes. By making available to them the 
phoneme Inventories that have been arrived at on the 
basis of whether or not the items in it are functional 
(i.e. necessary for the use of English as a medium of 
colbmbnlccatGn1, they are provided wth a chance of 
constructing courses of instruction that would deal with 
only those phonemes that really meater as far as the use 
of English as a medium of commuu1cct1og is concer1ee,
^J.W.F* Minder and H.A, Hurren, "The EftgHsh Vowel phonemes 
from a functional point of view and a ■ statement of their 
distribution", La Mngulstigue, 196-8, pp.43’*60.
Actually, it seems to me that Mu1der*s method of 
arriving at phoneme inventories can be. -useful not only • In 
constructing courses of instruction that• are of a general 
nature, and aim at helping the pupils achieve the required 
degree of competence in the spoken and/or written English 
(e.g. EngHsh that is taught at B.A./B.Sc. level), but 
also in conntructing courses that aim at giving a very 
limited and specialized knowledge of, say, spoken English 
that is used by people• who man the international section 
of telephone exchanges* it should be e^^s^i^^lf, for 
examppe, to make a phoneme inventory of the 'English used 
by international tel^phoi^l!^i^s', and then use it 1b 
constructing a course of instruction*
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the sign concept'
We began our discussion of Mulder's theory of the 
linguistic sign by referring to the fact that he
considers it to be of the greatest importance* because 
1t determines the 'form and content* of the whole of 
linguistics (#»&* 'grammar** 'phonology** ‘semaatics5* 
etc). We also noted that for RuHer* as for de Sauusure* 
the 'formal aspect* (t#. 'expression#) and the ‘meaning 
bearing aspect* (i*e. 'content*) were inseparably united * 
that is to say* one implied the other* and vice versa,
Such a view of the linguistic sign seems to offer 
the possibilities of finally ovef^c^b^^^ng one If the 
serious shortcomings that has always plagued language 
teaching, One of the drawbacks of the traditional system 
of teaching languages was that it was based on linguistic 
descriptions that took account mainly of the ‘meaning* 
aspect* As a reaction to this approach* linguists like 
Bloomfield went to the other extreme* and advocated an 
approach that* when applied* led to- linguistic descriptions 
that concentrated almost entirely on the ‘formal* aspect.
1‘See Chapter %* PP-vs-ms.
This led to a situation where language teaching and 
learning became more a matter of automatic drilling and 
practising of the ’-Forms* of the target language than 
the learning of a now’lingulstic behaviour* for the 
purpose of commynlccalon,
Mulder’s approach represents a departure from both 
tho extremes mentioned above. As he regards the formal 
aspect and the meaning bearing aspect as really not being 
more than ’aspects* of the same thing (1,e,of linguistic 
sign}, so that the one implies, and is ImpHed, by the 
other, there Is no danger that m description of a given 
language baaed on his linguistics will ignore either. 
aspect. Such a description, in other words, would 
represent the ’whole* of a language as It were rather 
than merely one or the other aspect of it. If such a 
description were made the basis if the . course of instruct 
ion, the latter would have a greater chance of enabling 
the pupils to use the target language for commyulcction, 
than if the teaching wore done according to- a course 
of instruction that was based on such descriptions of 
the target language that ignored either one or the other 
■aspect.
We have so far been discussing the possible 
contribution that Functional, linguistics can make to the 
’what’ aspect of language teaching; we now finally come
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to explore* in what follows, the p^ssibilit^y that 
Functional linguistics may have of being relevant to 
the ‘how* aspect of language teaching,
Wile discussing the different approaches to
language and language teaching in Chapter V, we said
that the bias in this work was in , the favour of the
‘empiricist* position, That we mmrely had a bias, and
did not necessa^ly accept or approve • of the ‘emp1b1c1st, -
based approach to language teaching fully or uncHtlcally
was hinted at by the parenthetic statement that • foHowed
the observation mentioned above. ’ This statement,
hoi.everne-eds further elaboration so as to make our
position clear vis^a^vis structuralism and the teaching
methods based on it* The min principles that underly 
2the latter have been summed up by Moulton thus:-
a. "Language is speech* not writing",
b, "A language is a set of habits."
e, "Teach the language* not about the language", 
< "A language is what its native speakers say,
not what someone thinks they ought to say", 
e, "Languages art different".
1 on page *59.
^WG, MooRon# "Llnguustics and Language Teaching in the
United States: 1940* 1960? "Trends in European and Ameeica-n 
Linguustics? 193O~196Oi €, Mohrmann, et , at » (Utrecht; 
Spectrum PuHlshers, 1961), pp,82-109lT
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A careful glance at the foregoing principles would reveal 1 
that, taken Individually» they present a picture of 1
language that 1» either wholly dlS'torted, or only . £
partially correct. 1 shall try to exp'lain this by 7
discussing Moulton’s formulation under b» (i.e. "A 7
language Is a set of habits.") In some detail; I shall . j
■«
also try. to • show If there Is any way In which the - -5
functionalist approach as typified by Minder can be of 
use 1n order to improve the situation.
The principle that "a language is a set of habits" 
is » as such, not wrong, but the very narrow sense in 
which the term^habit’ has come to be used makes its 
validity rather douubful. In Its most contemporary form.
this principle is represented by the behaviourist school 
Iof psychology The moot Important behaatooi-st today
is U.F. Skinner# The main points that emerge from. 
Skinner's observations with regard to language and its 
acquisition can be summed up as follows:
1. Language is a form of behaviour.
11. Language learning involves "formation and 
performance of habits" through conditioning and drill, 
so that# once learned, it can be carried out without the 
conscious use of one's cognitive processes.
2
I
1
The founder of this . school was Wason, with • whom "in 
1913 m# psychology really emerged from its origins 
In philosophy to become a full-flegged scientific 
discipline." (Time Magaalne, September 20, 1971).
-A
’5
j
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lH. • As &.@ha learning of a language is not
Intrinsically different from the learning of any other 
skill ~ such as - learning to play piano* or to drive a 
■motor ear, etc, - that is characterized as *hal>bi;**
iV. Grammoatcal rules are merely descriptions of 
'habits1,
v. As language first manifests itself in children 
in spoken form, the latter has greater salience than 
the written form.
An important feature of the teaching methods having 
their bases in the approach outlined above is that 
the pupils are actively engaged In the class-room. But, 
as this activity consists manly of an interminable 
series' of listening - - either to the teachcre-Jf in the 
class-ooom, or to the tape, if in the language laboratory - 
imitating what one hears, without any accompanying 
syntactic or semmatic explanation, this soon leads to 
a stage where these drills and pattern practices 
degenerate into an automatic but mea'anngless listening- 
imitating exercise. One consequence of this is that the 
learners - lose interest, and this grea'tly increases the 
difficulty of making- language teaching effective,
The tenets of functional sm offer some- hope that 
at least some of the defects of th-e structuralist-based 
language courses can be removed. For example, function­
al ism' regards commuuleaaion as the main purpose of language
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and if a teaching course is based on a theory which
incorporates this particular aspect of functionalism, 
then such a■course could not lay such an excessive 
emphasis on mmealngless drills and pattern practices.
A certain amount of the latter are. It is true, needed 
to learn pronunciation and master patterns, but they 
need not be always meantngless» because, if the aim of 
the learners is to use the target language for. communi­
cation, they will. not be able to proceed very far with 
them.
Another way in which functionalism can help to 
improve the structural-based language courses is by it^s 
insistence that, synchr'anncal ly speaking, there is no 
question of any one mode of .language having any salience.over 
the other. Each mode is an independent mam*festation 
of language, and should be studied as such. As this 
particular-aspect has already been deaat with in the 
earlier part of this che.pter0 i shall not go into any 
further detan.
The question of as to whether one should present 
the 'learner with a . grammar, i.e. a model, a description, • 
hinges 6n whether one considers it. correct to assume the 
following points: .
(i) a native speaker acquires within himseef a 
grammar, a kind of description (between inverted ^1^85^ 
a model of. his. language.
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(i 1) the learner of an L-2 can only partly-, and
after long practice, be expected to acquire such a modeV;
(ill) It could therefore be useful to present him ^1th\
a model as a substitute that as much as possible can fulfil 
the same function, even though one may not think that a 
native speaker’s model is to any extent of the same kind.
The only relevant point is that the linguist's model to 
a certain extent can substitute for a native speaker’s 
model;
(iv) a consistent, adequate, and simple model, is - 
though not necessarily better than a no matter how 
.inconsistent native speaker's model - likely to be better 
than a model set up in an intuitive way;
(v) therefore one needs a model, i.e. a description, 
arrived at via a powerful linguistic theory.
Functional linguistics, as I have argued, is mainly 
interested in those aspects of language that have immediately 
to do with communication, and this is the most relevant 
aspect of linguistic behaviour. Axiomatic Functionalism, 
which is a modern off-shoot of Functionalism, sets itself 
the highest standards of consistency, adequacy, and simplicity 
and provides - therefore - potentially the best basis for 
such a model. The fact that it does not to do this
y.r exct/n^/e
arould not be held against it. Other schools^T.G., have
claimed it, but there is, in my opinion, no logical or 
practical evidence that they can fulfil these promises.
27/
Axiomatic Functionalism should, at least logically speaking, 
be able to fulfil this aim. Whether it can do so in 
practice has further to be investigated, but experiments 
to that effect would, in my opinion, be very worthwhile 
1ndeed.
* A2 •-> „ '2 ..
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APPENDIX. ...A
'CLASSIFICATION- °F..LANGUAGESsBASED ON. GR E.RSO.N* S. . . LINGUISTIC. SURVEY. ; OF INDIA
i, -. Ans tr i ..e 
2*" Dmyldlaft
3, Indo-European
b.. h,Mr iangmages,
1, $antbal1 & fhhsi 
Zf Brahui-
3, South Indian
4# Kafir Tongues
a)Dard1c Branch 5» Kashmiri
6* Khowar
h)European Branch
c) Indo-European
Branch
7#
8, English 
9* Assamese
10# Bengali
11, Gujarati
C, DIALECTS,
Santhan and Kbasi 
Brahui
TanH, Malayalam# 
Telegu, Kanareat
Kilash (black ) 
B&ahgali (red)
trail,
Arandri #
Darnell, J adr1, yar,
Mablo, Gididi,
Kash kari
K^hh^^a?^’l*
Ajari, To Twain,
Kai ami
English
Assause
Benn&H» GG1-ttagonPa-n, 
BvIneti’fJicCc^k^ma* Hajong 
Gujarati
12» nodi
13. Marathi
14, Oriya
16. F^j^^jabi
Hindi 'Hindustani-*,?
8i hari (non-MusHPm) 
Marathi,Thakri 
Oriya
'Mylta# *,
Lannki i B a ha are 'l uui, 
Denari l -*
Kh^iraj^/^ ,Dogtra<, #ahari
fB- , Rajasthani Rajasthani ^Malwati* 
MarrWrr JaipurPrAArneer» 
BikaI ri »Raj,p•^itni, 
Kathe-waal ,BM 11
X
1
1
i
i
.» ’/-A/: ;  "r
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FAMILY
d)Xran1an Branch
8, MANUNGUA6.ES
17, gindhi
18, Urdu
19, Baluchi
20, Persian
21* Pushto
gemeeic
Tibetp;Gh1ne.se
22, Arabic
23, Arakanese
24, Burmese
26, Other Assam-Burean
Tongues
C., ...DIALECTS
Sindhl, Juttri, Seraiki 
Lassi, ThaasH, Dhhtkl,
Kachhi
Urdu, Hindustani,
Blhari (Muslim),
Baluchi, MaararH, 
Maraon-Kechi
Persian, Dehwaan, 
Yang-ha, Badaksilaa1 ,
Lor i'chini
n ,
Kabuli, Pathani 
Arabic ,
A r a k a n e s e,Ma gh1,Mu ru n g
Burmese
Maa^uM, Garo, Lushal,
Ttipur'
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